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Rural Teacher

Scouters Briefed

Given Probation

On Camping Skills Officers

In

Morals Case

In

Appear
For Sentence Today
Several Otheri

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

-

Mrs. Rosella S. Gifford,29 -year

Traming Course For

old mother of four children and
teaoher in a rural school who
pleaded guilty April 5 to a charge
of gross indecency, was placed on
probation for two yean Tuesday
when she appeared before Circuit
Judge Raymond L. Smith for dis-

Mrs. Gifford was arrested by
sheriffs officers March 19 on a
charge of allowing an unlicensed
person to drive her car. Further
Investigationled to the gross indecency charge involving a 15 year - old boy in her classes.She
has since been replaced as teacher
of the West Olive school.
Mrs. Gifford was accompanied
by her husband, Cecil, but he was
not in the court room when her
case was disposed of. She wore
casual clothes including anklets,

Semi

compass and use of
signaling. Games and
contests which will be used at the
Spring Camporee on May 20 and 21
the young leaders: jousting, chariwere tried out in advance by
ot race, fire by flint and steel, wood
splitting and log sawing.
Director of the training course
was Elmore Van Lente assistedby
'Alfred Kane, Robert Rose. Albert
Walters. Otto Dressel, Richard Wilson. Earl VandenBosch and Miner
Meindertsma.
At the close of the training event
Van Lente and Kane presented
each boy leader with a certificate
and lanyard of leather Ihong.
Troops participatingwere: Troop
2, Fennville Oddfellows; Troop 6.
First Reformed Church; Troop 7,
Third Reformed Church; Troop 10,
Methodist Church; Troop 12, Trini-

map, and

iib
ENJOYING A STROLL through paths on Hope
campus is Dr. BunshichiOhata, president of
Shiga University in Japan, and some local
college students. Left to right in front are
Penny Ramaker, a junior from Milwaukee,

Wis., Dr. Ohata, and Ki Bum Han, a junior
from Korea. In the rear are Bob Williams,a
sophomore from Los Angeles; Donald Lee, a
freshman from Formosa, and Dr. Paul Fried
of the college faculty. (Sentinel photo)

saddle shoes and dangling ear-

Conrad, Inc., Will

Injured.

As Ottawa County

Expansion Is Planned
The Crampton Manufacturing Co.
which operates the Crampton Manufacturing Co. In Holland and the
Grand Rapids Brass Co. in Grand
Rapids, today announced the acquisitionof the entire outstanding
capital atock ot Conrad, Inc.,

«

Holland, manufacturers of low
temperaturetestingequipment
Mr*. Gladys Aldrich
Conrad, Inc., was Incorporated
in July, 1953, as an outgrowth of
a business established several
years ago. It occupied a plant on
the north side at 141 Jefferson
which was built in 1953. The
Crampton Co. plans to expand
operations there, increasingthe
The appointment of Mrs. Gladys floor space some 60 percent
Testing equipmentmade by ConHowell Aldrich, of 566 Howard rad, Inc., includes both standard
Ave., as executive lecrctary of the and custom built units ranging in
Ottawa County Red Cross was an size from chests of about two cubic
nounced today by Clarence Klaa*- feet capacity to large walk-in
en. county Red Cross chairman. rooms. The units embody controls
Mrs. Aldrich, who came to Hoi- for temperature, atmospheric
lan in 1941 from Illinois,has work pressure and humidity,with a
ed in the office of the J.C. Penney temperaturerange from plus 500

deputies New Red

attempted to remove the still con*
sciout. Wolf from his car they were
temporarily held off by a German
shepard police dog, owned by Wolf.
Deputies managed to collar the
dog and carry Wolf to a stretcher.
He was immediatelyplaced in an
ambulance and rushed to Holland
Hospital.

The terrific impact of the crash
sent the hood and left fender of
the car sailing 100 feet down the
highway. Other pieces of the de-

molished 1955 model car were
scattered for hundreds of feet
around the srene
Kok told deputies he swerved his
fully loaded truck to the shoulder
of the road when he saw the car
angle toward him. The car struck
the tractor cab near the gasoline

Be

Operated as Subsidiary;

'

Driver Tells Story

tion, first aid,

position.

the court.

Wreckage

Scattered;

CENTS

OnNorASide

Brief Period

Parts of

PRICE TEN

Acquires Finn

Bay

A Shelby man died in Holland
More than 90 Scouts and leaders
participated in a District pre- Hospital Friday night from injuries
Camporce training course at Camp received when his car and a semi
Chippewa Friday and Saturday. truck-trailercollidedon US-31 one
Purpose of the "Green Bar Train- mile south of West Olive.
er” was to give special training William George Wolf. 31, Shelby,
to Patrol leaders in camping skills. died shortly after 10:30 p.m. from
Scouts were instructed in skills a crushed chest *nd internal lhof axemanship.firebuilding, cook- juries.The truck driver, William
ing, camp sanitation,fire by fric- Kok, 33. Grand Rapids, was not

•

Conditions of her probation are
that she pay 5100 costs, 55 a month
oversight fees obey all laws and refrain from the use of intoxicating
liquor. She may not leave the state
unless she receives permission of

at

-

CramptonCo.

PoEce Dog Keeps

Two-Day Session Held
At Camp Chippewa;
Prepare for Camporee

Before Jndf e Smith

The Newt Has Been A
ConstructiveBooster lor
Holland Since 1172

Cross

Secretary Named

Co. for 12 years. She has two sons,
Willldm Charles Aldrich who has
just completed four years as a
radio man in the U.S. Navy who
is now with his wife attending
college at Houghton, and Pvt. Byron V. Aldrich, a graduate of Hope
College who is currently attending
radar school at Fort Monmouth,
N.J., where he is a member of the
regular drill team. Her husband,
William, died last Feb. 18.

degrees Fahrenheit to -150 degrees

Fahrenheit
The equipmenthas a broad application in industry,includingsize
control ot parts and gauges, longer
life for tools ad dies, quality con-

trol and testing of wire, rubber
processing and testing, biological
hauling 27,000 pounds
Judge Smith said, "We believe
testing, pharmacal production and
of
frozen eggs to Fremont. The
ther has been sufficient punishtesting, precisionassemblyof mettractorreceived minor damage but
ment in this case because of the
als parts, Army, Navy and Air
the refrigeration
unit was not damwide publicityyou have had. This
Force tests, and testing of airaged. Another tractor was called
.-is somethingyou will have to live
craft controls and guided missile
to pick up the trailer.
Mrs.
Aldrich
is
a
member
of
down, Mrs. Gifford, and because
Before
the
wreckage
could
be
First Methodist Church and is components at all temperatures.
Dr. BunshichiOhata, president
we believe you can do this, we can
Conrad, Inc., acquired through
cleared off the highway deputies active In church work. She also
conclude that no such offense is
cf Shiga University ip Japan, conwere
forced
to divert north and worked as a Red Cross volunteer an exchange of stock, will be operlikely to occur in the future. Therecluded a pleasant two-day visit
southbound traffic down 136th Ave. during World War n Instructing ated as a wholly-owned subsidiary
East Grand Rapids High School
fore, we are giving you the chance
to Hope College and Holland Wedwhich runs parallelto US-31 at classes in making surgical dress- of Crampton. The Conrad firm U
Robart School.
speakers, taking two firsts and
of being placed on probation.”
supplementing its management
ings. She will attend a training
Training course patrol members that point.
In other cases, George Van Til, two seconds, walked off with the day as part of a three-month tour
with additional personnel and inThe
dog,
which
was
slightly
incourse
for
Red
Cross
executive
are listed as follows:
34, of 35 South River Ave., Hol- major share of honors in the of educational institutionsin the
creasing Its plant facilities.As a
jured.
was
treated
and
taken
to
the
at
secretariesIn St Louis, Mo.
Pine Tree— Dale Zoet, leader;
land, was sentencedto serve 18
Crampton subsidiary,Conrad's
Michigan Regional Forensiccon- United States.
Holland dog pound.
She
succeeds
Mrs.
Katherine
Van
Tim
Fox.
Dick
Vukin,
Dennis
Kuite,
months to 15 years at Southern
sales volume is ekpected to inFrom
Holland he will go to BosDuren who plans to continue schoolHolland Police Department Tues- Don Kardux, David Grown ewald.
Michigan prison on a rape charge. tests held here Thursday.Holland
crease during the next few yean
ing in business training. Mrs. Van
Judge Smith recommended the Christian High School, with Mar- ton by way of Niagara Falls and d8y announced plans for weekly Turtle — Karl Von Ins, leader; Hope Linksmen Split
and wilrprovide a new and diverDuren's plans for the immediate
minimum. Van Til was found guil- inus Pott as regionalchairman, will visit Harvard University and outdoor skating at the Civic Center Bruce Struik, Glenn Atkins, Bruce
allied source of earnings for the
future are indefinite, but she plans
VandenBosch. Calvin Lamoreaux, In Triangular Match
ty by a Circuit Court Jury. The
other institutions before leaving to parking lot.
parent company.
acted as host to the 15-school conto
continue
working
for
the
Red
Skaters of all ages are invited Bruce Masselink, Carl Van Ingcn,
allegedoffense involved a 13 • year
Officers of Conrad, Inc., an
spend
a
month
in
Europe.
ADRIAN
(Special)
-Hope
Coltest.
Cross on a volqpteer basis.
old girl.
each Thursday from 6 to 8 p.m. Butch Holton.
Charles 'F. Conrad, president;LetThe Japanese educator’svisit In
lege golfers defeated Adrian 10-6
Holland
High
School's
Ron
Arrowhead
—
Dennis
Smeenge.
beginning this week.- At least one
Earl Cranmer, 20, of 140 Coolter Wilson, vice presidentand
Holland was kept on an informal
er; James Blackburn,Stuart und lost Jo Hillsdale.15-1 here
idgc Ave., Holland, pleaded guilty Chandler took a first in one of the basis, partly because although he or two police officerswill be on
general manager; Arthur Mitchell,
Monday
irtto triangulargolf match Two Civil Casts Are
an, Robert Jones.
to a charge of nighttime breaking five divisions, while Zeeland's Ann
secretary-treasurer.
H.E. Pleasant
understandsEnglish well he hand to supervise, assist and adplayed at acnawee Golf course. In
•g
Robert Billett, leader;
and entering and was released on De Pree also took a first. Grand speaks with some hesitation.Con- minister first aid, if necessary.
Filed in Circuit Court
and B.A. Briton art also on the
teanfcfccral Hope finished second
Wagner, Ron Maat. Gary
his recognizanee-fcrreturnJune 13 Rapidt Ceniraliook .ttej-na&uung que,r.tl>v~he
gptnt moa*-«#-Uw *Ttie concessionand rest room
board of dlrsctors. t
with sM-fBrrit*.Hillsdale was first
GRAND HAVEN (Spscial)-Two Herman E. "Pleasant,president
vlhK, Bob Nicol, Terry Nienhuis.
at 10 a.m. for disposition. Cranmer, top rating.
facilities in the Civic Center buildtime visiting the various departwith 406 and Adrian third with 472 civil suits have been started
who allegedly broke into Timmer
In the oratorical declamations ments on the campus and met sev- ing will be open for the skaters. Cat — Robert Bonnettc, leader; strokes.
of Grand Rapids Brass, also anOttawa Circuit Court.
and Karsten Block Co., is current- event. Boyd Conrad of East took eral foreign students. In meeting The parking area will bo lighted Lavem Timmer, Larry Bakker,
Ray
De Does (H) def. Dick One was brought by Delores Lid- nounced that as operations begin
ly on probation for a similar of- first place and Ronald Beyer of studentsfrom the Orient, there for the weekly events. Recorded Jim Van Putten, Mickey Griffeth.
Watts <A) 3-0 and lost to Dick gard, guardian of GeraldineLid- in the Grand Rapids Brass DivRog Kibby, Keith DeZwaan, James
fense.
Zeeland placed second. The win- was a tendency to lapse into for- music will be played.
King (Hill), 2-1; Bill Kramer («) gard. a minor of Kent county, seek- ision new plant in Grand Rapids,
Nathan M. Matheney, 22, Grand ning declamation
Officers announce that the north Robinson.
entitled eign languages.
the company’scurrent civilian outdef. Joe Davis (A) 3-0 and lost to
ing 53.000 from Bradley Witteveen
Robert KingRapids, who pleaded guilty April "American Liberty."
Dr. Ohata also toured the city section of the parking area (along Flying Arrow
Ken Win/er (Hill) 3-0; Jim Hut- ot Holland. The action resultet put is at an all-timehigh.
13 to a charge of fraud, was placChandler of Holland High placed and saw some of the early tulips Eighth St.) will bo reserved for shott, leader; Bob Kaper. Richard Ion dii lost to Bob Forbes (A)
Work is progressing on coned on probation two years and first in the extempore division, in bloom. Yes. he had heard of parking. The remainder will be Dirkse, Gary Smith. Art Dirkse, 3-0 and lost to Denny Maxey from an accident on Ottawa Beach struction of two other plant buildMarty Van Dyke, Phil Collins, Dan (Hill). 3-0; Bill Holt <H) def. Wil- road near the Holland airportSept. ings and an office building to be
must make restitution of 51,253 at speaking on the topic. "Should Tulip Time before coming to Hol- cleared for skating.
4. 1954. Geraldine was a passenger
Hungerford.
the rate of 5100 a month, pay costs Red China Be Admitted to the land.
liam Grant (A) 3-0 and lost to or a two-seated motorcycle own?d located on the Grand Rapida aife
Skeleton
—
Wayne
Dirkse,
leadof 5100 at the rate of 525 a month, U.N.?" Second place went to Dave
In the evening, he met with a
and is scheduled for completion in
George Grasafus (Hill), 3-0 and
er; Darrel Staat, Paul Nienhuis. John Van Dyke (H) lost to Jim by Larry Bos which was involved July. Coompletionof a new plant
hnd pay 55 a month oversightfees. Winter of Grand Rapids South. small group of representativeciti’s
hi
an
accident
with
Witteveen’s
Billy Tromp, Jerry Bolles. Paul Swoish (A) 3-0 and lost to Paul
The alleged offense was committed First place in the original ora- zens and college faculty for an
facilities will increase the comcar.
Douma, John Eshelman, Bob Rot- orhalanderer(Hill) 3-0.
last July 24 and involved a motor tory contest went to Maria Asaris informal visit. Although he is a
pany's estimated productive capaIn the other suit, Arleen Moore
man, Lavin Van Klompenberg.
vehicle transaction with Steven of Grand Rapids Centra!.Her top economist in Japan as well as
King of Hillsdaletook medalist ol Zeeland is seeking 525,000 Judge- city by about 100 percent.
Shark — Craig Ensfield,leader; honors with a 77. De Does fired
Zimonich.
oration was entitled. "You. the- a leading educator, it was clear
ment from William and Stanley
A program by men's choruses of Bob Hemmeke, Stanley Van SlooCarl Silvernail, who pleaded Road." Barbara Steketee of Grand that Dr. Ohata preferred to talk
SO for Hope. Other Hope Zicnstraof Rusk. This is the result
churches in Holland and vicinity ten, Don Smith. Paul Eenigenburg,
about American methods in educaguilty April 13 to a non-support Rapids placed second.
scores were Kramer, 83; Hutton,
of an accident on Paw Paw Dr.
again packed the auditorium of Bobby Glatz, Bob Parkes, Jeffry
to
charge, was placed on probation
Esther Glaser of East Grand tion, not to make profoundstateHolt. 86 and Van Dyke 104.
between Holland and Zeeland
Hope
Memorial
Chapel Sunday eve- Hamm, Michael Marfia.
three years, must pay 530 a week Rapids took first honors in the in- ments on the political front
Hope meets Kalamazoo College
which
occurred
April
25,
1952.
Miss
One of the things that interested ning under auspices of the Hol- Sky Hooks
Roger Hopkins, today in a meet at SaugatuckGolf
support for his family which in- terpretativereading event with.
Moore, her girl friend Betty Knipp
land City Mission. A similar pro- leader; Jerry Foote. Eugene Van
cludes 525 a week alimony he was "Our Town." Second place was (and puzzled) him most was how
course.
and Stanley Zicnstra were riding
gram was given last month.
Heukelom, Henry Prince, Ken Vinordered to pay previously.He is in taken by , Judy Folkertsma of do private colleges such as Hope
in the front seat of a car owned
The
Rev.
H. J. Kamphouse preCollege manage its finance prostra, Dick Yskes, Dave DeVisser,
arrears of 5400 which he must Grand Rapids Christian.
by William Zicnstra, The decla- GRANd HAVEN (Special) -Onsided. Marvin Baas, director of
Kenneth Brondyke, Bruce Gibbons. Hart and Cooley Takes
make up at the rate of 55 a week,
In the humorous reading divi- gram without aid from taxation.
ration alleges Stanley was driving ly three men from Ottawa county
music at ChristianHigh school, led
Since
ihis
question
always
puzzles
Skull — Mervin Dirkse, leader; Industrial League Crown
plus 55 a month oversight fees.
sion, Ann De Pree of Zeeland
at an excessive rate of Speed when are scheduled to leave for induction
congregationalsingingand the Rev.
Terry Foss. Rex Foss. Dale Van
Lewis Vice, 41, of 863 West 25th placed first with, "Romeo and foreign visitors and is often asked,
the car failed to make a curve Monday, May 2. They will meet
Hervert Brink, pastor of Sixteenth
Kampen, Harold Kruithoff, Alan
Hart and Cooley won the IndusSt., Holland, who was found guilty Juliet." Mary Worsfieldof East Dr. Ohata received a variety of
and crashed into a tree. Plaintiff at Grand Haven Armory at 1:15
Street Christian Reformed Church,
answers, all of them somewhat
of a non-support charge involving took second honors.
Brinkman.
trial league bowling championship
claims she suffered permanent in- p.m. for inductioninto the armded
offered prayer.
seasoned
by
the
sad
truth
that
it's
Monday
night
for
the
third
his 10 year • old daughter,was
Hatchet
—
Bob
Madison,
leadCompeting schools were East,
juries.
The
combined
chorus
of
170
forces at Detroit.
er; David Van Eerden, Roger Mey- straight time and thereby gained
placed on probation two years and Central.Christian. Creston, Ot- tough going for small colleges.
voices
with
Kenneth
Louis
of
ZeeThe men are Wesley L. Costing,
er, Ronald TenBrink,Chuck Wo- permanentpossessionof the league
ordered to pay 520 a week for the tawa Hills and South, all of Grand There was some explanation on
land as director and Mrs. Lrenzo
of 115 East 19th St., Holland: Dale
the
Michigan
Colleges
Foundation,
trophy.
The
Register
crew
defeatjahn, Chuck Menning, Ken Taylor,
Frank L. Sherman, 84,
support of his family, plus 519.17 Rapids, Holland High, Holland
Meengs of Zeeland as accompanist,
J. Vande Wege, of 901 Central
ed Holland Color 2.316 to 2,449.
a month on his house until it’s Christian,Ionia, Muskegon, Mus- special gifts, tuition, etc., but this sang "Love Divine,” "Majestic Billy Nyland.
Succumbs
Unexpectedly
Ave., Holland, and Walter F. BeusAmerican
concept
is
hard
for
a
Winning
scores
were
C.
Seriers,
paid. He also must pay 5120 costs kegon Heights, Nashville, PortSweetness,” "A New Name in
chel, route 2, Conklin.
foreigner to understand fully. In
933, F. Mack. 475; J. Doktor, 506,
at the rate of 55 a month. He must land, Richland and Zeeland.
Glory," "I’m New Bom Again," Dr. Stauifacher
FENNVILLE (Special)-Frank
Japan,
all
colleges
and
universities
R.
Colton,
504
and
W.
De
Neff,
leave intoxicants alone and must
Judges were Dr. E. E. Brand
"Stand Up for Jesus," "Only Glory
I^slie Sherman, 84, died unex538.
stay out of taverns.
and Dr. Clarence De Graaf of are government supported. What By and By,” "Beyond the Sunset” Recovering From Illness
Dies
pectedly Monday afternoon while Zeeland
C. Tmeblood had 516 for HolHope College; Prof. M. Berghuis tuition is charged is low.
and
"All Hail the Power of Jesus
gardening at thefr lake shore proDr. Ohata also was given an inAt Holland Hospital
Word has been received here that land Color for top score. Other
and Prof. Lester De Foster of CalName.”
perty south of Douglas where he
Former Holland
Dr. C..J Stauffacher,who has spent scores includedR. Eash 502, H.
vin college and Dr. B. J. Knittel sight into operations of a small
The Maplewood
and his wife, Ida, conduct a sumZEELAND (Special) Mrs.
and Dr. Albert Cordray of Mich- city. At a dinner meeting, he was Church Chorus directed by Thur- 31 years in leprosy work in In- Bonselaar. 447, C. Bcltman, 412 mer resort.
Succumbs at Newaygo
Grace Vender Veer, 70, wife of
briefed
on
operations
of
City
and
T.
Me
Cormack
398.
Holland
hambane,
Portuguese East Africa,
igan State University.
man Rynbrandt with Mrs. Ella
In addition to his wife, he is Leonard Vender Veer, 110 West
John Erickson, 76, died at his
Council, the planning commission,
Color had 174 total pin handicap.
survived by one foster daughter, Cherry Ave., Zeeland,died MonTellman at the piano sang "Lead is recovering from major surgery
home, Hess Lake Rd., Newaygo,
courts, hospital, Chamber of ComMrs. William Stennecke who lives day afternoon at Holland Hospital.
Me Gently Home” and "When the and hopes to resume his work in
late Monday evening. He formerly
merce, and other functions.
the future.
with them and a nephew, Stuart She had been ill for two weeks and
lived here and was superintendent
Dr. Ohata's main purpose in world is on "Fire." The unacThe
77-year-old missionary-doclamoreaux of New Richmond.The then suffered a heart attack.
companied chorus of fiarderwyk
of the Holland Furniture Co. for
visiting America is to observe all
tor has taken charge of the leprosy
Shermans were former residents Mrs. Vander Veer was a memChristian
Reformed
Church,
dimany years. He came to this
aspects of college and university
rected by Clarence Jalving, sang center ever since the Holland Lepof Pullman where they conducted ber of First Christian Reformed
country from Sweden at the age
administration,and to learn more
rosy Federation organized a center
a general store and post office. Church, the Dorcas Society and
of 21 and after a short time in
about all levels of education, as "Jesus Savior Pilot Me” and for lepers many years ago on the
Later they operated a large resort Christian School Circle.
"Lord, I Want to Be a Christian,”
Chicago moved to Holland in 1907
well as American political and
at South Haven. They had lived Survivingbesides the husband
and the Central Park Reformed instigation of ChristineVan Raalte
when he was employed by the
Nine Hope men of the junior economic life.
Gilmore.
in their present home in the are a daughter, Mrs. Wilson De
Bush and Lane Piano Co. Shortly class have been nominated to Blue
One reason Dr. Ohata was Church Chorus with Lester Cook Dr. Stauffacher who had undervillage about 10 years.
as
director
and
his
daughter,
Carol,
afterward he was employed at the Key National Honor Fraternity by anxious to visit Hope College was
Jonge of Zeeland; a son, Willis
gone surgery in Pretoriawrote
local furniturefactory and remain- Donald Maxam, president of the because one of his professors in accompanying,sang "Rock of
Welling of Holland;a son-in-law.
from
Inhambane,
"I
am
still climbDr. G. J. Kemrae of Drenthe; three
ed with them until about 15 years Hope Chapter.
Japan is a close friend of Dr. Paul Ages” and "Praise Ye the Lord.” ing the ladder back to health.
Mrs. Ben Van Raalte
The Rev. George Hilson of Wesago when he retired because of his
stepdaughters,Mrs. Ray ShoeThose nominated were: Richard Fried, a native of Leipzig, GerLast week I regained seven pounds
Dies at Hospital at 74
maker and Mrs. Jack Wildschut
health. He then moved to Lake Ortquist,Muskegon; John Adams, many, who is now teaching'at leyan MethodistChurch gave the
of
the
55
pounds
I
lost
in
my
short
closing prayer.
of Zeeland and Miss Lenora VenForest,111., and later* to Hess Lake Saginaw; Arthur Jentz, Palisade, Hope.
Mrs.
Ben
Van
Raalte,
74,
died
at
illness. I feel I will soon be back
where he resided for the last six N. .J; Richard, Ten Haken, Clymer, "Yes, I know a lot about Hope
Holland Hospital Monday evening der Veer of Zunl, N.M., a stepson,
to my old self again.”
years. He was a member of Unity N.Y.; Lynn Post, Holland; Lyle College, and I feel I know you
after being admitted in the morn- Jerome Vander Veer of Zeeland;
Man Hailed Into Court
He also wrote that Dr. and Mrs.
Lodge No. 191, F and AM.
VanderWerff, Stickney, S. D.; too," was Dr. Ohata’s greeting to
ing. Her home address was 580 11 grandchildren; two sisters, Mrs.
Walter Mikulaschek who were
George Wedeven of Crisp and Mrs.
For Violating Probation
Surviving are the wife, Cora; Thomas Niles, Oden; Edwin Coon, Dr. Fried.
Central Ave.
scheduledto take over the work
John Schamper of Holland, and a
three sisters, Mrs, Hannah Olson Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; and Henry
GRAND HAVEN, (Special)
She
was
the
daughter
of
the
late
in Inhambane had arrived,but
brother, John Mast of Holland.
and Mrs. Madge Bergsted,both Tan, Java.
Robert H. Alexander,30, Muske- that Dr. Mikulaschek has had conMr.
and
Mrs.
James
Huntley
and
Holland Furnace Co.
of Sweden and Mrs. Anna Swanson
gon, appeared in Ottawa Circuit siderabletrouble getting a visa and
Blue Key is a service fraternity
had lived in Holland all her life.
of Lake Forest, 111.; two sisters- honoring juniors outstandingin Re-Elects Directors
Court Tuesday afternoon for vio- has been ordered to take two more
Her husband died Sept. 27, 1953. District Scout Leaders
in-law, Mrs. Gertrude Erickson and scholarship,acUviUes and personlation of his probation.Alexander,
She was a member of Hope Reyears of schooling at Portugal beMrs. Emma Erickson, both of Hol- ality. The Hope chapter operates
At the annual meeting Tuesday who was placed on probation Oct. fore he can take over duties at
Will Go to New Jersey
formed Church.
land.
the college bookstore,publishes of The Holland Furnace Company 29, 1954 for three years, on a charge the leprosy
Surviving are a sister,. Mrs. Mary
Four Chippewa District Scout
Gordon H. Benjamin
,
programs for athleticevents, and stockholders, the following mem- of Indecent exposure, has failed to
Boone of Holland; four nieces and leaders will attend a specialweekone nephew'.
end training course on "Explorer
donates an annual service project bers of the Board of Directorswere report, failed to pay 550 court
Unscheduled Trjp
Arrange Funeral Rites
re-elected: Mrs. Katherine N. costs and failed to notify the pro- Man Bound Over
to the college.
Program” at the Mortimer L.
Two Grand Rapitfc men took an
Cheff, P. T. Cheff. John D. Ames, bation department of his whereGRAND HAVEN (Special)
Miss Ellep Solomonson. president Schiff National Scout Reservation,
For Gordon Benjamin
unexpected boat ride Saturday
Ralph Boalt, Edgar P. Landwehr, abouts, aqd also failed to pay over- Bernard Roe, 23, Grand Rapids,
of the Michigan Education As- Mendham, N. J. on Saturday,
when a makeshiftraft they were Dies in California
George S^atta, and Robert H. sight fees.
Funeral services for BIM 1 Gor- sociation, will address a dinner April 30. Meeting will be conductwas picked up by state police on
on was blown out Into Lake MichCornelius Van Raalte, 89, for- Trcnkamp.
Upon his promise to pay up his US-16 in Tallmadge township Mon- don H. Benjamin, 39, who died meeting of Allegan teachersFriday ed by members of the national
igan a mile north and a mile off merly of Holland and Grand Rapids
At the annual meeting of the arears and to abide by the terms day and charged with drunk driv- April 1 at United States Hospital, night at the Red Brick Tavern, staff of the Boy Scouts of America.
Ottawa Beach. R. Kuyten and M. died at the Chapman Home in directors,following the stock- of his probation, he was released.
ing, second offemc. Arraigned in San Diego, Calif., will be held Fri- Plainwell.The program will inAttending from the Holland
Broekhuizen were grateful to Orange, Calif., early Tuesday, ac- holders’ meeting, officers of tin
Municipal Court Tuesday, he day at 2 p.m. from Nibbelink- clude group singing led by Miss will be Otto Dressel, Ben
George Montgomeryof the Coast cording to word received by company were re-elected as folA Men’s Breakfast will be held waived examination and was bound Notier Funeral Chapel. Burial will Shirley Michael, elementary school Miner Meidertxma and
Guard stationwhen he towed them A. R. Van Raalte of Holland. Fun-" lows: P. T. Cheff, chairman of the
Saturday at 6:30 a.m. at the Club- over to Circuit Court to appear be at RestlawnMemorial Park un- music teacher, and instrumental Wilson. As a
back into port with an outboard. eral services are tentativelyset for Board and president; V.E. Nor- house on Ninth St. west of River
Wednesday at 11 a.m. He was der auspices of the Veteran* of music by Donald Scheid, Allegan the trip the
M.R. Bissell, who was on the beach Wednesday in California. He is
quist. vice president; O. A. Van- Ave. Speaker will be Neal Julian, attemptingto furnish 5200 bond. Foreign Wars.
band instructor,and Mrs! Scheid. of the
at the time called the Coast Guard survived by several nieces and denDooren. secretary and assistGrand Rapids businessman.The His previous conviction for drunk Friends may meet the family at Mrs'. Reva Peabody. Miss Marjorie
when he noticed the raft in dis- nephews in Holland and Grand ant treasurer;and B. J. Stall, breakfast is open to all men. No driving was in Grand Rapids on the funeral chapel Thursday from
Prince and Miss Etna War*
tress.
Rapids.
treasurer.
reservations are needed.
Jan. 23, 1953.
7 to 9 p.m.
in charge of the
rings.

Forensic Contest

Japanese Educator Has

Won

Pleasant Two-Day Visit

by East High;

ty Reformed Church; Troop 22,
Beechwood Reformed Church;
Troop 29, Saugatuck Congregational Church; Troop 30, Harrington
School; Troop 33, Hamilton Reform
ed Church; Troop 34, Pearl Methodist Church; Troop 42, Lakeview
School; Troop 44. Maplewood Reformed Church; Troop 45, Ganges
Methodist Church; Troop 46,
Jamestown Boaters; Troop 57,
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THE HOLLAND

Martinie-VonderTuuk Rites Read
flewYoreJury
Awards $122,000
In Fatal

OTY

THURSDAY, AfRIL

21, 1935

Kazoo ffhis Meet;

New Supermarket

Wiegeriiik Breaks

Boosts Bidding

GRAND RAPIDS

Permits Last

Mark

Local Hordle

Crash

NEWS.

(Special)

h

and wet weather

plicationsfor building permits last

KalamazooCollege at Houseman
Field. The Dutch accumulated 55

to Building InspectorLaVem Serne.

Hope Students

the season here

initiated

Monday

In the cold
by* coming In
second in a triangularmeet behind

Two

Which

Killed

A New York Supreme Court jury
has awarded judgments of $122,000
in the case of a car-truck crash
near Canandaigua,N.Y., Sept 12,
1952, in which two Hope College
students were killed and three
others injured. The judgments were
announcedTuesday night in Schen-

Mark Anniversary

An application to build • new
supermarket at 182 West 31st St
at a cost of $60,000 boosted ap-

—

Six-Day Trial Held
in

to

Week

Hope College tracksters

Case

Open House

week

to a total of 581, 055, according

The supermarketwas one of 21

points in the 15-event card while
the Hornets made 85 and host
Grand Rapids Junior College, 24.
Kalamazoo garnered seven firsts
while Hope got six and the Raiders
two. The Hornets picked up points
on added depth in most events.

appications filed during the week.

a brick building 110
by 100 feet The application was

It calls for

by Dr. Ralph M. Waltz. William De Vries is the contractor.
The building will be occupied by
the Kroger Co.
Other applications follow:
Ray Lieffers, 532 Washington

filed

Cornelia* Steketee

Three Hope freshmen gave
Coach Larry Green and Hope followers a preview of things to come.
Paul Wigerlnk, 1954 state high and
screen in porch,- $350; self, contraclow hurdles champ, broke Hope’s
220-yard low hurdle (around one
tor.
curve) mark. Wiegerink, former
E. T. Holmen, 24 East 23rd St
two minutes.
remodel kitchen, $400; Russ La'
Holland High and Ottawa Hills athThe jury awarded:
lete, ran the lows in 26.2. The old
mar, contractor.
1-548,500to Miss Ethel Smith!
Mr. ond Mrs. John Kolenbrander
Mrs. G. Flikkema,55 West Uth
of Schenectady,injured in the
record was 27.1.
Open house for relatives and for the Pere Marquette Railway as
St., extend porch and enclose for friends will be, held next Monday, stationagent and telegraph operaJim Hilmert, 6’ 7” freshman, tied
crash.
bedroom, $1,500; Ben Wassink May 2, from 7 to 10 p.m. at the tor for 45 years. He retired in 1945.
2-542,000 to Miss Lucille A.
for top individual honors in the
Tysse of Walkill, N.Y., also in-'
meet with 13 points.Hilmert won
contractor.
parlors of Prospect Park Christian Both Mr. and Mrs. Kolenbrander
Leonard Marcinkus, 320 West Reformed Church for Mr. and Mrs. were born at East Saugatuck.
the discus and the 120-yard high
. rs
3-510,000 to the estate of David
16th St., remodel kitchen and din- John Kolenbranderof 75 West 31st
hurdles and finishedsecond in the
They have two children, Fred
ing room, $450; self, contractor. St., who will observe their 50th Kolenbrander and Mrs. Arnold
Kal1 de Forest, then 19, Duaneshigh jump.
burg, N.Y., driver of the students
Gerrit Janson, 127 West 16th St., wedding anniversary.
.Dave Spaan, another Hope freshHoek of Holland. There are seven
new garage, 20 by 22 feet, 5600;
car, who was killed.
man, came through in the 440-yard
Mr. Kolenbranderis 72 years old grandchildren and four great grand
4-510,000 to the estate of Karol
run. He was also a top finisherin
self contractor.
and Mrs. Kolenbranderwill be 72 children.
Ann Fairchild, then 20, of SchenErvin Comstock, 267 West 29th on May 1. Before cortjing to HolThe Kolenbrandersare members
the state prep meet last year.Spaan
ectady, also killed in the collision.
St, basement for moving house, land they lived at East Saugatuck of Prospect Park Christian Regalloped the grueling race in 52.9
3—57,500 to Ronald G. Powles,
1,100; Sam McCoy, contractor. where Mr. Kolenbrander worked formed Church.
Monday within strikingdistance of
Schenectady,also injured.
Tony Dozeman, 29th and Pine,
the 20-year Hope mark of 51.4.
Mr. end Mrs. Theodor* Mortinie
6—54,000 for medical expenses for
basement for moving house, $1,250;
(Joel photo)
John Frueh, bespectacled Kalathe Rev. John Tysse, father of Miss
Sam McCoy, contractor.
Miss Betty Jean Vander Tuuk, honor wore a yellow ensembleand mazoo College junior, tied Hilmert
the bridesmaids,lavender and for individual honors. Frueh took
Alvin De Weerd, 598 Washington
Tysse.
No cause was found for a sev- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry mint green, respectively.
Ave., reroof and apply siding,
first in the 100-yard dash and secJame*
Crozler
enth suit brought by Ralph L. Vander Tuuk of 12 East 17th St,
Melvin Martinie assisted his ons in the 220-yard dash, broad
$130; self, contractor.
Roberts,driver of the truck, became the bride of Theodore Mar- brother as best man. Ushers were jump and third in the high jump.
Ben Velthouse, 129 East 10th St.,
against George Powles of Scheneolast Thu^day evening, April Leonard Lynema and Edward
extend second floor and enlarge
Kalamazoo produced three other
tady, owner of the car in whtch U, in Central Avenue ChrisUan Re- Slenk. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mar- couble winners. Ehrle took firsts
kitchen, 5300; self, contractor.
Arguments, pro and con, about
Henry Gebben, 234 West 23rd St.,
thc students were
formed Church. The groom’s par- tinie, brother and sister-in-lawof in the 880-yard run and the mile
Holland’s
proposed outdoor swimThe de Forest estate had ^ught
Mrs peter Mar. the groom, served as master and and Grimm was first in the mile
add to kitchen, install cupboards,
ming
pool
at Civic Center are a
$500;
A.
J.
Cook
Lumber
Co.,
con$50,000 for wrongful death
of route 2, Zeeland.
mistress of ceremonies.
and tied for first in the pole vault.
$25,000 for pain and suffering.
against a back
For her daughter’s wedding, Mrs. Both lads are top cross-country
tractor.
popular subject for discussion in
Fairchild estate sought $50,000for _.olin(j 0jr paimj and three seven- Vander Tuuk wore a navy dress runners. Koeze tied with Grimm
Mrs. O. Van Dyke, 261 West 11th
Holland today.
wrongful death. Miss Smith lought branch candelabra provided a love- with navy and white accessories in the pole vault and took the high
St., remodel kitchen,change inside
Probably because of the season,
$200,000, Miss Tysse $100,000;Ron- . setting for the double ring riteSi and corsage of pink and white
stairs, $1,000; Schuttenand Ver
jump event.
there was little reaction when
Hoef,
contractors.
aid Powles $50,000,
performed by Dr. Jacob Boonstra carnations. Mrs. Martinie wore
Other Hope firsts included Bob
John J. Helder, 25 East 21st St., Council's special swimming pool About 50 persons attended a
$4,000 for medical expenses;ai}d 0f Cascade, a cousin of the bride. navy dress with navy and white Hendricksonin the shot put, John
Roberts, the truck driver,
were dec0 rated with tapers accessories and had a white car- De Vries in the broad jump.
addition to rear porch, new door committee submittedits first re- meeting of school boards of rural
and windows, $300; Harold Lange- port and estimates last Dec. 16. and suburban schools which send
$20,000 from G eorge
^ m' set in greens, with white satin nation corsage.
Hope will run again Saturday
At that time, people were ChristJuries, for a total of $499,0(Xh
Music was provided by Miss At the reception for 170 guests on the same track in the Grand
jans, contractor.
students to Holland High School
mas-minded and it was cold.
Andrew
Deters,
West
27th
St.,
in
the
church
parlors,
Miss
Verna
Monday night in the new Van
Uoan Bruizman,organist,and RayRapids Junior College relays.
The committee, headed by Counthe pMntiHs
Ter Bcckf
Sang “O Vanden Burg and Miss Carol Lam- Results in order of finish
between Maple and Washington,
Raalte school gymnasium. These
cilman John Van Eerden, gave debuild garage, 20 by 22 feet, $350;
Me," "Because ’* and bers served at the punch bowl Pole vault — Grimm and Koeze
meetings are held twice a year
taled information as time went on,
on US-20 on a knoll east of
Prayer"
and Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Van both (K) tied; Kuyers (H), Deself, contractor.
discuss mutual plans and probbut
there
was
onlly
monor
oposiandaigua and rammed the .Indents ™ ven [n man.lage by hw flther Slooten arranged the gifts. AssistNetherlandsMuseum, 12th and
lems.
Vries (H). Height 11’ 3”.
Central, build cabinet,$100; Rhine tion until about a month ago when
into a field.
.
the bride wore a full-lengthgown ing about the rooms were Misses
Monday's meeting was largely
Javelin — Doene (GRJC), Metzopponentscirculated petitions, obJanet Molter, Joyce De Young, ger (K), Kuyers (H), Anderson (H
Vander Meulen, contractor.
devoted to finances, with School
nylon tuUe and lace- style ,eaHarvey Kronemeyer,'645Central taining 500 names. These petitions Supt. Walter W. Scott explaining
Fairchild also ^aiJyf
turcs were the fitted lace bodice Nonie Van Tatenhove, Thelma D.stance 142'.
cent Interest from
their |
tapered sleeve, and Beelen, Ruth Bareman, Joan Kragt Discus
Ave., erect garage, 22 by 24 feet, were presented to City Council sources of income for the Holland
Hilmert (H), Berg
April 6.
and Suzann Haverkamp.
$800; Gordon Streur,contractor.
school system, and the distribution
(GRJC), Me Connell (K), Steward
Donald Van HuU
There is quite a variety of reaThe bride’s table featured a (K). Distance 103’.
Rene Boulion, 339 West Nth St.,
on.
eMCkllne
such funds.
finish two bedrooms on second sons for the opposition.Some feel
Estimatedincome for the 1954-55
i"f
oSv I
and train of tuUe five-tiered wedding cake surround- High jump — Koeze (K), Hilthat an outdoor pool is not the
truck s side oJ the rca
y was accente(1^ ^ wi(ie lace in- ed by violets and greens. Yellow
floor, $400; self contractor.
school year for Holland schoolswas
mert (H), Frueh (K), Johnson (K).
Superior Sports Shop, 206 River answer to Holland’s swimming listed at $980,923.99, broken down
3
a redlngote ettect. Her Dowers, lavender stock and yellow Height 5’ 11”.
tapers decorated the other tables.
Ave., addition to rear of store, 37 needs, others are strong for an as follows:local taxes, $327,131.11;
fingertip veil was secured by
Shot put — Hendrickson (H),
dragging tie-rod of the truck steerby 24 feet, $10,000; Elzinga and indoor pool, still others feel at at state and federal aid, $425,591.80;
small hat of lace and satin. She A program was given during the Sorenson (GRPC), Peelen (H),
a pool is unnecessaryin view of
Volkers, contractor.
tuition,$122,400; penal fines, $4,500;
carried a cascade bouquet of white reception.
Steward (K' distance 42’ 6’’.
at
gued that the truck went off the
withMUcelon ud
Richard Van Vuren, 348 Washing- Holland's proximity to Lake Michi- miscellaneous, $101,201.08. PercentFor their wedding trip to north- Broad jump — De Vries (H),
road, snapped the tie-rod, then streamers with tiny rosebuds.
ern Michigan and Wisconsin, the Frueh
ton, remodel kitchen, $175; self, igan. Other reasons have been ad- ages list state and federal aid,
(GRJC), Beals
roared out of control across the
vanced too.
bride
changed
to
a
mint
green
contractor.
Mrs. Melvin Martinie attended
43.38 percent; local taxes, 33.35
Strongest support seems to come
highway into the sedan. He in- the bride as matron of honor and suit with cocoa brown accessories (GRJC). Distance 20’ 1014”.
Printing
Herbert Brink, 205 East 15th St.,
percent; tuition, 12.47 percent;
100-yard dash
Frueh (K),
sisted the car could not have
from
persons
whose
children
have
new garage, 22 by 24 feet, $950;
tuition, 12.47 percent; other, 10.32
Mrs. Jack Lamar and Miss Ruth and carnation corsage. She wore Wiegerink(H), Morrison (K), Warhad to travel to Port Sheldon for
a matching necklace and earrings,
self, contractor.
percent.
Three
new
directors
are
anD>'k™a
were
bridesmaids.
Their
field (K). Time 10.3.
guarded by the
Gerrit De Haan, 316 West 19th Red Cross swimming lessons.The
Outlay for Holland public schools
gowns were styled alter the bride’s, gift from the groom. They will be
nounced
by
the Steketee-Van Huis
220-yard
dash
—
Warfield
(K),
bumper.
with scalloped yokes and waist- at home after May 1 at Paw Paw Frueh (K), Morrison (K) Kosx Printing House, Inc., followingthe St., remodel kitchen, $400; Beck- Red Cross has used the Port Shel- list teaching services, $633,365;
Both Miss Smith and Miss Tysse
don site now for several years. supervision,$44,840; administrative
man’s Kitchen store, contractor.
They Dr.
annual stockholder’smeeting.
(GRJC). Time 23.3.
In its first report, the swimThe bride is employed at J. C.
head31,670; clerical and bookkeeping,
440-yard dash
Spaan (H), They are Donald Van Huis, vice
ming
pool committee pointed out
Penney Co. and the groom at Lewis (K). Becker (K), Sullivan president in charge of production,
21,520; custodialservices,$52,962;
that the State Board of Health has
utilities,$39,995; maintenance, $33,James Crozier. vice president and
(GRJC). Time 52.9.
specific requirements on swimElectioi
999.98; capital outlay, $7,525.87;
assistant
sales
manager;
and
Cor880-yard
dash—
Ehrle
(K),LeRoy
Powles returned to school several
ming pool and that for Holland's instructional supplies, $25,756.39;
(K), Hondorp (H), Menning (H). nelius J. Steketee, assistant secpopulation, the city shoulld have
**5*
a J Henry R. Mail Die*
other costs, $89,290.
retary-treasurer.
Time 2:08.6.
The accident occurred about 4:45
,
about 6,600 square feet of swim
All these figures are exclusive
Christian
Is
Set
The three top officers of the
Mile run - Ehrle (K), Isham
a.m. on a Friday morning just as At Home ID Urentne
ming pool space. The state officials of debt service,Supt. Scott pointed
(K), Wasmuth (K), Den Uyl (H). printing firm were re-elected at
Hope Collegewas preparing to open
said, however, that such a large
out. Discussion brought out that
the meeting which was held April
the following week. The tragedy ZEELAND (Special)
Henry
Time 4:49.2.
The annual school election will pool would not be feasible and
the ratio both in income and outgo
2-Mile run — Grimm (K), Was- 8 at the company’s new offices in be held in Holland June 13 to elect suggested two pools.
cast a pall of gloom on the cam- R. Mast, 62, of Drenthe or route
is milch the same in the other
the
former
Holland
Furnace
Co.
pus, and a facultyparty that night 3, Zeeland, died at his home early
muth (K), Den Uyl (H). Time
three members to the Holland
To that end, the committee an
i~
.. -- 'following
" J
a lingering
Saturday
Plant No. 4 at Fourth and Central. Board of Education, two to serve nounced at the onset that the school districts, although in some
10:49.9.
was cancelled.
A veteran Grand Rapids Giristcases local taxes exceed state and
illness.
120-yard high hurdles — Hilmert They are John Van Huis, pres- four-year terms and one to serve swimming needs of Holland would
ian tennis squad handed the Holfederal aid.
Surviving are the wife, the form(H), Nienhouse (H), Coon (GRJC) ident; C. Neal Steketee, Jr., vice a one-year term.
best be met by an outdoor pool
land Christian netters their first
Fred Weiss explained the system
er Hattie Brouwer; two daughters,
president;and Louis Steketee,secKoeze (K). Time 16.1.
Members whose terms expire at Civic Center and an indoor pool
defeat of the season, Friday afterwhereby
the Holland board arrives
Miss Mae Jerene Mast, missionary
220-yard low hurdles — Wieger- retary-treasurer.
this year are Wendell A. Miles, in the new high school which
noon, on the 21st St. courts, by
at tuitionscosts which this year
nurse in Nigeria, Africa, and Mrs.
Don Van Huis has been assoc- Alvin J. Cook and E. V. Hartman. now under consideration.
ink (H), Smith (K), Coon (GRJC)
whipping the Dutch, 6-1. Christian
will be $200 per secondary student
George Peterman of Muskegon;
iated with the firm for the past Cook has indicated he will seek a
Estimated cost of cnstruction
had won their first two starts pre- Warfield (K). Time 26.2.
He pointed out that most of the
four sons, Rufus of Drenthe, Har15
years. In his new position he four-year term and Hartman* who $55,000, and this figure is included
Mile
relay
Grand
Rapids
JC,
in Jail
vious to Friday's match.
tuitioncosts will be absorbed by
old of Holland, Erwin and Junior
will
be
in
charge
of
plant
proHope, Kalamazoo.
has not yet returned from spend- in the 1955-56 budget which will
All of the matches were close,
state aid.
„
iat home; three grandchildren; two
duction. He is a graduateof Hol- ing the winter in the south has come up for public hearing May 4
A film showing a typical school
Four Holland youths spent Fri- Listers Mrs Edward Timmer and but the Dutch managed to win onland High School and a World written he will not be a candidate At the time plans were drawn
board in action was shown. The
day night in jail after they wfr® Mrs. Bert Walcott, both of Drenthe; ly one out of the seven. The HolWar H veteran.
for reelection.Miles is undecided. for Civic Center, the architects
arrested for allegedly throwing three brothers, John R. Mast of landers really extendedthe invadJim Crozier was formerly pur- This will be the last electionin estimatedan indoor pool at the meeting started with serving cofers
in
the
singles
matches,
as
both
fee. Mrs. Kenneth De Free, clerk
water-filled balloons at passing
Holland, Jacob Mast of Jamestown
chasing agent and sales manager which terms are on a staggered site would cost approximately $225,clubs had the greatest share of
of the HoUand Board of Education,
cars on Ottawa Beach Rd.
and Nick Mast of Drenthe; one
for the Spring Air Co., and also basis. This system started a few 000.
their strength in these events. One
Arrested were Richard Lipchik,
presided.
sister - in - law, Mrs. Jennie Mast
was
associated
with
the
production
years
ago
when
under
rules
of
a
Plans have virtuallybeen com
of the Maroon doubles points,No. For Scout
20, of 57 160th Ave.; Henry Stegof Zeeland.
planning department of the Fafnir third class school district,the pleted for the outdoor pool, meas
2, was lost on a forfeit, when one
enga, 17, route 2; John Kolean,
Mr. Mast was bom in Drenthe,
board was reduced from nine memBearing Co. for four years.
of
the
regularly
scheduled
play17, route 4, and a 16-year-old youth.
Ray C. Conlon, field officer for Cornie Steketee joins the firm bers serving three-year terms to uring 42 by 110 feet, capacity about
son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
200,000 gallons, running from
Strikers
Ottawa County deputies said the Mast. He was a member of the ers was unable to play.
the American Legion and memIn the No. 1 singles, Holland’s ber of the Grand Valley Council after 15 years with the Grand seven members serving four-year to nine feet deep. If the measure
heave the balloons whenever a car Drenthe ChristianReformed churc
Paul Dykema was extended be- Executive Board, has been named Rapids plant of Fisher Body Div- terms. After this year’s election, is approved at the public hearing
four, all riding in one cars, would
Drenthe Christian Reformed
ision, General Motors Corp., where all terms will be four years.
for the budget May 4 construction
passed close enough to their ve- Church and served for many years fore whipping Ken Zandee, 5-7, 6-1, speaker for the annual Chippewa
Saturday, May 14, is the last day could begin almost immediately.
he served as accountant and cost
6-1.
Norm
Lokker
of
the
Dutch
District Scouters Appreciation Dinhicle.
as an elder. Recentlyhe was reanalyst. He is a graduateof Hol- for filing petitions which must bear
The committee has pointed out
Two large cardboard boxes con- elected to the Zeeland township showed some fine tennis before ner. His topic will be “Building
land High School and Hope College. 50 to 75 signatures. Candidates that ther is little question that an
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Embowing
before
the
steady
play
of
taining additional"loaded ammuthe Character of American Youth."
bosrd.
Grand Rapids’ Rich Van Dellen Fred Hieftje, chairman of the In connection with BIE Day and must designate on the petitions indoor pool has the No. 1 advan- ploycs of the Anderson-Boiling Co.
nition” were confiscated by depwhether they seek the four-year or tage of year-round availability, but of Spring Lake, who walked out
6-3, 4-6, 6-2. In the third single*, dinner committee,announced that to display its new facilities, the
uties.
printing company will hold Open one year terms.
the cost would be four or five on strike at midnight March 31,
Holland’s
Warren
Boer
lost
to
Ken
Three motorists,Fred Smith Jr., Recreation Department
it will be held on Tuesday eventimes that of an outdoor pool, and accepted an offer of management
Betten, 6-4, 6-4. Playing the No. ing May 3, at the Hub Restaurant House Thursday from 10 a.m. to
557 Grove Ave., Gair Ferris,CalePlan*
*B’ Softball Loop
9
p.m.
the continuing cost of year round at a meeting held at the Falcon
4
slot,
Holland’s
Phil
Damstra
donia, and Jack Stuit, Dutton, all
Four Allegan Residents
in Zeeland. All Scouters and their
The new plant, with 22,000 square
heating and maintenanceruns into Polish Hall Saturday afternoon,by
played his best tennis of the year wives, and parents of Scouts have
reported damage to their cars
Teams interested in joining Refeet of floor space, is rated as one Make Bid for Passport*
a vote of 116 to 24.
a considerable
\
before bowing to Bruce Nieuen- been invited to attend.
resulting from the balloons.
creation "B" softball league should
The offer includes a ten-cent an
of
the
most
complete
and
modern
Serving
with
van
Eerden
on
the
huls, 9-7, 8-6.
Mrs. Willis Oosterhoff will direct
contact Norm Japinga, phone 9451.
ALLEGAN (Special) - Applicat- committee are A. W. Hertel, Ar- hour blanket increase,plus a sevIn the No. 1 doubles, Bob Betten the Den Mothers Aid group in pre- printingestablishments in Western
So far six teams have expressed
and Bill Doezema of Grand Rapids paring table decorations. Winton Michigan with high speed auto- ions for * passports for vacation thur Read, John Bdtman and City enth paid holiday, and their coninterest.
tract .which expires Aug. 1, is exmatic presses, typesettingma- trips abroad were filed recently by Manager Herb Holt.
Junior
They include Co. D Michigan stopped Holland’s Larry Dykstra Gibbons and Robert Den Herder chines, complete bindery, art de- four Allegan county residents actended for six months. A meeting
and
Ron
Weener,
6-1, 6-2. In the will assist with registration of
National Guard, defending champ,
was held Sunday at 9 a.m. to make
partment and all the other many co^ing to Clerk Esther Warner
third doubles, the Marroons’ Carl guests.
Siam’s Mobilgas, De Nooyer ChevThree
Tickets
Issued
arrangements for the men to refacilitieswhich go to make a mod- Hettinger.
Van
Appledom
and
Derk
OostenThe
banquet
will
also
include
the
rolet, Immanuel Church, Sixth ReGets Division
Hans Christian Hansen, of 127 In Township Crashes
turn to work this morning.
ern
printing
plant.
dorp
lost
to
J.
Ritsema
and
D.
annual meeting of institutional reformed Church and Graafschaap.
The strike was called following
At present 32 persons are em- West Chart St., PlainweU, is planDe
Vries,
6-1,
7-5.
presentatives
for
the
purpose
of
Only three of the six teams partiHolland Junior High School Band
a dispute over wages. The comGRAND
HAVEN(Special)
ployed.All types of printed matter, ning a tour of Denmark, Sweden,
electing officers for the coming
cipated in the league last year.
Norway and Germany this sum' State police charged Clarence A. pany employs about 300.
received a division II rating Satyear. Eugene Osterhaven has been from calling cards to four-color
There Is no limit on the number Maroon Golfer* Defeat
urday in a state festival at Mich’’’rbst,18, of Muskegon with excatalogs,
are
produced
by
the com- mer.
appointedchairman of the nomigan State College, East Lansing. of teams in the league. "It is a
pany which has built its business Kai A. Nielsen, of toute 5, will cessive speed and failure to reinating committee.
good league for church or factory Mo*|cegon Chri*tian
tour Germany, Finland, France, port a property damage accident Judgment Awarded
Raymond Roth is director.
by serving the Holland area.
teams to enter,” Japinga said. Each
ALLEGAN (Special)- A judgHolland
Christian
High
school
Although given the second divOpen House visitors will see the Denmark, Sweden, Norway and following an accident on US-31 in
team will be required to pay a golfers defeated the Muskegon
ision rate, the band received divIndiana Salvation Army
Spring Lake township at 4 a.m. ment of $414.82and court costs of
many
presses,
typesetting ma- England.
$10 entry fee. Uniforms,at least ChrisUan linksmen Monday afision I ratings fron\ one of the
Europe, the Near East and the Sunday. Herbust lost control of his $27.20 has been entered in Circuit*
chines, and other equipment in
shirt and cap are suggested, but ternoon, 4H-H in an abbreviated Named in Allegan Suit
Court against Frank Cooley, of
concert judges and the sight read
operation,
and
wiU
be
served
re- BritishIsles will be visited by Mr. 1949 car, ran off the road and went
not required.Play will begin about match at American Legion course.
Allegan, In favor of the Radio
ing judge.
and
Mrs.
Basil
Gile,
of
Cheshire
into
“a
guard
rail,
causing
confreshments.
Darkness limited the non-league ALLEGAN (Special) - The SalThree busloads of youngsters June L
township, during a five-month tour siderable damage to the vehicle, Electronic Supply Company of
Steketee-Van
Huis
was
started
vation Army, as incorporated in
Grand Rapids, according to Counencounter to nine holes.
made the trip. They returned to
35 years ago in a small shop above \yhich they plan to start Sept. 1, He was not injured.
Marvin Vander Ploeg of Holland Indiana, was named deffendant in
ty Clerk Esther W. Hettinger.
Holland at 9:30 p.m. Saturday. Held on Morak Chug e
a restaurant at 180 River Ave. On- according to their passport appli- Two persons received tickets
Christian and Winston Wilks of an $1,800 damage suit filed recentMrs. George Mlnnema, Mrs. Trenfrom sheriffs’ officers foUowingan
cation.
ly
few
persons
were
on
the
payMuskegon were medalists each ly in Allegan County Circuit court.
Los Angeles county in Califroton Grotler, Mr. and Mrs. John Involving Young Girl
accident at 3:45 p.m. Saturday in
roll, includingthe owners John
Mulder and Arthur C. Hills ac- Fred McKenny, 49, Grand Rap- carding, a 46. Other local Mrs. Lola E. Shafer, of Mar- Van Huis, Neal Steketee, and In Japan, persons who render Port Sheldon township. A car own- nia grew from one-million to four
shaU, Mo., was plaintiff in a biU
companied the group as chaper- ids, waived examination Monday in scores were, Audred Petroelje,51,
personal services,such as waiters ed by M. D. .Mansfield of Mus- million in ‘population from 1920 to
of complaint which charged that Lou Steketee. Equipment consisted
1950.
Municipal Court when he was ar- Vem Johnson, 51 and Ken Michones.
of three hand-fed job presses, a porters and barbers, expect their kegon and driven by Shirley HierAs soon as weather permits, the raigned on a charge of taking in- merhuizen, 53. Following Wilks, the John J. Courtney, as an agent for few cases of type, papef, and ink tips to be enclosed In small tip- holzer, 19, Grand Haven struck the
the Salvation Army of Michigan
Junior High Band will take to the decent liberties with a nine - year - Muskegon scores were Jim De
ping envelopes that are made for rear of a car owned by Leroy
Jong, 52, Roger Larsen, 57 and City, Ihd., was negligent and at supplies.
streets for practice in marchl. - old HoUand girl.
Fike df "Grand Rapids which had
the purpose.
In
1923
the
partners
bought
out
The former Holland man was Dave Bolhuis, 62. Holland’s total fault in a automobile accident Oct. the Klaasen PrinUng Co. in its
techniques for Tulip Time parades
come out of a driveway. Both
30,
1954,
on
US-31
in
Ganges
townAMBULANCE SERVICE
bound over to Circuit Court fol- for the nine holes was 201, comand Memorial Day.
vehicles were damaged. Mansfield
building
at
9
East
10th
St.
The
ship, Allegan county^
lowing the hearing. Bond of $500 pared to Muskegon’s217.
BOLLARD. MICHIGAN
was
charged
with
allowing
n
undoubled.
Continuing
expansion
reMrs. Shafer charges that the addition of new equipment, and the
SI Boat
Pboa* 3113
word milliner is derived was not furnished. McKenny was Christian returns to action
sulted in the purchaselast winter licensed person to drive his besteady
growth
of
business
made
Milaner, as Milan, Italy, arrested by city police Saturday. the West State Golf league on station wagon driven by Courtney
hicle and Miss Hierholzer tor havGUUri
Vend* Wotoi. N«t.
of
the
building
at
Fourth
and
Cenremodelingnecessary in 1948, at
at one time the cental of wo He admitted the charge in a sign- Thursday when they travel to crossed over the center line and
ing no operator’s license.
which time the floor space was traL
collided with her car.
ad atatement after questioning. Grand Rapids Godwin.

ectady, N.Y., after a six-day trial.
Six men and ix women found
a Buffalo trucking company and
its driver negligent in the case.
They deliberated four hours and1
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LEND A HAND—
Bureau memben

About 20 neighbors and Farm
went to work on the 90-acre
farm of Pete Siersma Saturday morning.Sier*ma, who lives at route 2, Holland, is in Blodgett
Hospital in Grand Rapids, followingan operation
for a brain tumor Tuesday. He has been ill four

Four Honored for 108 Years Service at Hope Church

MM

.

^

\

WOkHI

"v

weeks. His friends arrived early Saturday, and
with 10 tractors and manure spreaders, spread
about 100 loads of manure by noon. Previously
neighbors had planted. Siersma’s oats, and so far,
the farm is “right up to date."
(Sentinelphoto)

Discussion of ‘Finance’

South Blendon
The Rev. G.A. Aalberts preached

Highlights AA

UW Meet
American Associationof

Women, heard an
panel discussionon

First Nighters
Fraters frolicked through their
11th

amual

Frater Frolics Thurs-

day night at the Woman’s Literary

Club Cub

to

an enthusiasticmost-

ly-college audience.

Nine of the 10 acts on the

pro-

day. The Aalberts family and Mrs.

Fannie Beltman were weekend
University guests at the horpe of Mr. and

Members of Holland

Frolics Delight

at Atwood Reformed Church Sun-

Branch,

informative Mrs. John Bos at Atwood. Satur“Finanoe’* day they had supper with the Rev.

Thursday evening at Durfee Hall.
Mrs. Robert Wolbrink arranged
the program which featuredas
speakers Don Thomas, who discussed banking, Lawrence Wade
discussing real estate and investn ents and Rober Wolbrink discussing insurance.
Each gave only a capsule review of his subject, then dis-

and Mrs. Henry Fikse.
The Rev. C. Denekas of Bentheim had charge of the services
here Sunday. Mrs. Lois Peuler
of Grant Was the guest soloist at

who

tiie evening service.

A P.T.A. meeting will be held
at the school Monday evening at

Von Putten
intendent of the kindergarten de- and consecreated people made the
partmentfor 23 years.
work of the Sunday School outOn behalf of the Church School standing. He mentioned that the
staff, Dr. Marion de Velder pre- four persons with 106 years of serr^nted to each a leather-bound vice was the most unique comRevised Standard Version of the bination he had seen.
Bible. Each was inscribed “in reDuring the evening, appropriate
cognitionand honor" of the respec- words of farewell were spoken to
tive number of years qf service the Rev. and Mrs. Harold Colengiven, and ended "We, and the brander, who will leave soon for
hundreds of children and youth Hope Reformed Church of Shewho have been blessed by your boygan, Wla. Etch was given a
service, add our heartfelt gratitude gift
to the satisfactionof heart and
All Church School teachers and
mind which the Master gives to r ise In the Weekday Bible School
those who work faithfully for Him.” were guests of the Consistory and
Dr. de Velder etrecaed the Im- Board of Christian Education and
portance of leadership and said tributes were given for their work
continuousservice by talented during the year.

E. J. Yeomoni, Mrs. Pelgrim, Milton Hinga ond Mr*.

Four long-time workers in Hope
Church School were significantly
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin J. Horsavoort
honored last Monday at the annual
(Prince photo) AppreciationDinner for Church
Following a honeymoon at Nia- City Hall. The bride is the former
School teachers and officers.
gara Falls, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Lois Ann Kraak, daughter of Mrs.
The four, pictured above, left to
Nella
Kraak
of
Zeeland
and
the
J. Harsevoortare now at horhe
right, are Edward J. Yeomans,
at 216 Colonial St., Zeeland. They groom is the son of Mrs. Edward Mrs. George Pelgrim, Milton Hinga
were married April 15 in Zeeland J. Harsevoort, route 2, Holland.
and Mrs. Adrian L. Van Putten,

Mission Union

Guild Plans

7:30 p.m.

Meet Furnish Rooms

The junior ball team of the
Spring
gram were in humorous vein and cussed details with smaller groups school played the Alward junior
the 10th was in a serious mood, during the social hour which folteam last Saturday afternoon at
The Spring Meeting of Women's
fhe acts ware written by members lowed.
the local diamond the score being
of the Fraternal Society and feaThomas pointed out drastic 15-11 in favor of the locals. Tues- MissionaryUnion attracted large
tured an all-fratemity cast with changes in banking since 1934, esaudiences Thursday at Fourteenth

Has

represent a total service of
108 years.
Yeomans served as secretaryand
to
t.easurer for 25 years and Mrs.
Pelgrim was a teacher and deI rtment superintendent for 30
years. Hinga has been leader and
At a meeting of Resthaven Guild teacher of the College Bible Class
Friday evening in Hope Church, for the last 30 years and Mrs. Van
a film, "Such a Busy Day To- Putten was a teacher and supermorrow," was featured on the program. The film was shown by
Dies
Robert C. Vanderham, teacher at Jamestown

day the regular teams played with
various musical groups adding to
pecially in the field of “consumer a score of 5-7 also in favor of Street Christian Reformed Church.
Holland, and Charles P. Lillie,t
the flavor.The Jazz Combo and credit’’ or loans to individuals. He
the locals.
In the afteraoon,the Rev. J. G.
Glee Club spiced the acts.
Coopers ville. This news item apexplained the differences between The Blendon Farm Bureau group
EspeeiaHyamusing was the FHA, GI and conventional bank
Van Dyke, home missionary, used Hope College.
peared in the Tuesday, Dee. IS, IsAt Home oi Daughter
held a nfeeting last week Thurs“Roaring Twenties Caper” using loans for new houses, and told of
Highlight
of
the
business
meetsue.
day evening at the home of Mr. as his theme “Ye lhati Be My ing was a decision that Resthaven
the Charleeton background and other types of loans available.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. John LuidZEELAND (Special)- Jantje
and Mrs. Henry P. Vander Wal. Witnesses.” He suggested adopting Guild will furnish rooms at the
featuring Dave Kempers as the
ens, 116 East 20th St. a bqy.
(Jennie)
De
Vries,
85,
widow
of
He observed that the U. S. govMr. and Mrs. Albert Dykstra and of the slogan “Gossip the Gospel."
new Resthaventhat have not been Lammert De Vries, died unexpectGerrit Wolbert and Otto Brenda
Girl. "Btind Date” showed a ernment makes - strong effort to
(Following was taken from news
girls from near Hudsonville were Tell others that Jesus saves, he
“typical"situation on campus.
control the country’s economy Sunday supper guests at the home said. Miss Ruth Vander Meulen, a previously furnished or designated edly Sunday morning at the home appearing in the Holland Daily returned from a trip through the
by individualsor organizationsof of her son-in-law and daughter,
Western States. They were gone
Dave Spaan as master of cere- through banks, specifically through
Sentinelpublished in Holland more
nurse who is to leave toon for
monies deserves a bouquet for raising or lower i bank reserve of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nigeria, gave a message to a poem the various churches, plus the Mr. and Mrs. Ben De Young of than 35 yean ago.)
three months.
‘
Herman Betten and sons.
lounges in the home.
keeping the acts running smoothly. requirements,or by setting up
Advices from the Orient state
Jamestown
(route
2,
Hudsonville).
entitled "Step by Step" by BarbaThe card system arrived In HolMrs. Lawrence Wade welcomed She had made her home with the
that the Rev. Albert Ottman, a
The writers let themselvesgo In definiterequirementsfor borrow- Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Stegeman ra Ryberg.
land and after a few days it will
and children spent the weekend
the large crowd of members, De Youngs for many years.
"The Secret Life of Hubert er’s down payments.
graduate of Hope College and conMiss Bent Hok, nurse from
be impossible to buy sugar in this
Heeple or Let’s Deplore Your Wolbrink. in his insurancedis- with Mr. and Mrs. Gardiner Wierguests and friends. Mrs. Paul Hinnected with mission work In Japan
Mrs.
Do
Vries
was
born
in
the
Nigeria,pleaded for prayer for
city unless a “sugar card” is prefor 30 years, has been elected secMind” and "The Shriek Rides cussion reviewed the three types enga and children at Rogers City. the work and workers in Nigeria. kamp led devotions on the theme Netherlandsand came to the
sent. This news story appeared in
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vruggink
Again."
of insurance— life, posaession and and children spent last Saturday Before Miss Hok set up a dispen- "The Fellowship of the Concerned." United States at the age of 20. the Saturday. Dec. 15, Issue of the retary of the conference of federal
Mrs. William C. De Roo, president, She was a member of Jamestown
missions in Japan which Includes
liability. Liability insurance, he evening in Zeeland with their sary, natives had to travel 60 to
Holland Dally Sentinelpublished In
conducted the meeting.
Reformed Church. 'Her husband 1917. That was the conclusion representativesfrom all the missaid, is the most important and mother, Mr*. Effie Vruggink and 90 miles for medical aid.
sionary societies and is the strongMrs. B. Lemmen, treasurer,an- died 20 years ago.
the least expensive. R is import- Norman.
Mrs. Clarence D$ Graaf, newlyreached Friday evening at a meet
nounced that through cooperation Survivingbesides the daughter
est missionary organizationIn that
ant
to
be
best
insured for your
elected
first
vice
president,
closed
ing of 26 of the 32 grocen. Under
Mr. asxl Mrs. Abe Elenbaas and
The Rev. and Mrs. Harry Browv
“big
risks," he said. Otherer ad- Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Elenbaas the afternoon meeting with prayer. of the organization, a total of are a daughter-in-law,Mrs. Her- the new system each person In field.
er of Morrison, 111., were recent
513.429.79 has been collected.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Edward:
man
De
Vries of Jamestown; a the city will be allowed one pound
vice
included
your
Music
was
provided
by
a
sextet
tool, an auto trip to Waupun Wia.,
visitors of their mother, Mrs. Alice
Wild of Borculo, a girl; to Mr.
from Holland' Heights Christain The home is expected lo be son-in-law, Floyd Schulmeyer of a week.
Brower, Lincoln Avenue and their apent or agency, and becoming last week.
and Mrs. William Meengs of Vriesready for occupancy in June. There | Ba,flp Creek; 13 grandchildren; 21
familiar with the amount and exThe old Viet Manufacturing plan
Visitorsat the home of Mr. and Reformed Church, Mesdames Norauntv and unde, Mr. and Mrs.
land, a girl; to Mr. and Mrs. Tony
are 22 rooms, plus two additional Rrpal Krandchildren; a sister, Mrs.
tent of coverage.
man
Artz,
Simon
Borr,
John
Derks,
on West 16th St. will soon be a
John Donema.
Mrs. Henry G. Vrugginklast week
rooms
for the matron. Each room John Ver Slrat of Wyoming Park,
Klinge of Borculo, a girl; to Mr.
The
diferences between1 investgoing concern in Holland. The plant
Mayor ' and Mrs. Robert De
Friday evening were Mr. and Mrs. Harry Vander Ark, William Vanand Mrs. Jacob J. Hop of Beaverwill be furnished with bed, night- and a brother-in-law,Frank De
will be in operation by Jan. 1 and
Bruyn and son David are on a ments and speculation was clear- Harry Jipping and children and der Veer and Russel Bouws. Mrs. stand, lamp, dresser, two chairs,
dam, a boy, and to Mr. and Mrs.
Vries of Grand Rapids.
ly shown by Wade, who discussed
Warren
Veurink
was
accompanist.
within 60 days the management
trip to Tenas and Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Jipping and
desk
and
chair
and
lamp,
with
John G Heyboer, Zeeland, a boy.
Music at the evening session inwill have 40 skilled men employed.
Mis« A. Whitrell and Mrs. Min- advantages and disadvantagesof childrenof Hamilton, Mr. and Mrs.
matching drapes and spread, af
Unless coal comes through bevarious ways of investing money.
cluded
a
song
service
directed
by
The plant is now the American fore next Monday at the latest the
nie Fairbanks,librarians at ZeeHerman Berens and children of
a
cost of 5500 jier room. Any or- Deer Killed
H** gave specific information on
land sohool, attended a regional
Bentheim and Mr. and Mrs. John E. Vanden Brink, duets by Mr. and ganizationor individualwho so deGRAND HAVEN (Special)—A Cabinet Co.
coal famine will result in a gas
cost, interest and dividends on real
Miss Cora Vande Water of Hollibrary conference in the Allegan
Jipping and children of Drenthe. Mrs. M. Nienhuis accompanied by sires can furnish a room and a large doe was killed at 9:15 p.m.
famine in Holland, began a story
estate,
common
and
preferred
Marian
Nienhuis.
land has been appointed acting republic library Thursday. “MichMrs. Marian De Boer and Jerry
In the Wednesday, Dec. 19, issue.
plate with the donor's name will Friday when it jumped out of the
stockfl and bonds. His closing adEvening
speaker
was
the
Rev.
gister
of
probate
of
Ottawa
county
igan’s Library Heritage” was the
of Borculo were Sunday evening
woods on M-104 in CrockerytownFor the first time in the hisbe placed on the door. vice was “investigate before you
David
Grasman,
chaplain
at
the
conference theme and Rev. Anin the office of the judge. She will
guests at the- home of Mr. and
Since
530,000
is needed to com- ship and ran into a car driven
tory
of the Macatawa Life Saving
invest and don’t speculate unless
Christian Seamen’s and Immidrew Lemke of Allegan spoke on
succeed Wllford F. Kieft, who station, the station will remain
Mrs. Richard Bruggink.
plete the present buildingsand by Morton Ipper, route 1, Nunica.
you can afford to lose your money.
grants’
Home
at
Hoboken,
N.
J.
“The Library’s Responsibility to
has joined the Ambulance Train at
The Rev. and Mrs. G.A. Aalberts
open all winter this year. Orders to
grounds, the Board of Resthaven Damage to the 1947 car amounted
the Community."Marcia Boes, Highlightingthe businessmeeting and girls and Mrs. Fannie Belt- The home is located at the pier and Patrons, Inc., has decided not to to $250. The deer was turned over Camp Custer.
this effect were recieved by Capt
was
election of officersincluding
aids sailors and immigrants phySharon Johnson and Norma KepThe
seminary
quartet
has
achievman were supper guests last week
continue adding to the buildingat ' to a conservation officer,
Van Weelden.
Mrs.
Donald
Brown,
president,
sically,
morally
and
spiritually.
He
pel, student assistants, were in
ed distinction for their singing in
Friday and spent the evening with
The Red Cross “mass meeting**
the* present time.
charge of the local library on Miss Jantina Holleman, secretary the family of Mr. and Mrs. Cor- showed slides of his work.
this city and vicinity.Now they
held in the auditorium of the high
and
Miss
Adelaide
Dykhuizen,
Closing
prayer
was
given
by
Ger*
Thgmday afternoon.
have opportunity to reach out into school Tuesday night proved to be
nelius Beltman at Holland.
in
scholarship committee.
rit Dykman.
The annual spring concert of the
Pre-Naptial Shower
places more remote. They have a great succesi In every feature
Mr. and Mrs. Roy La Huis visited
Mrs.
Orlie
Bishop,
president,
Offerings for the day were 5540instrumental and vocal music demade arrangements to sing in excepting the mass, leu than 100
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Neal BosCh at Hol.58. Mrs. M. Vanderwerp presided Honors Cathy Taylor
partments of the Zeeland public conductedthem eeting and Mrs. land Sunday afternoon.
churches at Chicago, Oregon, Fulof Holland’scitizenry being present
Stanley Boven, membership chairschools will be presentedat the
ton and Morrison in Illinois and
Hkrold Vruggink had charge of at both sesaions. Mrs. John
The East Crisp School is going to
Miss
Cathy
Taylor,
bride-elect
of
man
introduced
several guests.
Schuurman
led
afternoon
devotions
high school auditoriumThursday
at Pella, Maurice and Orange City,
the Sunday afternoonservice at
Dale Wieghmink,was guest of
stand high in the percentageof
Mr. Bryan Athey was named to the
and
Gilbert
Holkeboer,
evening
deat *8 p.m. The senior high school
in Iowa. The quartet is composed
Ottawa County Infirmary.Mrs.
honor at a miscellaneous shower
Christmas seals sold. There are
band, the junior and elementary scholarship committee to fulfill the Vruggink was pianist and Nancy votions.
of F. De Jong, J. Bruggers,L. only 50 pupils In the school, regiven
Wednesday
night
by
Mrs.
unexpired term of a resigned memOfficers
of
the
union
are
Mrs.
bands, the glee dub and the chorus
Potgeter and G. Vander Linde.
Kamminga played two accordian
presentingonly 35 families, but they
Vanderwerp, president; Mrs. De Roger Van Huis. Mrs. Albert BruwiU take part. Robert Lee Brow- ber.
The KomforteyKotton Co. is cut- have already sold 800 seals.
solos
as
the
special
music.
ursma
and
Miss
Ruby
Wiegghmink
Mrs.
Bishop
and Mrs. Brown will
Graaf,
first
vice
president;
Mrs.
•r is director of the instrumental
ting all the bandages for the Red
Miss Joyce Schepers and Lester
at the home of Mrs. John WieghGeorge Pardee returned Tuesday
music department and Kenneth be delegates to the state AAUW Nyenhuis of Zutphen were united Chester Van Appledom, second mink, 450 West 32nd St.
Cross of Ottawa Count Formerly
night from the Howe Military
convention in Detroit next month.
vice president; Mrs. R us s e 1
Lewis is director of the vocal
this work was done fay the ladies
in mirriage last Thursday evening
Gifts were presented to Miss
School at Howe, Ind.
groups. The program will include Mrs. Ted Boeve, legislative chaii^ at a ceremony performedby Rev. Bouws, secretary; Mrs. H. Rottby hand with scissorswhich is an
Taylor
from
an
umbrella
decorated
man,
read
an
amendment
to
be
schafer, assistantsecretary; Mrs.
a great variety of selections.
arduous
task.
With
the
large
clothG.A. Aalberts in the home of the
O. Den Bleyker, corresponding with daffodilsand crepe paper. A
At a recent meeting of the Lin- voted on at the convention.
Fined
ing machine recently installedat Holland
bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Mrs.
Ed
Damson
and
Mr*.
Bob
secretary.Retiring officers are bvo-course lunch was served.
coln school PTA the following
the factory, the cutting it but a
Van
Ry
were
chairman
of
the Schepers. A reception was held at are Miss Ella Brink, Mrs. Hazel Prizes were awarded to Miss Mary
On Tipsy Driving Count
officerswere elected Thomas P.
small job in comparison as 30 bandBosch Restaurantin Zeeland.
Lee Homkes, Mrs. Gordon Wieghsocial committee.
Quist and Mrs. Gil Buasies.
Wtytsitt, president; Arnold. Bos,
ages
are
now
cut
in
one
operation.
Mr. and Mrs. George Vruggink During the year, the Holland mink, Mrs. Dale Schaap and Miss
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Mr*.
The branch will conclude its curfather vice-president; Mrs. NorBefore January first the women
Evelyn Eddy, 34, of 434ft Washrent season May 19 with its an- and family together with other Zeeland union has built and fur- Rajeane Van Huis.
wood Hubbell, mother vice-presof Holland have been asked to ington St, Holland, pleaded guilty
members of the Kronemeyer fam- nished a guest house for mission- Guests were the Mesdames Wilident; Mrs. A1 Janssen secretary; nual dinner meeting at Durfee
make at least 700 cotton pads for in Municipal Court shortly before
ily gathered at the honv* of Mr.
liam
Taylor,
Gordon
Wieghmink,
Hall.
aries in Nigeria. Dr. Joyce BrandGeorge Baron, treasurer;Miss
the Red Cross, according to a noon Saturday to a charge of drivand Mrs. Henry Kronemeyer in erhorst of Holland, who was badly Harvey Wieghmink. Roger Van
Lois Glerum, teacher vice-presstory appearing in the Monday, ing while intoxicated, and paid
Grandville last week Monday even- burned in an explosion last Decem- Huis, Albert Buursma, Dale
ident.
Dec. 17, issue.
ing to bid farewell to Mr. and ber, lived in the home while she Schaap, Ethel Knutson, Gerald
$100 fine and 55.10 costs. She was
Aii opportunitywill be given
Word has reached Holland that arrested by city police at 2:35
Mrs. Walter Kronemeyer and girls was recuperating.
Saggers,Albert Helmus. Richard
local area school children to rethe Rev. Melvin Verne Oggel, a.m. Saturday when her car left
Wieghmink, John Wieghmink. the
who are returning to their misMiss Morguerhe J. Williams
ceive sodium fluoride treatment of
aionary work in Liberia,Afica
Misses Rajeane Van Huis. Sandra Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Williams of pastor of the church of New Paltz, the road at the corner of Water
the teeth this summer, according
Bruursma, Mary Lee Homkes, 36 East 16th St., announce the N. Y., has veen commissioneda and WashingtonSts.
and to Waite Dale Kronemeyer
to
to the Ottawa county health deHelene Wieghmink and Ruby approaching marriage of their chaplain in the American Army. Earl Deal, 36, Grand Haven, who
who
has
joined the U.S. Coast
partment. The treatment has proCorp. Roy Webster of Grand was arrested Friday night by city
Wieghmink.
Guards.
daughter, Miss Marguerite J. Wilven beneficialin the prevention of
Haven, a member of Company L, police on a charge of being drunk
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Vruggink
liams,
and
William
Hill
Hatfield,
cavities.This summer’s program
and Mr and Mrs. Manley Stegeson of Mr. and Mrs. William R. 126th U. S. Infantry,formerly and disorderly,was sentenced by
will be the second project for this
Royal Neighbors
man
attended
the
weddiing
and
Hatfield of Winter Haven, Fla. Company F of that city, has suc- Municipal Judge Jacob Ponsteln to
area. A similar project was offered
receptionof Edward Krol and Miss
They plan to be married June 18 cessfully passed the preliminary serve 30 days in the county Jail
Hold Regular Meet
three years ago. ‘.ccordingto the
examinationfor entrance to the
Geraldine
Begerow
at the Eighth
City police report two young
at Grace Episcopal Church.
Members
of
the
Royal
Neighprogram, second, fifth and eighth
United States Military Academy at girls, age 12 and 13 years, have
Reformed
Church
in Grand Rapids
Mr.
Hatfield,
who
attended
bors held their regular meeting
grade children will have the opporWest Point.
last week Thursday evening.
been missing from their Grand
Thursday evening.The business schools in Winter Haven, was
tunity of receiving the treatment
Private C. Van Lierop of Fort Haven homes since a week ago
graduated
from
Bolles
Military
meeting was conducted by The Oronce every three years so that all
Academy at Jacksonville,Fla., and Oglethorpe, Ga., was recently Saturday.
acle, Mrs. Minnie Sly.
'Mldren in all the grades will be
Miscellaneous Shower
attendedUniversityof Alabama awarded two prizes of 55 each for
Cards
were
played
and
prize
wingiven the opportunity. The prowinning two foot races for his reFetes May Bride-Elect
ners were Mrs. Blanche Shaffer, before serving two years in the
gram will be operated here in June,
giment Van Lierop enlistedfrom Federal Home Economics
Mrs. Minnie Sly and Mrs. Jennie Army. He has been associated for
July and August. Cost of the four
Hope College last May.
Miss Elsa Van Langen who will
some
time
with
Florida
Cypress
Group Meets at School
Bell.
requiredapplications will be 53.
Lewis Kleinheksel,Edward Haan
be married May 6 to Corp. Joe
Plans for a summer picnic, prob- Gardens as an accomplished water
Eligiblepupils in the three grades
and
Arthur
Heuer,
who
enlisted
in
Texer of Grand Rapids, was guest
A lesson on “Talcing It Easy In
ably to be held in June, were dis- skier and jump boat artist.
have been issued letters of apof honor at a miscellaneous showMiss Williams,a graduate of Dr. Smith’s division of the medical the Kitchen” wu given at a meetcussed. Lunth was served by Miss
plication and parents can sign
branch of the military service last ing of the Federal Home Economer Thursday evening.
Wilma Brohkhorst an her commit- Holland High School, has been a
these. The clinic will most likely
spring left Saturday morning for ics Group Wednesday evening at
The
party
was
given
by
Miss
featured
water
skier
at
Cypress
tee.
be held In Lincoln elementary
Ann Visser and Mrs. B. J. HuizenGardens for several seasons and Fort McPherson, Ga., for further the school by Mrs. A. Luurtsema.
shcool as in the past.
In the election of officers for
ga
at the latter’s home, 267 West
has won a number of national ski training prior to leaving for EurLast week Saturday was a busy
Miss Esther Koemon
Man
Succumbs
of Heart
next year, Mrs. Jack Nieboer was
13th
St.
Games
were
played
and
championshipsalong with ski hon- ope.
day for members of the Future Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Koeman
Charles Rainey of Holland and named chairman;Mrs. John Baldors in Mexico and Canadian tourNurses’ Club of Zeeland High of Central Paris announce the en- prizes were awarded. A two-course
Attack Aboard Cruiser
Miss Dora Haberer of Douglas win, vice chairman; Mrs. John
lunch
was
served.
naments.
School. They are planning a trip gagement of their daughter,
Richard J. Storck, 47, of 10910
Guest) svere invitedfrom Grand
Both Miss Williams and her were quietlymarried by Rev. Bat- Larion, secretary;Mrs. Carroll
to Chicago to visit several schools Esther, to Harry Neton, son of
Min Money Qagg
S. Albany St, Chicago, died of a fiance have appeared in several tema, pastor of the Maple Street Norlin, treasurer; Mrs. Andrew
Rapids,
Kalamazoo
and
Holland.
of nursing and nurses residences. Mr. and Mrs. Harry* Nelson of
The engagement of Miss Nancy heart attack en route to Holland movies including, cinerama. Mr. Church of thdtr city. The couple Vander Yacht, reporter;Mrs. John
To help finance this trip they spent Muskegon Heights.
Clegg to Kenneth Hoffman Is an- Hospital Sunday ooon. He suffer- Hatfield is presently employed by will made their home in Holland Lysterhouse and Mrs. LaVeroo
Saturday washing cars and trucks
Miss Koeman, graduate of Hope Dedication Scheduled
nounced by her parents, Mrs. and ed the attack on the 32-foot crui- KiekhaeferCorp. of #Fond-du-Lac. — Saugatuck Commercial Record. Regneru*,recreationalleaders.
differentplaces and were suc- College, is teaching In the Spring
COLOMA, Mich. (UP)
The Mrs. Ralph Horrisberger of White- ser “Jaunta” 15 minutes after the Wis.
The followingappointments have
Mrs. Luurtsema will continue
cessful In raising a tidy sum to Lake elementary school.Mrs. Nel- honor of dedicating this Berrien hall. Mr. Hoffman is the son of
boat had left Holland for Chicago.
been made as members of the Ot- as leader.
help them In their plans.
son is attending Western Michigan County community’snew city hall John Hoffman, 376 Pine Ave. A He was returned to Jesiek’sdock
Europe accounts for approxi- tawa County Federal Fuel Admin- The next meeting will be held
College.
will go to Mayer Claude J. Hen- summer wedding Is planned.
where an inhalatorwag used.
mately 45 per cent of the world istration Board, who will act under at Mrs. Luurtsema ’s home with
Money was scarce in the early
drie of Fremont who’ll serve as
Surviving are the wife, Rose; a
the jurisdiction of W. K. Prudden, Mrs. Grace Vander Kolk as guest
days of North Dakota and the The area of Great' Britain ir mayor of Coloma in Michigan’s Federaj tax on transportation son, Richard W. and a daughter, coal output.
Federal Fuel Administratorfor speaker.
territorialgovernment offered a more than the combined area of second annual mayor’s exchange
ticketsin the United States Is set Janet; his mother, Mrs. Harriet
Responsibilityfor othera is Ibe Michigan: W. H. Loutit, Grand Lunch was served by Mrs. P,
toree-eent bounty on gophers.
Pennsylvania, Ohio and Delaware. May H, k
announced today at 10 per cent
Storck, all of Chicago.
fruit of discipleship.
Haven, chairman; W. J. GarrodjMt and lire. J. Gtbbsn.
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TH1 HOLLAND CITY
Axil u an ideal aite for a miniature Gibraltar.So heavily fortified
wai it that iti holder* boasted that
it was impregnable. They had reason. Too rocky for airborne troop*,
it was accessibleonly by one tiny
harbor.
For a while, as the President
said in his book, "Crusade in Europe," the Allied High Command debated whether to run the risk that
failureto capture it would entail.
Finallythey made the attempt, and
bombarded it for six days and
nights. Ships snd troops were then
about to complete the capture when
the garrison surrendered.
Th« Burnt
Holland City Nawa
Forgotten today, 12 years ago the
PubUihea Every Thurav by tha S a n 1 n e capture of Pantelieriaranked as a
PrfnUnt Co. Office M-56 major triumph.
West Kightb suaat Hoiland Mlchlgaa
(Gueat Editorial)
Entered •• eecond
®*1^ **
AFTER PLEASURE
ihe poet office at
under the Act of Oongren. March S. THE RECKONING
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BUTLEa

Senator Byrd is opposed to raisEditor and PublUher ing the debt limit above its permanent ceiling of $275 billion even
though the treasury has testified
that the ceiling will ptrevent the

advertlimg unleu a proof of
cl. advertliement(hall have been
lamed bv advertlier and returned
him in urn for correctwmwith
ch error* or correction*noted
ilniy thereon; and In »uch ca*e If
v error *o noted i* not corrected
buihert liability*hall not exceed
ch a proportion of the ertlre *pace
cupied by the error bear* to the
lole space occupiedby «ucb adverement

Sunday School

NEWS,

THURSDAY, APRIL

Koning-Essenburgh Rites Read

up

the

bills

Wl
T rinity

Pleads Innocent

Lesson
May 1. 1955
Jahoahaphat’s Righteous
Leadership
I Chronicles 17:1-9; 19:4-4

To Knifing

Church Scene

of Rites

Row
-

ALLEGAN (Special)
David
McDuel, 46. of Allegan, pleaded
not guilty to t charge of felonious
assault growing out of fe knifing
incident in which his 14-year-oW
step-son was wounded, Monday
when he appeared before Municipal judge Ervin L. Andrews.’
Andrews set bond at $100 and
April 27 as the date for McDuel's

,

By Henry Goerttap
Does it pay to obey? Answers
gathered at random suggest s
divided oponion. Reports in the
papers indicate that not a few
regard obedience to law less profitable than breaking the law. Gangiters are illustrations of expecting
more gain from disobedience than
obedience
could give. But life is
not thus measured by most people.
The gain is not alone easy money.
There is more to accumulatethan

examination.
The Incident was reported after
Harold Duel, 14, reportedto an
Allegan doctor early Monday for
treatment of a knife wound.
Sheriff's officers said the boy
had a slight wound in his chest,
believed to have resulted from a
scufflewith his stepfather.

..

coin. After all the riahestlife may

be poor in real estate while the
poorest life may roll in wealth.
Obedience to God comes in as a
wise course for a life that would
truly profit, for when the rewards
of God are received they pile up

governmentfrom meeting Us bills
incalculableprofits.
after July. Byrd's argument is that
Do we want profit? Certainly we
we must keep the lid on the ad- do. Everybody does. Then the law
ministrationlest it go on a spendof gaining is kept by living up to
ing spree. He makes no note of
the rules. This is the appointed
the fact that It is congress, not the
road to profit, and detours are
president, that runs

28,

Miles Candidate

For School Board
Wendell A. Miles, member of the
Board of Education for three

not allowed.

and, at the moment, is' running
What happened to Aza? Was he
them up all on its own.
profited by obeying God? The reSenator Byrd’s prescription for
cord is plain, that when he obeyed
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
enforcing thrift is very appealing;
One year $3.Ut>. *lx moMh*. WOO; he fixes the responsibilityfor na- God all went well, but as soon as
;hree month* 11.00; *infle copy 10c
he neglected God’s rules then conlubacrlptldn* payable In advance and tional extravaganceon the bank
ditions became bad, in fact very
vlll be promptly dlicontlnuedtf not which honors the checks. The only
bad. His son. Jehoshaphat,took
-enewed
Subscnbei* will confer a favor by trouble with the prescriptionsis over the throne, bent on carrying
Tportlng promptly any irregularity that it doesn’t work. It won’t work
out the best deeds of hi* father.
n delivery.Write or Phone 319L
again this year and congress, like
He aimed at obeying all laws. To

years, announced today that he
will seek re-election at the annual
school election in Holland June 13.
Miles/ who is U.S. Attorney for
the Western Michigan district,said
he will seek a four-year term.
Alvin J. Cook announcedearlier
this week that he, too will seek
four-year term. He also has
served three ^ars.
E.V. Hartman, longtime hoard
member, has informed the board
that he will not seek re-election
this year. This leaves an opening
on the board for a member who
will serve
one-year term.
Under rules of a third class school
district, the board was reduced
from nine members sehving threeyear terms to seven members serving four-year terms. After Ihe 1955
election, all terms will be of fouryears’ duration.
Deadline for filing pe itions is
May 14. the last day of Tulip Time.

a

the rest of us, will find after the
birr the law of God must be the
A RAUGATt CK BIRTHDAY
pleasures of spending, the anguish
highest rule of his life and of the
As a next-door neighbor.Holland of the reckoning.
Mr. ond Mrs. Lloyd Allen Koning
Mr. ond Mrs. Donold J. Von Den Beldt
life of the people.
—From the Detroit New*. I hough he started his reign under
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Allen Kun sweepingtiers of tulle terminating
will be interestedin the celebra(Penno-Sotphoto)
ing are honeymooning in northern in. a chapel train. Her veil of emWedding vows were repeated groom's niece, as junior bridestion staged for the coming summer
trying conditions,he so conducted
Michigan following their marriage broideredschiffli nylon tulle fell
Friday evening, April 22. in Trin- maid. wore an identicaloutfit in
of Saugatuck's125th anniversay.
himself that he was a good king.
yellow.
Holland will wish Saugatuck well
Probably he did not care for Tuesday, April 19. in Trinity Re- from a headpiece accented with a
ity Reformed Church by Miss Alma
formed Church. The newlyweds tinv bunch of garnet roses. She
Sandra Kool and Bonny Van Den
in its proposed season-long festivi- BurnetteVredeveld and Donna military affair*,yet to meet the
Jean GroteVs and Donald J. Van Beldt, nieges of the groom, wers
will make their home in Colum- carried a white Bible with two
ties and will join in the hope that Klynstra, Shorthand II students, needs that might arise he put
Den Beldt. They are the daughter flower girls. They wore white slipthe future of that pleasant sum- received Gregg awards for 120 Judah under arm*. The bitter en- bus, Ga„ while the groom is sta- white orchids and garnet roses.
and son of Mr. and Mrs. James per satin dresses with lace trim,
tioned with the U. S. Army at
Bridal
attendants wore matchmer community will be as signi- words a minute and 100 words per mity of Israel against Judah had
Fo-t Benning.
ing ballerina-lengthgowns of light
A. Groters, 206 East 16th St., and and matching headpieces and carficant as the past.
to
be
dealt
with,
and
the
defense
minute. In Shorthand I Karen
The
bride, the former Marla green, yellow, pink and orchid,
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Van Den ried baskets of rose petals. The
As community age goes in Ameri- Schamper, Nancy De Vries, Mary methods had to be provided. At
Toy Essenburgh.is the daughter respectively,with matching lace
Beldt, route 5, Holland.
ring bearer, Randy Mulder, cousin
ca, 125 years is a very respec- Ann Klamt, Norma Schoret and heart the king was a man of peace.
of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Essen- trim. They wore matching hats
The
Rev.
John
Hains
performed
of the bride, was dressed in a whit*
table life span. When the first set- Thelma Lankheetreceived awards He tried to walk in the way* of
burgh of 100 East 37th St. The and gloves and carried cascades of
the double ring ceremony before suit and carried the rings on a
tlers arrived at the mouth of the for 80 words, Shirley Wyngarden, God.
Petitionsmust bear 50 to 75 a setting of ferns, accentedwith satin pillow.
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. tinted carnations.
Kalamazoo river and took the first Carolyn Nykamp, Beverly Wiers- We note several things - to his
Bert Koning. 185 East 29th St.
For
her
daughter's
wedding. signatures of qualified voters.
candelabra -and baskets of gladioli,
Attending the groom were Jarold
steps toward the building of what ma, Myra De Witt, and Eileen credit— Caring for material, phyTheir wedding was performed by Mrs. Essenburgh wore a dress of
white snapdragons and mums. Groters, the bride's brother, as
is now Saugatuck,Michigan was Busscherearned 60 word awards. sical defense, so that Judah would
the Rev. John M. Hains in a set- white lace over pink faille with
White bows with greens and flow- best man and Nelson Van Den
staill largely virgin forest and
Mrs. Smalt field representative be able to keep its place; reverting
ers marked the pews.
Beldt and James Meyers as ushers.
swamp and prairie.So much has of the Grand Rapids Comptometer to David's way of ruling for this ting of palms, candelabra and matching accessories and a corlarge bouquets of white snapdra- sage of orchids.Mrs. Koning wore
Mrs.
William
Zonnebelt was or- Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mulder wers
happened since then that it is hard school, spoke to the II Typing class ideal; avoiding idolatry, no evigons and mums. Pews were decor- a powder blue dress with lace
ganist for the rites. Joseph Dal- master and mistress of ceremonies.
for the average citizen to- make that at Zeeland High School concerning dences of paganism tolerated; findated with white bows, snapdragons trim, matching accessories and a
man sang "I Love You Truly" and The bride's mother chose a navy
historyseem real.
ing
his
stimulus
in
the
jest
traits
the operation of a comptometer.
and greens. Music for the double corsage of baby orchids.
"Because" and Rev. Hains sang blue dress with white accessories
For one thing, beginning right
Bob
Elroy, ventriloquist, of hts father; shunning in every ring rites was provided by Mrs.
Thursday at 8 p.m. the Holland "The Lord s Prayer" as the couple and the groom's mother wore a
A reception for 175 guests was
here at home, the sttlementof this amused Zeeland High School stu- way the godless example of Israel.
George Lumdens, who sang "Be- held in TerKeurst auditorium. As- Hight School Band and Orchestra knelt.
navy dress with skyblue aressonei.
area at the mouth of Black dents recentlywith balloon carica- He was personally appreciated
cause” and "O Promise Me." and sisting were Misses Lorraine will present their Sprig Formal
The bride, who was given in They had carnationcorsagesof
river and Macatawa Bay was still tures, audienceparticipationacts by his people. They knew him as
Rev. Hains. who sang 'The Lord’s Snellenberger and Phyllis Kruit- Concert at the high school audi- marriage by her father, chose a white and yellow.
17 years in the future; the first and ventriloquist tricks. He is with a good king. Riches were accumuSpanish lace over satin gown with
At the reception for 170 guests
Van Raalte settlers did not come the High School Assembly Service lated by him as a normal result Prayer."Mis. William Zonnebelt hof. at the punch bowl; Wanda torium.
was organist.
Regular conductor Arthur C fitted bodice featuring seed pearls in the church parish house, Mr.
Essenburgh. Carol Essenburghand
here until 1847; they were still for the first year and has made of gifts from his admiringpeople.
Attending the bride were Mrs. Janice McConnell,who arranged Hills will be assisted by Raymond at the neck and a small standup and Mrs. Ronald Israelsserved at
children, at least many of them, many school appearanceswith an Above all. his life was an exMarlene Plaggemars as matron of gifts, end Joan Siebelink.in charge Roth and Carleton Kelch.
collar trimmed with seed pearls. the punch bowl and Misses Arloa
playing behind the dykes of the enrollment of about 1.800.
altation of God. God had a chance
honor; Miss Nancy Maatman and of the guest book. Mr. and Mfs. L.
Hewitt Johnson, pianist, will ap- The long lace sleeves were point- Bosch and Marilyn Timmer arrangNorth Sea.
Charles Wissink, senior student in Judah under his reign.
Miss Eleanor Geerling as brides- I Essenburgh.uncle and aunt of pear as soloist with the band as ed over the wrists and the full ed the gifts. Serving were Misses
When the first Saugatuck settlers at Western Theological Seminary,
The king had one supreme pracmaids; Miss Beverly Koning. the the bride, were master and mis- he does the Grieg "Piano Con- flare skirt of lace extended Darlene OverbeekDarlene Groters
arrived,there was only a thin strip Holland, was guest preacher at the tical aim. That was the general
groom's sister, junior bridesmaid, tress of ceremonies. Serving were certo," first movement.
into a chapel train. Her fingertip Betty Moomey, Norma Kragt, Agof southern Michigan that contain- Second Reformed Church. Dr. Les- welfare of the people. It may seem
and Donna Schipper and Bobby Misses Carol Plakke. Alicq Brink.
The program for the orchestra veil of imported illusion,edged nes Van Huis, Marcia Koning, Bared any white men at all. The total ter Kuyper ot the Seminary will strange that a bu*y king should
Beekman, cousins of the couple, Frances Brower. Pat Van Duren, will include: "The March Hong- with lace, fell from a tiara of bara De Roo and Phyllis Molder.
white population in 1830 of the be guest preacher next Sunday, decide that religious education was
as flower girl and ring bearer. Shirley Ham and Mrs. Mary Wig- roise." Berlioz, "Symphony for pearls and rhinestones.Her pearl Mr. and Mrs. Len Eilander. Mrs.
whole area between Lake Michi- May 1.
the important thing for the people.
Mis. Gloria Conklin assisted the gors.
Young Orchestra." Verall; "Inter- earrings were a gift from the Willard Rooks and Joseph Dalman
gan and Lake Huron was only A regular meeting of the Indies To the king this was a means of
bride and her attendants.
Entertainmentwas provided by mezzo, ' Bizet; Pavanne." Ravel- groom. She carried a cascade took part in a brief program.
31,639. Since most of those citi- Aid society will be held at the national strength. It would be ihCalvin Koning attended his Miss Dolores Vanden Berg. Rev. Hills "Kiss Me Kate" selection. bouquet of white carnations.
The newlyweds are honeymoon‘ zens were
concentrated in areas Second Reformed Church Fellow- telligentconforming to the laws
brother as best man. Steven Essen- Hains and a comet trio, Carrow Cole Porter.
Miss Hazel De Roo, maid of hon- ing in Kentucky. For traveling, the
like Detroit village and a few other ship Hall in charge of the president, of God if the people were educated
burgh, the bride's brother, was Kleinheksel, Bill Meengs and Phil
The band will perform "Argen- or. woce a blue lace gown with bride wore a gray suit .with red
points,the sparseness of the popu- Mr*. Henry Geerlings. Mrs. J. in the word of God. So he planned
junior attendant and Ken Mannes Rathke. The Rev. William Brink tine." paso doble by TolchardEv- Queen Ann collar, three-quarter accessoriesand corsage of red and
lation in most of the area can be Boonstra will conduct devotions or a course to be followed.In it he
and Paul Boeve seated the guests. closed with prayer.
ans; ballet music from "William sleeves and a full skirt with ruffle white carnations.They will be at
Imagined.
Psalm 37. "For the Fretful".Mrs. prescribed what was to be taught, Cousins of the bride. Tom EsenFor going away, the bride wore Tell." Rossini; "Au Pays Lorraine underneath. She wore a matching 'home after April 29 at 24 West
Grand Haven and Grand Rapids Charles Kuyers will be in charge of and who was to teach.
burgh and Scott Essenburgh.lit
powder blue wool suit with Overture." Balay; "North Sea Ov- headdress and carried a colonial 35th St.
were frontier hamlets,, and they the nursery and hostesses will be This was an orderly arrange- the candles before the ceremonv.
matching accessories
an erture." Herman; "A Salute to bouquet of pink carnations. Mrs.
The bride, t graduate of Holwere almost the most northern Mrs. Harmon Den Herder and Mrs. ment. It suggestedsome careful
The bride wore a gown of deli- orchid corsage.
Glenn Miller."Gass, and "Father Robert Driy, sister of the groom, land High School, is employed at
semi-settled area* in the lower M. Barense.
planning on the part of the king. cately embroideredschiffli nylon
Both the bride and groom are of Victory." march by Ganne.
and Joyce De Ridder, as brides- the Holland Furnace Co. office.
peninsula.Kalamazoo,in 1830, was
The staff of the Zeeland High No better service can a ruler ren- tulle over taffeta. The sculptured graduates of Holland High School.
maids, wore identical ensemblesin The groom Is employed at Ferrocomposed of a single log cabin in School paper "Peeper" were hon- der his people than to provide for bodice was fashioned with a selfThe bride has been employed at
pink. Linda Van Den Beldt. the I Cast in Zeeland.
an oak opening occupied by a har- ored with a state award certificate their religious education.This scalloped neckline and featured
Miss
Helen
Van}/
els
Holland Hospital and the groom
dy pioneer named Titus Bronson. for excellence in the national 1954 school in Judea wa« under, gov- petal sleeves. The tremendously was employed at Steketee-Van
Most of the other place-names on TB school Press Project The cer- ernment supervision and expense. full skirt was fashioned with a Hu,* Printing Co. before entering Is Feted at Shower
Highway Lane Divider!
the two southern tiers of counties tificate was presented in a special However, the government was princess panel framed with side- i the Army.
Miss Helen Van Vels. who will
on the present map were hardly assembly program last Tuesday by largely a religious matter. The
become the bride of Charles Tel- Get New Coat oi Paint
more than names.
Miss Elain Abbott of the Michigan king was a servant of God. The
genhof, Jr., was honored at a surSaugatuck’s small begin- Tuberculosis Association and was call for such service is loo insistent New Officers Elected
Traffic dividers on Holland
of Moose Clab
prise miscellaneousshower last
streetswere receiving a new coat
nings were like the beginnings all accepted by Tom Bloemsma, edi- to be ignored. It must be heeded
Wednesday
evening
at
the
home
By Washington
Plans Future Activities
of yellow and white paint Tuesalong the line. Some of those pio- tor of the paper. Ruth Vander Meu- and answered.
of Mrs. Herman Telgenhof, Perry
day.
neer efforts have developedinto len is associate editor and Miss
There must be a well trained Election of officers and a proMooseheart Alumni certificates St., Zeelahd.
The State Higway department WASHINGTON. D C. < Special)
big cities. Saugatuck may not have Cecelia Ver Hage is faculty advi- people in the word of God if the
Awarded prizes for games were
grown big in industrialpotential, sor. This is the fourth year the rules of God are to be lived by gram by fourth grade German of membership have been presentwas lining US-31 through the city L.W. Lamb, prominent contractor
Mrs. James Vereeke, Mrs. Henwith a double yellow line plus of Holland. Mich., is the new presbut it has other things to celebrate. •'Peeper'’has received the state and His laws obeyed. The king's class pupils highlighted a regular ed to Mrs. Maxine Den Uyl and
rietia Cory and the guest of honor.
putting a new (joat of white paint ident of the Contractors Division,
It has remained one of the more award. In 1948 a national award teachers found the people willing meeting of WashingtonSchool PTA
Mrs. Florine Berkey by Senior Re- A cook book containing a favorite
on lane dividers on the four-lane American Road Builders’ Assocpleasant places in the state to was received.
lo be taught. We are finding the Tuesday evening. President Jack
gent Mrs. Mane Botsis.These are recipe of each guest was made portions of the highway.
iation meeting here Tuesday in
live in, and it has made a repuPeggy Kole, Darlene Berghorst, same true of our people today.
the first memberships gained in and presentedto the bride-elect.
Wednesday city paint crews Hotel Statlcr.
taion in other lines— as an art cen- Thelma Van Zoeren Jim Geib, There is an eagerness to know what Leenhoutspresided.
Lunch was served by co-hostesses began marking , downtown crossLamb, in his message to the
ter, for instance—that ha* carried and Pat De Jonge seniors at Zee- the will of God is. We help serve
Devotions were in charge of Miss the local chapter.
Mrs. Herman Telgenhof, Mrs. walks. turning line», stop bars, and divisionboard Tuesday, said the
its name farther than the names land High School also Ruth Vander people when we encourage the Jeanette Veltman and her pupils.
At the meeting of Chapter 1010 Roelof Telgenhof, Mrs. Winfred Telpacking stalls. The entire job is movement fo*- modern highways is
of some community hives of in- Meulen, Leo Renkema. and Bet- church and church schools in makThey recitedBible verses they had Wednesday evening Mrs. Botsis genhof, Mrs. B.C. Bonnema. Mrs. scheduled lo be completed this gathering momentum with support
dustry.
ty Van Omen juniors,were chos- ing religiou s education available
coming from sources that previouslearned during the year.
presided at the business ession Leonard Buursma and Mrs. C.A. week.
Saugatuck has the right to look en to become members of the and effective.
ly shied away from such a proMrs. Raymond Klomparens'Ger- which included the reading of com- Smits.
back over 125 years of living that Quill and Scroll society for jourJudah's rise to power under
Attending from Grand Rapids :
»
r
gram. The trend places heavy addman
class
students
delightfully
enmunications
from
Mooseheart
by
is in keeping with the best that nalists. Only juniors and seniors Jehosaphat was noted by nieghwere the Mesdames William Spiel- 1 LOUpU Entertains OR
ed responsibilities on road builder*,
America can offer.
are eligiblefor membership and boring nations. Wars were sup- tertainedthe parents of presenting Mrs. Catherine Miller,recorder.
he laid.
On
Friday, April 29, Women of hof. Paul Spoelhof. Anita Sprick.
a
German
classroom
scene
and
must be in the upper third of their pressed out of fear that the God
Wedding Anniversary
Lamb, best known in the conone-act play written for them by the Moose will have a family John Smedtng, W.E. Reid. William
COME BACK, LITTLE WIFE
class and must have done outstand- of Judah would be too strong for
Van Brug and Miss Kathryn Spoeltracting field as a bridge builder,
night
"cafeteria"
dinner
for
memMr*.
Klomparens.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bert
De
Vries
of
At just about the time when auto- ing work in journalism. Quill and any of the kingdoms of the land
Music included piano solos by bers and guests. There will be hof; from Hudsonville were Mrs. 320 James St. celebratedtheir is a graduatein civil engineering
mation seems to have taken the Scroll is an internationalhonorary to hope to conquer Judah. It was
from University of Michigan.He
Herman Telgenhof. Mrs. Henrietta
Betty
Veenhoven, who played "The games for. the children.
place of the housewife, it gels so society for high school journalists thought prudent to solicit the favor
The
Civic
Affairs
committees
of Cory, Mrs. Edson Nyhuis and Mrs. 40th wedding anniversary last Fri- started his contracting business in
Wood
Nymph,"
and
Judy
Kastely,
fancy the only solution seem* lo be and numbers over 3,500 chapters. of the king of Judah, to buy his
Pete
day evening by entertaining their 1922, after having served as a
to haul the weary little woman
The American Legion has chos- good will. Munificent gifts were who played "Swan Song of the the Auxiliary and the Loyal Order
Guests from Holland were the children and grandchildren at a lieutenantin Europe during World
are
conducting
a
drive
for
used
Lake."
The
German
class
sang
back into the kitchen.
en Jack Sneller. Glenn McNutt and brought by differentpeoples. The
War I. He is a past president of
Mesdames G.H. Telgenhof, E. Har- dinner party.
The trouble is that all the mech- Gary Looman to attend Boy's State king became a man of wealth and several songs accompanied by clothing foo the Salvation Army.
The party was held at the Hub the Michigan Road Builders AsArticles should be brought to the rison, and the Misses Ruth TelMrs.
Gertrude
Douwstra.
anical wizardry of today'* modern at Michigan State College next influence.He had the means at
genhof. Nancy Buursma and Lois in Zeeland.After dinner movies sociation.
homes is not quite human enough summer. Gary Is a member of the hand to carry on an extensive In the electionof officers, Don hall by April 30.
Lamb left for Washington by
Mrs. Berkey, chairman of the Ann Telgenhof. From Zeeland were were shown and a program was
for the task. A man. rubstituting Z-Club, Student Council, and Band. building operation.Hi* sucess was Oosterbaanwas named president;
plane Monday afternoon.
kitchen committee, and co-workers the Mesdames Bert Van Ommen, presented.Mrs. Garence Wajerway
Mr*.
Ralph
Jones,
vice
president;
for a few days on the distaff He has been active in football, bas- notable.He dilgentlysought to upin conjunction with the Loyal Or- B.J. De Witt. Rufus Van Ommen, and ifoiss Sharon Waterway gave
side, usually begins to think that ketballand track this year and is hold God in the kingdom of Mrs. Ralph Woldring, secretary
der
are planning to serve lunches Harold Van Orman, G. Beyer, Al readings and Miss Beverly De Bride-ElectHonored
Mrs.
Gordon
Vander
Schel,
treasurwashing machines hurl clothesinto also president of the junior class. Judah. The result was that both
ir the basement during Tulip Time. Sytsma, James Vereeke. Dick El- Vries sang a solo.
er.
tangles,dryers dry them in wrink- Glenn took a leading part m the king and people were richly blessdecorative feature was an At Surprise Shower
Twenty-five members were pre- zinga, Raleigh Telgenhofand the
Refreshments were served by the
les, dish washers won't scrub pots junior class play and belongs to ed.
A surprise miscellaneous shower
sent
and
prizes for the evening Misses Sena, Anna, Pat and JoAnn anniversarycake, surrounded by
social
committee,
' Mesdames M.
and garbage disposalssniff, gurgle the Movie Operators’ club.
red roses. Each rose contained s was given last Wednesday evenVan Tatenhove,A. Beekman, G. went to Mrs. Catherine Miller, Telgenhof.
and balk at corn-on-the-cob.The The members of the "Forty and
gift of money from the families ing for Miss Bertha Vander Kooi,
Schaftenaar,C. Nordhof, J. Hagans, Mrs. Betty Handwerg and Mrs.
The housewife'smagic touch is re- Eight Club’’ from the Holland-Zee- Friendship Night Held
present.
who will be married to Harris
Hattie Victor.
C.
Tidd.
W.
Van
Howe
and
G.
quired to make them behave.
land area have chosen to send Jack
Birthday Party Given
Mr. and Mrs. De Vries have four Driesenga. The party was given by
By Local OES Chapter
Homemaking committee
Swierenga.
Now the initial expense of each Van Eden to Boy’s State. He is a
childrenand 11 grandchildren. Mrs. Gerrit Driesenga, assistedby
Star of BethlehemChapter No.40,
A baked good sale preceded the served lunch. The Mesdames For Wally Seidelman
one of these items is a good deal junior, belongs to the Z-Club and
They have lived in the Holland area Mrs. Ervin Kimber and Mrs. MarOES, held its annual Friendship meeting with Mrs. James Brower Blanche Solomon, Berkey. Clara
I
Hi-Y.
He
is
was
on
the
football
more than the cost of a durable
Wally Seidelman, son of Mr. and all their married life and art mem- vin Maatman.
Night last Thursday.At the invi- in charge.
Lee Lamb and Emma Witt were
wife. Furthermore it takes much squad and tennis team. Stan GebMrs. Walter Seidelman, Jr., of 673 bers of Pine Creek Christian Re- Games were played and duplicate
tation of Worthy Matron Mrs.
r charge.
longer to decide which make of hen and "Mick” Van Asset have
Red Cross canteen trainees work- Butternut Dr„ was guest of honor formed Church. Mrs. De Vries is prizes were awarded to Mrs. John
Charles Vander Ven, the Saugatuck
mechanical miraclesis the best been chosen by the Kiwanis club
Volunteers Needed for .
Chapter exemplified degrees.
ing for the blood bank were Mrs. at a surprise birthday party Tues- the former Fannie Ter Haar. Mr. Ten Brink and Mrs. Horace Maatthan jt takes to decide which wo- to attend Boys Sute. Mick is acMarguerite Culver and Mrs. day afternoon in celebrationof his De Vries is employed it Vanden man. A two-course lunch was servGuests were present from Doug Cancer Mailing Program
tive
in
the
Hi-Y,
band
and
was
man will do. And then installation
eighth birthday anniversary. The Bosch lumber company in Zeeland. ed.
las Chapter and Magnolia Chapter,
Gladys
Gordon.
of equipment is a lot of specialized in the junior class play. Sun beAttending the party were Mr. and
Invitedwere the Misses Kay Vanparty, given by his mother, was
Fremont.
, Members
of the Gvic Health
fuss while installing a woman is a long* to Hi-Y and spends much
held at Lake Shore Dr. cottage of Mrs, Clarence Waterway, Dorene der Kooi, Jean Marlink, Lois DriesBeautiful flowers decorated the Committee of the Woman’s Literof his time in radio work.
job for any handy man.
Ex-Saugatuck Resident
his grandparents, Prof, and Mrs. and Sharon, Mr. and Mrs. Minird enga and Joan Kimber and Meschapter rooms and tables. Two ary Club will meet at the club
Whether a woman’s place is in
A.H.
Muyskens of Grand Rapids. De Vries and Debra Lynn, Mr. dames James Vander Kooi, John
duets, "Whispering Hope" and house Tuesday to help prepare Diet in New York Stake
the kitchen or not makes no dif- Marriage Licenses
Mrs. Seidelmanwas assisted by and Mrs. Bernard De Vries, Bev- Vander Kooi, Harry Driesenga,
"Sincerely"were sung by Miss cancer literature for mailing.
ference, it’s just a heck of a lot less
Ottawa County
her sister, Mrs. Frank De Jong erly and Danny, Mr. and Mrs. James J. Driesenga, Dick Marlink,
GRAND
(Special)
I>eah Broker and Miss Beverly
Mrs. J. D. Jencks, Ottawa county
complicated. If the little lady comGordon De Vries. Bob, Joey, Jim, Ervin Kimber, Roger Brower, .Tohrt
Donald Oosting, 21, and Marilyn Kammeraad.
chairman of the Cancer Society, Word was received here Tuesday of Grand Rapids.
plains she's got to have modern Vander Wall, 20, both of Holland;
Maat, Bob Maat, Fred Velthuis,
Party feature was sS treasure Lennie, David and Valerie.
Refreshments were served by asks that all committee members of the- death of Mrs. Minnie Lovegadget*, bdy her a can opener.
Horace Maatman. Marvin MaatDirk Essenburg, 52, and Janet Ten Mrs. Gara Walters and her com- and anyone else interestedin help- joy, 88-year-old former Saugatuck hunt in the woods. Arrows marked
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradford man. Henry Ten Brink, Simon Ten
Broeke, 46, both of route 1. Zee- mittee.
ing report- at the Literaryclub resident,who died Monday in her a trail to the treasure, which inMINIATURE GIBRALTAR
land; Ray Leroy Brown, 24. Grandcluded prizes for all the children. and family of Chicago are spend- Brink. John Ten Brink. Herman
house any time throughout the day, home at Sandy Creek, N. Y.
H6w many can tell now where ville, and Grace Lorena Vineyard,
Mrs. Lovejoy was born Oct. 12, Gifts were presentedto the hon- ing the week at their summer cot- Ten Brink, John Siam, Harold De
law Enforcementoffiocers from 9 a.m. to didaftemoon. Coffee
Pantelieria is? Yet in 1943. when 20, route 1, Hudsonville;John
from Holland and Ottawa County and sandwicheswill be served at 1865, as Minnie Phelps and 1n ored guest and a picnic supper was tage at Macatawa Park during the Jonge, John Driesenga, Herfry
the Allied advance was just getting Joseph Tempera, 33, and Helen
Driesenga, Willis Driesenga, Marspring vacation.
were in Grand Rapids Wednesday noon.
1885 was married to Mac Lovejoy served.
under .way, this MediterraneanIs- Jean Van Dyke, 25, both of Chitin Langhuis, William Northuis and
Guests were Sharon Caauwe,
April is Cancer Control Month, who died In 1890. Surviving are a
to attend an FBI sponsored con*
land was much in the news, as cago; Paul Veele. 24. and Dolores ferencc dealing with bank robbery. as designed by Cqngress,and al- daughter.Mrs. Matt Zalsman of Kenneth Aalderink, Dennis
Mrs. Charles Madison and Mrs. James H. Driesenga.
President Eisenhowernow recalls. Jane De Boer, 36, both of Hol- Attendingwere Lt. Ernest Bear, though no house-to-housecampaign Grand Haven township; two grand- Brewer, Terry Mulder, Gary Lloyd Slagh are entertaining
Lying on the invasion route of land; Bernard Ten Cate. 22. Hol- Detective Dennis Ende, Officer is conducted in Holland,help is children, 13 great grandchildren Rauch, Billy Beckman, Bobby members of the Past Matrons Insects outweigh all other animal
Sicily and defended by a rocky land. and Susanip Grolenhuis, 36, Marinus Smeege and Sheriff Jerry needed in preparing literaturefor and runt great-greatgrandchil- Seidelman,Chuck Seidelman and Club at luncheonthis noon at the matter on the land areas of the
coast, It was seized upon by tha route I, Holland.
world.
home of Mrs. Madison.
Philip D« Jongs.
Vanderbeek.
tbs extensive malting program.
dren.
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By Arnold Muldtr

It has been said of the American money.
a Supreme Court that its membera Walter Scott, in rpuch of Ml
series of articles appearing in the read the electionreturns— with the work, illustrates thia fact. RoughOttawa County Times published implication that they make their ly speaking, he wrote for the well
decisions in line with those re- bom and about the well bom. A
more than 50 year* ago)
half a century, later when millions
turns.
Monday evening Dr. F. W. Reitz,
Holland High School Principal
Whether that charge U justified had learned to read and when
Public Invited to Brief
foreign secretary of state of the or not may be left open to some democracy had become popular
J. J. Riemersma announced the
Junior
Class
Honor
Roll
Friday
Transvaal,
addresed a large gath- doubt. In the field of literature, Dickens also read the "election reProgram in JHS
turns," but he interpretedthem difmorning during chapel exercises
ering * at the Central Avenne there is no doubt that the writers
Coffee Hour Follows
at the school.
ChristianReformed Church, ap "real, the election returns”; they ferently from the way Scott had
Mary Ann Cumerfonf, with an
done. He was slanting his books
cording to a story appearing in the write books with which, they feel
Superintendent— Emeritus E. E.
all A (4.00) scholastic record,heads
at an entirely new crop of readers,
Jar. 2 issue of the Ottawa County in their bones, the people will
Fell, who headed Holland's Public
the class. Barbara Emmick, Barand he reaped a rich harvest beagree.
Those
writers
who
are
most
Timet published 1903 by the late
schools for 35 years until his rebara Folkert and Virginia Top
cause those readers had become
intuitive and clairvoyant in "readM.
O.
Wanting.
He
dealt
with
the
tirement in 1945, will be honored
are tie for second place honors
ing the returns" become popular. very numerous.
terms
of
the
treaty
that
ended
the
Monday, May 2, when Junior High
with 3.96 averages.
That is othe way it looks out
South African w-ar. More than $75 Others tail of circulation— and
School will be renamed the E. E.
Other studentson the 11th grade
today, as has always been true.
wag
collected. After the meeting a dollars.
Fell Junior High School. The ochonor roll include: Charles LemSometimes very great writers are
receptionwas tendered Dr. and
Sometimes the very greatest
casion marks the last payement in
men 3.86, Linda Gordon 3.83, Ann
Mrs.
Reitz and later they were are excellentreaders of the "elec lucky enough to have an intuitive
E.
E.
Fell
debt serviceon a building Oiat was
Marie Kleis 3.83, Roger Potter
taken to the home of Mr. and Mrs. tion returns" in literature. Shakes- reader sense. Sometimes the very
erected in the 1920’s while Fell
3.75, Dawn Poppen 3.72, Judith
years he devoted himself unsparDiekema
by Mayor C. J. De Roo peare wat such a reader; so was greatest lack this tense, and as s
was superintendent of schools.
Nykamp 3.69, Joan Tellman 3.67,
ingly to the development of the
and
G.
Van
Schelven where the Dickens; so was Tennyson;so was resul* they fail of popularity
The public is invited to attend
Holland school system, retiringin Yvonne Dalman, 3.65, Shirley De
Century
Club rendered a fine pro- Hawthorne- so. is today Ernest and circulation.More often perbrief, ceremonies in the Junior
Ridder' 3.65, John Kleinheksel 3.63,
1945.
gram. Among those who took part Hemingway. They all knew intuU haps, the very poorestwriters have
High gymnasium at 8 p.m. Invita
He promoted PTA’s, started a Gordon Hoeksema 3.60, Roger
were Mrs. A. Diekema. Miss Grace lively what the people wanted, and this ability, and they win a fame
tions hive been sent to educators
that is out of all proportion to
program of adult education, intro- Kleipheksel3.60, James Weener
Yates, Mrs. W. J Garrod. Miss they furnished it.
throughout Michigan, but Holland
duced many new courses and pro- 3.57, Bruce Brink 3.56, Bill Japtheir ability as writers.
Kitty
Doesburg,
Miss
Amy
Yates,
people, particularlythose who
inga 3.55, Tom Protsman 3.55, ArSometimes even the very great
Whether displayed by great writvided special classes for crippled
Prof. J. B. Nykerk, Dr. B. J. De
have worked with Fell during his
loa Hamelink 3.51, Gretchen Boyd
est writers are very poor at in- ers or trivial ones, the ability to
children and those handicapped
Vries
and
Dr.
A.
C. V. R. Gilmore.
years as superintendentare in3.50.
either by low vitality or by defects
The members of first Reformed terpretingthe reader "electionre- read "electionreturns" is not litervited to share in the ceremonies.
Eleanor Ten Brink 3.49, Marcia
in vision, hearing or speech. DurCrurch met Monday evening and tuns." Occasionally they are un ary ability; it is at one with the
The ceremonies will last about a
Bouws 3.47, ElizabethOosterhof
fortunate enough to be ahead of knack of the successful politician.
ing his superintendency, the senior
reelected G. T. Huizenga.R. Van
half hour. Walter W. Scott, pre3.46, Cherry Copeland 3.45, Marthe readers, so that the latter
high school, junior high school and
Zwaluwenberg
and
H.
Tripp
as
sent superintendentof schools,
tha De Groot 3.44, Jane Hohmann
do not catch up until the writers
Washington school were built.
elders
aryl
G.
Ter
Vree.
H.
Ooswill pay tribute to the board of
Holland High Netten
Realizingthat buildingsand 3.43, Elaine Vander Werf 3.43,
ting and H. Geerlings as deacons. are dead. Henry James is an ex
1932-24 which served at the time
ample.
He
has
recently
enjoyed
a
equipment are of little use unless Gerda Boeve 3.39, Kenneth Brink
Thursday.Jan. 1, the Rev.
Capture Fourth Match
the school was built. Bernice Bis3.35, Jack De Long 3.35, Jan Robthey are translatedinto educaFedde Wiersma and Miss Hattie popular revival; but unfortunately
hop, principalof Junior High, will
ber!
3.35. Marilyn Weller 3.35,
tional and spiritual values, he
Holland High netters passed anHolkeboer, both of this city, were for him he died in 1915. The same
present the teachers in a brief triVonnie Barkel 3.34, Leslie Bosch
thing was still more true of Her- other obstacle Thursday,stopping
exercised great care in the selectmarried
at
the
Home
of
the
bride's
bute, and Dr. Wynand Wichers,
3.34, Norman Brumm 3.33, Janice
ion of teaching personnel and inmother at 144 West 10th St. Rev. man Melville.He wrote his great Kalamazoo Central, 5-2, for their
who was a member of the state
Walter 3.29, David Polich 3.27,
spired them to . do and be their
A. Keizer, pastor of Ninth Street book in 1851, but the America^ fourth straightwin of the season.
hoard of education for 10 years,
Phyllis Joostbems 3.25. Fred Tubest He carried his idealism into
and 2
Christian
Reformed Church, por- readers did not catch up with him Holland lost the No.
will speak for state educators. Dr.
bergan. Jr., 3.25, Bennett Young
his home life, the life of the comuntil 1920, when the author had tingles.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Douglas
Joy
Lemmen
foimed
the
ceremony.
The
groom
Wichers, former president of Hope
3.25, Marjorie Zickler 3.25, Ronald
munity. and the life of the church.
Results were: Jon Erickson (K)
(Von Putfen photo)
has accepted a call to the Reform- been dead 30 years.
College, is currently vice president
Chandler 3.24, Calvin Lamoreaux
In 1935. Hope College conferred
Even
more often the very poor- def. Henry Visscher, (H) 6-0, 4-6,
crest material,in the princessstyle ed Church at Lucas.
Miss
Kldora
Ann
Goulooze
and
of Western Michigan College in
upon him an honorary L. L. D. 3.21, Joan Roos 3.21, Kenneth Lug- Douglas Jay Lemmen were mar- with Peter Pan collar. She wore a
Miss Rena Sprictsma and W. G. est writers are good readers of 6-2: John Cook (K). def. Bill JapKalamazoo.
ten 3.20.
degree.
matching bolero jacket, bandeau VanDyke were married Wednes- literary "election returns." Any inga <H) 6-3, 6-4; Phil Boersma
Dr. Lester J. Kuvper, president
Harriet Slag 3.19. Ruth E. Wal- ried Friday. April 15, in a double
A oortraitof Fell will be un- ters
headdress of- velvet leaves and day evening at the home of (he given publishing list is full of (H> def. Dave Stieler (K) 6-4, 6-1,
3.19, Eleanor Mouw 3.18, Carl
of the Board of Education, will
nr; i eremoney in First Reformed
veiled at the ceremonies and later
speak for the current board. A
Weiss 3.18. Heide Bekuis 3.17. Church parlors. The bride is the white nylon wrist mitts. She car- bride's parents Mr. and Mrs. S. witers who sell in millions but and Jim Vander Poel (H) def.
will be placed neat the entrance
who have nothing to say; they Dale Crawford (K) 6-0, 6-2. .
vocal solo will be given by Mrs.
Joan Carlson 3.17, Ross Boersma daughter of Dr. and Mrs. William ried a colonial bouquet.The brides- Sprictsma, 55 West 11th St.
of the school.
In doubles Lea Overway and
maid wore an identical ensemble in
Born to Mr. and Mrs. IJenry merely have the happy knack of
George Lumsden and music will
3.15, Barbara Ditmer 3.15, Betty Goulooze.385 College Ave., and
Monday's ceremonies will be
Rottschater, East 18th St., a son. knowing what the millions want at Rog Plagenhoef def. Fred Zuidema
Koops 3.15, Stuart Post 3.15, Evelyn the groom is the son of Mrs. Ray mlb green.
be provided by the Junior High
broadcast over WHTC with George
• The Rev. Floyd Goulooze was
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. R. Teer- a given moment and furnishingit. and Dave Jacobs, 6-0, 6-3; Tom
orchestra. Dr. Marion de Velder
Lumsden serving as master of Van Iwaarden 3.15. Carol Ann Lemmen, 270 East 19th St., and the master of ceremoniesfor a pro- man, East 17th St., a daughter. It often is so trivial and superfi- Overbeek and Bob Saunders (H)
Piers 3.13. Phyllis Welch 3.10. Corwill give the invocation.A coffee
late Mr. Lemmen.
ceremonies.
gram given during the reception Born to Mr. and Mrs. S. Siegers. cial that it does not outlast a giv- def. Lyle Wledman and Jim
alee Kaepernik 3.09, Karen Dahihour will follow.' giving long-time
The ceremony was read by the for about 60 guests. The groom's
en year, because public interest is Neujahr (K) 6-3, 6-2 and Marshall
West 17th St., a daughter.
son 3.07, Lois Smith 3.06, Norman
friends an opportunityto meet
bride's father, assisted by her brother,the Rev. Wayne 'Lemmen,
The
Rev.
R.
L.
Haan
of
Muskevery volatile. A large percentage Elzinga and Rog Doolittle(H* def.
Riksen
3.05.
Evelyn
Spykerman
Fell.
Comstock Park Golfers
brother, the Rev. Floyd Goulooze. gave brief remarks and Mrs. Colgon,
has
been
calk'd
to
the
Chrisof all socalled "literature"of any Stuart Randall and Ted Merriman
3.05. Maryann Vander Yacht 3.05.
Dr. Fell's three sons, all of them
Arrangementsof white snapdragKathleen Keane 3.04, Sheridan ons. gladioli and stock, palms, ferns lins Weeber sang "Bless This tian Reformed church at Drenthe. given year is made up of that type (K) 6-3, 6-3.
doctors, will be present for the Hand ChristianShut Out
House." Dr. Raymond Van Heuke- The Christian Reformed Church of writing.
Shaffer 3 03. Carol Beckman 3.01.
ceremonies. Coming here will be
Holland Christian's golf squad Harvey Brandt 3.00, William C. and candelabrawere used in the lon. pastor of First Church, gave at C.raafschap has extended a call
Since the novel is literature's
Dr. and Mrs. George Fell and
setting.Mrs. H. Zylstra was pia- the closing prayer. Assisting in
to the Rev. H. Beets 'of Grand most democraticart form, noveltwins, Paul and Betty, from War- absorbedtheir second West State Boyle 3.00, Verna Grotenhuis 3.00,
nist and Mrs. Collins Weeber was serving were Misses Carolyn JaehRapids.
ists are more given to reading the
renton, Va., Dr. and Mrs. Egbert Gol League deleat Thursday af- John Stryker 3.00.
soloist.
nig and Carol Vork.
The new Russel engine for the literary "election returns" , than
There
are 73 juniors on the honor
Fell and Jane and Tom of Evansternoon on the American Legion
Mrs. Floyd Goulooze attended the
Out of town guests included the light and water plant arrived a some other kinds of writers.
roll from the class of 303.
ton. 111., and Dr. and Mrs. Ranald
bride as matron of honor and Miss Rev. and Mrs. Wayne Lemmen and
course to a classy Comstock Park
few days ago and is being installed
For instance, with a very few
Class officers are Stuart Post, Shirley Hop was bridesmaid. IrvFell of Galesburg. 111. Also attendoutfit. 6-0. The Parkers, perennial
president:Robert Van Wieren, ing Lemmen was Ips brother'sbest children of Hull. Iowa: the Rev. at the station.It has 450 horse exceptioas,in an age when demoing will be Mr. and Mrs. John Gilmore of Grand Rapids. Mrs. Gil- state class C threats, had stamped vice president: Kay Keane, sec- man and Charles Goulooze, brother and Mrs. Floyd Goulooze and chil- power and when connectedwith cracy was unpopular, the novelist!
more is the former Barbara Fell, themselvesas the power of the retary, and Dawn Poppen, freas- of the bride, seated the guests. dren of Kalamazoo. Mr. and Mrs. the Westinghousp generator, the chose for their subject matter life
loop this season by stopping Zee- er. Class sponsors are Clifford
Howard Kammeraad and Judy of capacity of the light plant will be in the upper social cit-cles.They
daughter of Ranald. The Gilmores
land by a similar margin earlier Marcus. William Hombaker and Judy Goulooze and Mary Lemmen, Kalamazoo. Mr. and Mrs. Earl nearly doubled. As soon as it is in
have an infant son. the first great
knew well enough ,that the comnieces of the bridal couple, were Breuklander of Grand Rapids and
this week.
operation the street lights will be mon people couldn’t read, and so
Mrs. Margaret Lashua.
grandchild in the Fell family.
flower
girls.
Mrs.
Irving
lemmen
Christian,playing one freshman
the Rev. and Mrs. H. Zylstra of turned on earlier.
Dr. Egbert Fell is a medical
they did not write for them but
assistedas mistress of ceremonies. Grandville.
and one sophomore just couldn't
The fire departmentwas called for their potentialcuItomers,,,the
doctor: his two brothers are denFor her wedding, the birde chose
cope
with
the
experience
of
the
For their wedding trip, the hride out Sunday night to the home of
tists
people who had knowledgeand
a gown of Alencon lace, wit!) bro- wore a gray-blue dacron suit with
Paul Coster, the letter carrier.
Invitations have been sent to Parkers. In the individual matches
caded flowers accenting the yoke pink and navy accessories and an
Ed
Obetts
of
Comstock
stopped
many educators in the state. AlMr. and Mrs. Elmer Van Dam which was outlined with iridesEast 14th St., where an overheatready, A. J. Phillips, executive Audred Petroelje of the Dutch. announce the birth of a daugh- cent sequins and seed pearls. The orchid corsage. The couple will be ed stovepipe had set the building
at home after May 2 at 436!* Pine
secretary of the MEA, and S. S. 86-98. In the second encounter ter.
on fire.
Arrangs that ipeslal bush
long sleeves tapered to points over
Comstock'sDick Geiger, with an
Mrs. Peter Johnson and Mrs. the wrists and the pointed bodice Ave.
The Woman’s Literary Club held
Ntsbet of the State Board of Edunet* appointment at The
87 whipped Mike Vander Ploew Charles Bosch called on Mrs. LeonBoth the bride and groom are an interesting meeting Tuesday.
cation have indicated they will be
Bier Kolder. Alreondltlonei
with a 102. The No. 3 spot went to ard Van Ess last Friday afternoorf released a full skirt of nylon net graduates of Holland High School Mrs. Howell read a paper on
present.
with only nationallyadveeover
tulle
and
skinner
satin,
with
the Parker’s Jack Hoag who cardFell, now 80 years old. is known
Pvt. Richard Van Noord spent a
"Roger Williams." Mrs. Eisely one
tlsed beverages, open far
ed a 92 to Christian’s freshman few- days on furlough visiting his lace panels Her tiara of rose de- and attended Hope College. Mrs. on "Educationand Harvard Colyour convenience from neon
as the dean of Michiganeducators.
sign was made of sequins and Lemmen Is employed at Holland
All Afakos
until midnight
He was bom near Ithaca and re- Ken Michmerhuizenwith 105. The parents and relativeshere.
lege.” Mrs. W. R. Stevensonone
seed pearls and secured a finger- City Library and Mr. I-emmen is
fourth point was taken by Nyle
Mrs.
Albert*Blauwkamp
is
eonceived his first schooling in a oneon "Historians and Historicau
tip
veil.
She
carried
a
white
pearlco-manager of Lemmen s leghorn Works" and Mrs. G. .1 VanPuren
room rural school. Then he attend- Spaulding with a 93 over Hol- fined to her home with illness. trimmed Bible with an orchid.
Authorised
land's Heim Tills with a 105. The
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Kamer call- The matron of honor wore an Hatchery. He served in the U. S. had for Ijer subject.'The Wildered Alma Preparatory school, Alma
Chryslor-Plymouth Dee Ur
low total point was taken by the ed on their sister. Mrs. John De
ness," by Thoreau, Mrs. W. H.
College and Columbia University.
orchid ballerina-length
gown of ny-Air Force four years.
Witt who underwent an appendecAfter 10 years^ experienceas a winners, 358-410.
Wing sang.
Saloo
tomy at the Zeeland Hospital.
teacher and administrator,he
John A. Brink and Miss Jennie 23
9th Street Phoee 7242
came to Holland where for 35 First Party in Series
Miss Jerpina Ensing is one of
De Boer were married Wednesday
the members of the RBI school
evening at the Central Christian
Held at Grace Church
chorus who are on a singing tour.
Reformed Church, the Rev. Van
Mrs. I^onard Van Ess was again
Hoogen officiating.
First in a series of couples able to attend church services
Scrappy soys:
The new power plant of the
parties was held in Grace Church
last Sunday. She had been conKalamazoo Valley Electric Co. at
parish hall Thursday night. InforScrap is row materialin ths wrong
fined to her home for a month folthe dam in Otsego township, near
mality was the keynote of the
lowing injuries received when she
Plainwell. Allegan county. Was
place; our job is getting it to thg
r’-ening.
fell downstairs.
started a few days ago. The new
Merlin V. Terrill of Grand Haven
right place.
Lester Nyenhuis. son of Mr.
dam is 700' feet long, built of
entertainedthe group with his and Mrs. William Nyenhuis.and
cement and first class in every
magic, using many of the spec- Joyce Schepers of South Blendon
way. It has 12 gates. Six turbine
tators in his acts.
water wheels turn the big mawere married at the South Blendon
always buying
materials
Games, includingcharades, were parsonage last 'week Thursday
chine* and they have a capacity of
played. Refreshments were served
evening.
1,600 horse power It was started
Chairmen of the committee Mr. and Mrs. Dick Kamer who
last July and cost $150,000.
arranging the affir were Mr. and
recently celebrated their 35th
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. G. WiegMrs. Albert Ccntolella, Mr. and wedding anniversary were honor120 River Ave.
Holland, Mick
mink. south of the city, Monday,
Mrs. George Moeke, Mr. and Mrs.
ed at the home of their children,
x son.
Irwin DeWeerd and Mr. and Mrs.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kamer. at
George Faber.
Hubbard. North River St., Sunday,
Pine Creek. Those present were

Honoring El Fell

(Following is the

first

in

At Holland Higk

Gym;

1

Zutphen

—

vinnntii SERVICE
COMPLETE
ROAD

QEb

SERVICE

WARM FRIEND
TAVERN

Haan Motor
W

ROOFING

SCRAP

Louis Padnos Iron

Dependable

Winners in the games were

named chairmen for

the May
party, Mr. and Mrs. Alex Avery
and Mr. and Mrs. Verne C. Hohl.
Two additional couples wall be
added to the committee.

Roofers
FREE ESTIMATES

Geo. Mooi
ROOFING CO.
29 I 6»h

Si.

Phene 3126

Mr.

and Mrs. Roy Veltema. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cook.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kamer. Mr.
and Mrs. Nelson Kamer. Mrs.
Grace Vis, Mr. and Mrs. Dick
Kamer. Mr. and Mrs. John De Witt
The largest weight of bombs and Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hulst. Gifts
ever to be droped on any single were presented to the honored
target was the 3,000 tons of couple and a two course lunch
bombs dropped by the United was served.
States Air Force on the Nuernberg The anniversary also was marked
marshalling yards on Feb. 21. with a get-togetherby the children
1945.
and their families at the parental
home. Included were families of
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Kamer, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Kamer, Mr. and
IN
Mrs. Gerald Kamer, Mr. and Mrs.
William Westmas. Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Snip and Mr. and Mrs. Merlin Timmer and Donald Kamer.
cluding

Harold Van Overen and Mrs. Gil
V’edeven, who arranged the gifts.
Serving wore Mrs. Robert Brute.
Mrs. Ed Styf, Jeanne Styf, Connie
and Beatrice Haveman. Jean Has-:
sevoort. Gladys Sail and Gracile
Ter Hoorst.
For going away, the bride wore
a light blue suit with navy access-]
ories and a red rose corsage. The
newlyweds will live in Allendale
upon their return from a honey-

ALL MAKES

and Repair

Hope Netters Chalk

Up

moon

ST.

FENDT'S AUTO SERVICE
344

WEST 16TH

RHONE

6-6660

Mr. and Mr$. Robert N. Von Overen

On Auto

Insurance!

Yet— State Finn auto insurance it now

a bettor buy

reflect the careful driving records of

and aenricelor which State Farm

Set me

ic

famous.

lea Von Lento, Agent

AiMorM

PHONI

rrprrtfntathm.

The bomb

71

DU MONO BAKE SHOP
384

CENTRAL

AVE.

PHONE

2677

that was dropped on

formed April 7 in North Blendon
Mrs. Gary Van Hill, the bride's Hiroshima was made of uranium.
The bomb that destroyed NagaGRAND RAPIDS (Special)
Christian Reformed Church united sister, as matron of honor wore a
Hopt College netters continued in rparriage Miss Wilma Haveman gown of yellow net over taffeta saki was made of plutonium. Both
their winning ways here Thursday and Robert N. Van Overen.
xnd carried a colonialbouquet of of these bombs became world
blanking Grand Rapids Junior ColThe bride is the * daughter of lavender shatteredcarnations. Mrs. famous under the name of atom
bombs.
lege. 9-0. In four matches this sea- Mrs. and Mrs. Carl Haveman of Gerald Haveman, sister-in-law
of
son Hope has recorded shut out route 2, Zeeland. The groom's the bride, as bridesmaid, and Miss
wins over Wittenberg and Adrian parents are Mrs. and Mrs. Neal Betty Haveman. her niece, as
and defeated Earlham, 8-1.
junior bridesmaid, wore identical
Van Overen of Allendale.
Thursday’s single’s results: John
The Rev. Nicholas Beute per- gowns in lavender and green, reJeltes (H) def. Dick Pngram (GR) formed the rites at 8 p.m. before spectively, and carried yellow
6-1, 6-1; Ken Van Wieren (H) def. a setting#ofOregon fern and can- colonialbouquets.
Bob Harris (GR), 6-4. 10-8; Bill delabra,vtith altar bouquets of
*lary Boelens. cousin of the
AT HOME AND AT
Coventry (H) d$f. Ron Taylor (GR) white gladioli and stock. Tradit- groom, was flower girl. She wore
THE
64), 6-1; John Schler (H) def. ional wedding music was played a white gown and carried a basDoug Smith (GR) 2-6. 6-2. 6-1; Art by Mrs. Herman Lemmen. organ- ket arrangement of baby mums.
Bieri (H) def. HedWrg (GR), 6-1, ist. who also accompanied Henry Dougie Van Hill, nephew of the
6-2 and Dwayne Teusink (H) def. Bosch of Grand Rapids as he sang bride, was ring bearer. He carried
Ortwein (GR) 6-2, 6-4.
"Because," "I Love You Truly" the rings on a spray.
In doubles Jeltes and Van Wieren and "The Lord's Prayer."
Attending the groom a* best
(H) def. Ingram and Taylor (GR),
The bride chose a floor-length man was his brother, Jerry Van r
6-3, 6-3; Schler add Bieri (H) def. gown of chantilly lace and nylon Overen. Ushers were Harold Van
Harris and Smith (GR), 6-3, 6-4 tulle, with a sequin-studded neck- Overen and Clarence Ekema,
TOUR HOSTS:
and Glenn De Free and John War- line, fitted bodice and long taper- brother and cousin of the groom.
ren (H) def. Gregff and Ortwein ing sleeves. Her veil of French Both mothers wore navy blue PAUL AND IDNA VAN RAALTI
illusion was held in place by a ensembles and had red rose cor(GR) 6-0, «, 6-4.
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICI
half hat of lace. She carried a sages.
ZEELAND
One-fifth of all the lettuce pro- cascadce bouquet of white roses
Assisting at the reception for
duced commerciallyin the United and carnations,centered with red 125 guests in the <hurch parlors
CLOUD SUNDAYS
States is grown in Amona s val- roses. Her choker of rhinestones were Mr. and - Mrs. Ted Lucas,
and pearls was a gilt from the brother-in-law and sister of the
ley of the Sun.
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than aver! Low rate* have just bean lowered even
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A double ring ceremony per-

TWO 6000 PLACES

State Farm Cuts Rate
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Serve our quality delicacits for dessert, and you'll win your
family's approval. No trouble at all and less expense than
baking! Juke some home today!

in New' York.

Mrs. Van Overen is a telephone
operatorat Allendale. Mr. Van
Overen is employed at Mullers
Baking Co., Grand Rapids.
(Prince photo)
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Co.

:

Automatic Transmission
Service

sofcnu

bride, ss master and mistress of
ceremonies; Mr. and Mrs. Jim Van
l^iar, who served punch, and Mrs.

.
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THE HOLLAND CITY

Lubbers-Wyngarden Vows

Megan Board

Spoken

NEWS,

THURSDAY, APRIL

28, 1955

Methodist Chapel Scene of Rites

Okays Bufldmg
Hospital in City
CommitteesSeek
Approval of Report
To Proceed With Plans
ALLEGAN (Special) - A joint
session of Social Welfare, finance
and county buildings committees
Friday attempted to draw up a report satisfactory to the rest of the
Board of Supervisors,which would
allow them to implement the
board’s action Thursday in authorizing constructionof a new 125-bed
county hospital at a municipal site.
By a vote of B-15, the board
approved the joint committee’s recommendationthat an all-new
county hospital be built at a site
where municipal water and sewer
service is available. No specific site
was recommended.
The report was in line with conclusions reached in a comparison
of costs between new hospitalsat
the present rural site six miles
north of Allegan and a city site.
A second resolutionfrom the com
mittee seeking authorization to
contractwith the Grand Rapids engineering firm of J and G Daverman for estimates of cost and preliminary plans was referred back
to committeeby the board.
• So the joint committee is trying
today to draft a recotnmendation
allowing them to proceed in obtaining estimateed roughly at
5625,000. This

(Prince photo)

Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd D. Lubbers
(Joel's photo)

and

considerable
Miss Mary Jane Wyngarden,
other unfinshed business is exdaughterof Mr. and Mrs. Martin
pected to send the current session
R. Wyngarden, 346 East Lincoln
of the board Into its third week.
Committee action is a result of Ave., Zeeland, became the bride
of Lloyd D. Lubbers in a double
a drasticorder last week in which
ring ceremony April 15 in First
all state and federal funds were
withdrawnfrom the Allegan Coun- Reformed Church of Zeeland. The
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
ty Social Welfare department aimed at eliminating crowded condi- Henry A. Lubbers, route 3, Holland. The Rev. John R. W’yngarden
tions at the county hospital. As a
result 29 non-ambulatorypatients read the rites at 8 p.m.
The church was decorated with
were removed from the hospital’s
second floor and crowded into any Oregon fern, candelabra and altar
bouquets, of white gladioli, stock
. available space.
and snapdragons. The pews were
decorated with white satin bows.
Traditional wedding music was

Six Are

Referred

peplum and carried a colonbouquet of blue carnations.The
groom’s cousin, Joyce Veurink, as
flower girl wore an orchid gown
of nylon net over taffeta, withpetal flower tiered skirt. She wore
matching hat, and white gloves and
carried a basket of yellow flowers.
a lace
ial

Vaughn Lubbers, brother of
groom was

the

ring bearer and carried

the rings on a lace-trimmed white
satin pillow.
Attending the groom as best man
was Ken Mannes. Howard Veurink
was usher and Gordon Schrotenboer, groomsman.
Assisting as master and misprovidedby Elmer Ucvense, or- tress of ceremonieswere Dr. and
ganist; and Mrs. John Boeve, solo- Mrs. Fred R. Wyngarden of Grand
Rapids. In the gift room were Mr.
ist.

Memorial Chapel of First Methodist Church was the scene of a
spring wedding Saturday, April*16,
when Miss Dorothy Louise French
became the bride of William E.
Gray.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. C.M. French. 122 East
24th St. The groom is the son of
Mrs. Anna Gray of Nunica. *
Spring bouquets, palms and seven-branch candelabra decorated the
chapel for the double ring rites,
performe’d at 8 p.m. by the Rev.
John O. Hagans. Traditionalwedding music was played by Miss

Mrs. Richard

E.

Tindall, the
bride's sister, and Robert Gran
attend^ the couple as matron of
honor ahd best man.
The bride chose an ankle-length
gown of embroideredwhite organdy, over pale blue taffeta.The
gown featured a sweetheart neckline, long sleeves and a bouffant
skirt. Her attendant wore a pink
ankle-length gown of crystalette,
with sweetheart neckline and short
puffed sleeves.
Mrs. Gladys Aldrich acted as
mistress of ceremoniesfor the reception in Byrns Parlor of the
church.
The newlyweds will make their
home at 1540 Slayton St., Grand

Margaret Hagans. Mrs. Hagans
sang ‘Because” "I Love You
Truly" and “The Lord’s Prayer." Haven.

Garden Club Committee Inspect* Plantings
(Penno-Sosphoto)

/

Home
Highlight Tulip Show

Actual Landscaped
To

Bowen

to

Retire

As Road Engineer

This year, as Holland residents and a Flowering Crab will comand visitors enter the Armory for plcte the picture,
GRAND HAVEN (Special) The bride wore a gown of Chant- and Mrs. Don Van Dragt, and
the garden club's Tulip Town
Carl T. Bowen, only engineerTraffic
illy lace and nylon tulle over satin serving punch were Mr. and Mrs.
Tour," they will be amazed to see
Cerebral
manager the Ottawa County Road
featuring a fitted bodice with man- Hardie Wilson.
an actual home highlighted.The
Commission has ever had, will reFor
a
wedding
trip
to
Florida
Parish
Six persons were referred to darin collar and sequin trim, long
house of contemporarydesign will
sign Jan. 1 and will be succeeded
traffic schools at Thursday night’s lace sleeves and bouffant skirt and Cuba the bride changed to a
be red wood and feature a long
in the office by Hendik E. Stafwhite
wool
suit
with
box
jacket,
session of traffic Court ip Munid- with nylon tiers. Her French illustone planter.
seth who now holds a similar posision veil fell from a nylon pleated trimmed in leopard, a matching
pai Court '
The HorticulturalBulletin Com- Goal for
tion in Lenawee county.
They are Guyla J. Bouwman, half hat with pearl trim. She leopard hat and bag, -..ith brown Holland is joining the rest'of the
COMSTOCK PARK (Special) mittee offered to completely landBowen, 64, has been a practicing
route 1, speeding and no opera- carried a white Bible with a laven- accessories and a lavender orchid nation in a "Motorcade of Hope” to Zeeland unleashed a 13-hit attack scape this home with its cedar
engineer
for 45 years. He has held
A grand total of $70,821writ retor’s license;James Gemmill, of der orchid and satin streamers. corsage.
raise funds to help attack cerebral here Thursday and aided by four fence, lawn, flagstoneterrace and ported at the final report meeting the county position since October,
They
will
reside
at
their
new
28 Lincoln Ave., imprudentspeed;
Attending as maid of honor was
patio for the barbecue tables.
1921. On April 1, 1954, he resigned
1 errors trounced Comstock Park,
John Kenneth Barsano, Muskegon, the bride’s sister, Miss Shirley Ann home at 187 East 40th St.
Miss GertrudeSteketee and her Wednesday in St. Peter’s New as county surveyor after holding
The local participation in the 17.2. The win moved the Chix into
speeding; Robert Fales, route 5, Wyngarden, who wore a waltz- For her daughter’s wedding, Mrs.
committee, Mrs. Fred W. Stanton. Churcn Building Fund Campaign, that position for more than 32
t.
,,,
Allegan, imprudent speed Ro- length gown of powder blu. chant- Wyngarden chose an orchid ny- motorcade is being sponsored by ' . t
Teed
Van
Zanden,
owner
of GO- flrsl P1*1* the K^-New-Wa Mrs. J. J. Brower, Mrs. Jerena according to General Chairman years.
bert J. Kraker, route 5, over- lily lace and nylon net, with strap- lon dress with lavender and white
Rooks, Mrs. Carl Cook, and Mrs. Louis E. Symons.
When Bowen first took over Ihe
league standings.
taking parked vehicle which stop- less bodice and tiered bouffant carnationcorsage. The groom’s zens Transfer and Storage Co. The
Jim Kaat, junior lefthander, went Stuart Padnos find this an excelThe
amount was more than duties, the departmentconsistedof
nation-wide
effort
is
under
sponped to let out pedestrians,result- skirt with lace peplum. She wore mother wore a beige linen dress
office In the court house, 12
sorship of Allied Van Lines and the distance for Zeeland. He scatr lent opportunityto create some double the $30,000goal.
ing in accident; Ronald Vanden
matching jacket and hat and with a pink carnation corsage.
tered five hits, struck out seven beautifulplant pictures. Their
The campaign for funds began part-timeemployes who did not #
Van
Zanten
is
the local agent.
Brink of 247 Washington failure to carried a colonialbouquet of pink
The bride is secretary to the
plantings will ilustrate some of the with organizationalwork March 13 work in the winter months, two
The fund raising activities with and walked two.
control car.
carnations.Bridesmaids. Mrs. Ro- advertising manager at Holland
Zeeland teed off an starter Lar-' suggestions compiled in their under leadership of the Rev. Wil- tractors and three trucks. Total
a
national
goal
of
$10
million
is
‘ Noqnan Kleinheksel, route 5, bert Van Zanten and Miss Phyllis Furnace Co. and the g^oom is emry Humphrey in the first inning -10 page handbooks "Plantingfor liam J. Hoogterp, honorary chair- equipment was valued at $5,000.
pleaded guilty Friday morning to Schuitema,wore identicalensem- ployed at the Ottawa Brikcrete Co. being carried on for three weeks
and continued to pound the ball eff Permanence."
man and treasurer; Symons; An- Today the departmenthas three
in
all
48
states.
violationof the egg law and paid bles in yellow and carried colonial at Zeeland.
reliefer Millering.The Chix tallied
thony Delke, vice chairman; Ed- offices valued at S220.000 and
The
committee,
pictured
with
"We
are
confident
the
citizens
line and costs of 513.90. Arrest bouquets of green and yellow.They
The bride was feted at pre-nupof Holland will respond most gen- two runs in the first, eight in the Dick Smallenburg, is inpecting the ward Burns, memorial gifts chair- quipmentvalued at $567,900. There
was made by a representativeof wore short white gloves.
tial showers given by Mrs. Martin
second, two in the third, two in the espaliered apple trees at the city man, and Bernard Marfia, general are 133 employes.^
the bureau of foods and standards, Junior bridesmaid Judy Rae R. Wyngarden, Mrs. Henry A. Lub- erously to this humanitarianapIn 1949, the new $219,186bridge
sixth and three in the seventh in- green house. This photograph re- gifts chairman Solicitation got unin cooperation with local health Wyndarden, sister of the bride bers, Mrs. Nelson Kuipers, Mrs. peal for funds to aid men, women
over Petty's bayou in Spring Lake
and
children
afflicted with crippl- ning.
presents
just
one
of many trips to derway April 3.
authorities.
wore a pale pink gown of chant Jack Bergsma and Mrs. Lambert
Ron Komejan, Chix outfielder, various cities, nurseries and gar- The parish has acquired a site was named the Carl T. Bowen
ing and disablingcerebral palsy."
Earl Cranmer 20, of 140 illy lace and nylon net featuring Lubbers.
He explainedthat the bulk of had the longest hit of the day, dens. where the horticulturalcom- on US-31 in Douglas. Plans are to bridge.
Coolidge, Ave., waived examinaBowen has no particular plans
the funds raised for UCP— 75 per- a triple with the bases loaded in mittee has collected information build a new church first and contion on a nighttime breaking and
in error parade with five misplays. cent-remains in the community the second inning. Art Klamt and about newer varieties of plants tinue to use the present school and for his retirement, but has indientering charge, and will appear in
His replacement Dick Vander and state for local services.The Eugene De Jonge each had three and shrubs suited to this area for rectory until later.cated he may do some part-time
Circuit Court April 25. He was
Yacht made two while six other remainder helps finance the na- for five for Zeeland and Ron Dam- the handbook. At the same time,
A tentative architect's sketch work in the private engineering
taken to county jail in default of
Dutchmen made one each.
stra drove in five runs. Every Zee- plant material to be used in "Tulip made for the campaign brochure field.
tional program.
$1,000 bond. Cranmer is alleged
Klomparensand Norm Hoeve got
land player made at least one hit. Town Tour" was selected.Left to shows a church in contemporary Stafseth. 36, served four years
to have broken into Timmer and
the only Holland hits. Kalamazoo
with the Seabees from 1942 to 1946,
New Guinea is the second lar- The Chix made three errors. The right are Miss Steketee, Mrs. style prominently located on
Karsten Block Co. Wednesday
managed
to get seven hits off three gest island in the world, rank- two Parker pitcherswalked 12 and Brower, Smallenburg,Mrs. Stan- bluff overlooking US-31 and Kala- spent four years with the Michinight
mazoo Lake, with an approach gan State Highway departmentas
struck out nine.
ton and Mrs. Padnos.
Paying fines were Kenneth John P. Milanowski, Grand Rap- Holland hurlers, Paul Northuis, ing behind Greenland.
Included in their over-all land- from a street leading from the bridge project engineer, and servLamb, of 3530 Beeline Rd., no ids, former administrative assist- Ron Tomovish and Leroy Fogered 1*4 years as city engineer for
scape plan afe such shrubs: as highway
operator'slicense, $5; Phil Rathke ant to Congressman Gerald R. ty.
Northuisstarted and left with
Marie’s Viburnum, Viburnum CarBecause of the many resorts in St. Joseph before assuming his preof 60 East 30th St, speeding, $10; Ford, spoke to Holland Rotarians
two out in the first inning and
cephelum, and the Warty Barberry the area, plans provide for a larger sent position as engineer - manaAlbert A. Scholten,route 1, impro- at a luncheon Thursday noon at
two runs across bringing on Tornwhich are especially adapted to attendancein summer by means ger of Lenawee county in 1952.
per driving, $12; Paul Drooger, of the Warm Friend Tavern.
ovish who retired’ the side. He
withstandMichigan’s severe win- of folding doors. The unusual plan
424 West 32nd St., speeding, $15;
Milanowski, now practicing law
Most of thw world's population,
ters. These shrubs serve as an ex- of the church, as well as its site
Don Elder Shaver, of 444 Riley, in Grand Rapids, spoke on "Gen- gave way to Fogerty after two
were out in the third and five
including Arabs and Eskimos,are
cellent backdrop for clumps of and landscaping, is expected
speeding, $12; Herman Rusticus, eral Aspects of What Representamore runs had scored. Fogerty albrillanttulips and primroses. The make it one of the tourist attract- most comfortable at a temperaof 241 West Third St, speeding, tive Does in Washington."
lowed five runs in the next three
ture of 80 degrees and a relative
two espaliered apple trees will il- ions in the area.
$15; Clifford J. Lyman, route 1,
The speaker pointed out the im- innings on five hits. Both Northuis
humidity of 50 per cent.
lustrate
an
unusual
treatment
of
Fennville,right of way, $12.
portance of voting and proved that
an ordinary fence. These trees The three golden balls over
Fines were suspendedin whole if "we don’t vote at election time, and Tomovish gave up one hit.
It was the season's opener for
Eighty species of fish have been
should be at their peek for Tulip pawnbroker shop is derived from
or part for three persons who com- we cannot expect to get qualified
Time since they will be kept in the coat of arms of the Lombards identified in the 600 miles of
pleted traffic school. Kenneth J. people in office to run our govern- Coach Bob Quiring's Kalamazoo
nine and the second game for Holthe Great Smoky
cold storage to restrain their the money lenders of the Middle streams in
Marlink, of 454 West 21st St, who ment." He told how, in a small
land. The Dutch will host Grand
Ages.
mountains.
bloom.
A
picturesque
Paper
Birch
had been charged with reckless town in Alabama, the supposedly
Haven at RiverviewPark this afdriving, was assessed fine and

To

School

Zeeland Lambasts

Palsy

Doubles

Campaign Begins

Comstock Park

Funds

—

palsy.

,

..

,

Holland Rotarians

HearMilanowsIri

|

I

solid citizens didn’t turn out to vote

costs of $54.70 of which $20 was
suspended. Marlink, who was arrested on a speeding charge while
attending traffic school, paid $5 on
the charge. Others who received
suspended fines were Harriet Jansen, of 1614 South Shore Dr., failure to have car under control, $12

ternoon in the

home

opener.

and an undesirable party of gangLine score:
sters and hoodlums was elected
R H F
by write-in. Resulting lawlessness
000 000 0-8 2 13
was stopped only when the NaKlamazoo 232 320 X-12 7
tional Guard took over, he said.
He deplored the small vote in
Ottawa county in the spring election, pointing out that only 9,000
, suspended, and Folkert John votes were cast for superintendent
Vogelzang, of 1521 East Ninth St, of public instruction,one of the
speeding, $17 suspended.
most important state positions.
Also fined at traffic court was
Milanowski urged writing to
Carl M. Simpson,route 6, speed- congressmento give them your
ing. $10.
views and in turn receive inforOthers appearing in court were mation about various situations. Highlighting a special assembly
Henry Zyck, route 3, stop sign, $5; Letters to congressmen are care- held Tuesday at Zeeland High
Bob Saunders, 18, of 57 West 21st fully considered before bills are School was the presentation of a
state award for excellence in the
St., speeding, $5 suspended; Dar- drafted and go to committeesfor
1954 TB Press Project. The prowin Overway, 18, of 200 Scotta approval, he said.
ect is sponsoredby the National
Dr., Speeding,$15; Arnold LaPresident Robert Kouw presided
Tuberculosis Association and the
Combe, 23, of 470 West 21st St at the meeting and Harry Kramer
Columbia Scholastic Press Assospeeding, $10; Gary Kruithof, 48, introduced visiting Rotarians Harry
ciation.
of 319 West 18th St, Itop sign, $5: Coll of Grand Rapids and Harold
Formal presentation of the
Arthur E. Lundy, route 4, speed- Dykhouse of Benton Harbor. Carl
ing, $10.
Andreasen introduced the speak- award was made by Miss Elaine
Abbott, field consultant, Michigan
Paying $1 parking costs were er.

Holland

Zeeland School
Wins TB

Donald Lucas, of 519 Michigan;
Nelson Mulder, of 105 Roosevelt,
Zeeland; Jerry Kruithof, of 364
West 18th St; J. J. Brouwer, of
194 River Ave.; Samuel Kole, of
47 East 15th St; Adrian Speet
route 6; R. Vrieling, of 46 East
29th St., Jack Dombos, of 265 West
12th St paid $2 for blocking a

Award

Tuberculosis Association.

Editor of the award winning
was Tom Bloesma.Special

editions

• contributed by Carl
Wissink, Ruth Vander Meulen, Ron
Damstra, Pierson Roon, Lea Renkema and James Geib, members
of the Peeper staff. Faculty spon10! was Miss C. Ver Hage.
KALAMAZOO (Special) - It was About 80 papers were entered in
driveway.
a "Comedy of Errors” here Thurs- the project. Twenty state certifiday for Holland High School, as cates were awarded, two of them
Answer Folse Alarm
the Dutch committed 13 misplays won by Ottawa County schools.
A false alarm Friday night sent and succumbed to a 12-0 defeat at Also winning an award was the
Holland fire engines racing to the the hands of Kalamazoo Central Grand Haven Junior High School.
Dr. Ralph Ten Have, Ottawa
comer of 16th SL and Washington baseball team.
Ave. :
Bill Holmes, junior righthander, County Health Department, con-

Holland Trounced

articles were

By Kazoo Nine

handcuffed Holland at the plate gratulated the two schools
The only house that Abraham strikingout 16 out of the 23 bat- their awards.
Lincoln ever owned is in Spring- ters to face him. He gave up just
Micnigan'sstate flower is
field, HI., and is now owned by two hits, both singles.
the sUtt.
runs had scored. Fogerty al- apple blossom.

for

the!

WOW! — Us

Bingoman, Detroit Lions middle guard, prances
as gracefully as possible for a 335-plus pounder in a Dutch
costume. Bingoman was' presentedwhaf is believed to be the
largest Dutch costume ever mode in Holland at a VFW smoker
Thursday night. It has a 55 size waist and jacket, 32-inch
inseam, 33 eleeves and 11 triple E shoes. He's shown with Frank
Bagladi, local sports

enthusiast.

(Sentinel photo)

ANGLERS AWAIT SUCKER RUN AT HAMII TON — In Hamilton, dip nets on the Rabbit
pond below the railroad bridge are a surer
harbingerof spring than the first robin. The
pond waa a busy place Sunday as fishermen mad*
river

last minute adjustmentson their nets and
patiently awaited the "run" which will bring
suckers, mullet and carp by the hundreds. Most
of the fish will be sold right at the pond.

THE HOLLAND CITY

Sisters

NEWS,

Engaged

THURSDAY, APRIL M,

1935

to Brothers

Miss Rose Bonofiglio

Miss Esther Bonofiglio

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph BonoflgUo Miss Rose Bonofigliois engaged
of Grand Ledge, Mich., have an- to WiUiam Fabiano. They are plannounced the engagement of their ning to be married in June.
two daughters to two HoUand bro- Miss Esther Bonoffello is the
thers, sons of Mr. and Mrs. A. fiancee of Paul C. Fabiano. Their
Patsy Fabiano of 61 East Eighth marriage will take place during
St
the summer.

Holland Cops Top Honors
WOLVERINE

STATE

GIRLS'
delegates and
alternates were announced today during chaoel
exercises at Holland High School. Pictured
a‘ we (left to right) looking over plans for

the annual program with Miss
Wiskamp,

girls' counselor at

it it

it it

Wolverine

Girls'

Named

Four Holland High School junior
were named delegates
and alternates to Wolverine Girls’
State, to be held June 14 to 22 at
the University of Michigan campus, Ann Arbor.
Principal J. J. Hiemersma announced that delegates are Dawn
Poppen, sponsored by American
Legion Auxiliary, and Kay Keane,

girls today

(Sentinel photo)

Holland High, are

it

Delegates

Gladys.

Barbara E m m i c k, alternate for American
Legion Auxiliary;Karen Damson, alternate
for Horizon Club; Dawn Poppen, 'delegate for
American Legion Auxiliary, and Kay Keane,
delegate for Horizon Club.

it

Dutch Bats Sound

State
at

HHS

man and committeeworkers. Miss

In7-4Wui0ver
Muskegon

Catholic

In

Four-Way Track Meet

Holland High thinclads tallied
68 points Tuesday afternoon and
won a quadrangular track meet
at 22nd St. field. Grand Haven,
defending champion, picked up four
points in the final event, the broad
jump and took second with 42 points
nosing our Zeeland and Whitehall,
each who finished with 4m points.

The winners and Grand Haven
both picked up five firsts with Zeeland getting two first places and
Whitehall one. Leon Wassink,Holland hurdler, was the meet’s top
point maker with 10 points on
firsts in both hurdle events.
Sherry . Shaffer, junior miler,
shaved another three seconds off
his best mile time running the
four laps in 4:45.9. Shaffer was
not pushed in the race and won
by a half a lap.
John Kleinheksel, who reported
out Monday for track, took a first
for Holland in the broad jump and
tied for third in the 100-yard dash.

Ottawa
Farm

News

Richard Machlele
County Agricultural Agent

Howard and Ruby

Alexander,

testers, report the following aver-

age

for the Ottawa No. 1 D.H.I.A.
High cows under three years were:
Gerald Poest of Zeeland 1530
pounds milk and 61 pounds butterfat; under four years: Mesbergen
Bros. Hudsonville - 1810 milk and
72 butterfal;under five years: Alfred Ter Haar, Jamestown - 2020
milk and 75 butterfat; over five
years: Groen Bros, Allendale 2020
milk and 83 butterfat. High herds;
Elmo Heft, Conklin with 1365 milk
and 50 butterfat;Ward Keppel of
Zeeland and Mesbergen Brothers
tied for second high herd.

Harriet Bryncler,Missionary to
MUSKEGON (Special)—Holland
India for many years was the High's baseball team made it win
main speaker on the afternoon No. 3 here Tuesday downing MusIT’S SPRING— State Highway Department paint bars and parking stalls. The extensiveproject Is
program. Among the group inkegon Catholic 7-4. The Dutch comcrews were in Holland Tuesday putting new yel- expected to be completedthis week and every* .
stalled for office at the close of
bined a five-run rally in the second
low and white lines on US-31. Today Holland thing should be ship-shape for Tulip Time Map
the meeting were two women from
and four-hit pitching by Ron Tomcrews are painUng crosswalks,turning lines, stop 11 through
(Sentinel photo)
the local Reformed church, Mrs.
ovish to notch the victory.
, sponsored by Holland Horizon Club. John Brink, Jr., as Second vice
Tornovishalso paced the Dutch
Delegates are Barbara Emmick president and Mrs. Ben Eding as
hitters, getting three hits in four
and Karen Damson.
secretary of missionary activities,
trips. His single aided in the big
Girls’ State, which is annually also Mrs. Frank Ceilings of BenHolland outburst in the second innLarry DenUyl leaped 5’ 9” in We have had many calls regarddirected by the Michigan, division theim Reformed Church as assist-"
ing. The Dutch made six hits and
the high jump but had to be content ing dead areas appearing in lawns.
of the American Legion Auxiliary ant treasurer.
scored five runs on a double by
with second as Zeeland’s Carl Wis- Usually these can be caused by
is dedicatedto the training and
Local folks are reminded of the
Norm Hoeve, and singlesby Norm sink cleared the bar at 5’ 10” and white grubs feeding on the roots
developmentof girls who possess Boy Scout paper pickup this week
V’itteveen,John Stryker, Bob Van
causing the grass to turn brown
broke the Chix school record.
inherent qualities of leadership Thursday.
Wiren, Gerry Boeve and Tornovish.
and presents political science and
Bernard Voorhorst, presiendt of
Holland will run in a dual track and die. Generallyhowever these
That’s all Holland needed as
may be one of two diseases (Ailed
vocationalguidance.
the North Central districtof the
meet
against Benton Harbor here
Tornovish continued to set the
either brown patch or dollar spot.
In past years, Holland has sent Allegan County Sunday School
Friday
afternoon.
Crusaders down. Dempsey spanked
Dollar spot usually shows up in
four delegates, with others spon- associationannounces a spring
. single in the fourth for Catholic’s Results in order of finish:
somewhat circular spots rather
scored by Woman’s Literary Club meeting is to be held at Oakland
120
yard
high
hurdles
—
Wasfirst hit but he was retired on a
and Junior Welfare League. How- Christian Reformed church for all
sink (H), Boonstra,(Z), Guinon uniform in size. An applicationof
fielder's choice.
a mercury compound such as
ever, this year, when these two Sunday schools of this area the
Holland added two more runs in (W>- Caveness (W), Vollink (Z)
corrosive sublimate, Puraturf 177;
organizations applied for reser- evening of May 3, at 7 :30 p.m. The
the fourth inning on three more Time 16.6.
Puratized, CalocureCrag 531 will
vations, the limit of 300 registra- main speaker will be Mrs. Edward
Medley Relay — Grand Haven.
hits. Ron Van Dyke led off with a
give control. If it is grubs, an
tions was filled early. The two L. Grant, general missionaryof
Time
2:42.2.
triple and scored on Stryker’s
applicationof chlordane will take
groups plan to continue sponsor- the American Sunday School
100-yard dash — Anderson (GH)
single. Two walks and a single by
care of them.
t ship of the program, however, in Union. An increased inspirational
and
Smith
(W)
tjed
Boersma
(GH)
Hoeve brought in the other run.
future years.
approach to the work and an exThe Dutch got two more hits in and Kleinheksel (H) tied, Looman Questions come such as wnni are
Miss Poppen, daughterof Mrs. change of ideas is an objectiveof
(Z). Time 10.9.
the seventh but failed to score.
the advantages of having a pen
and Mrs. Henry J. Poppen, 230 such a rally.
Three Holland errors in the sev- Mile run — Shaffer (H), Brook type barn. Here’s some: 1. Labor
West 20th St., is an honor roll Listed among the honor students
enth, the only Dutch bobbles in the (GH), Luurtsema (Z), De Witt less by 1-3 with pipline milking
student active in many exfracur of Holland High Junior Class were
game, gave Muskegon its first run. (H>, Brngham (GH). Time 4:45.9. and bulk cooler 2. Injuries were
ricular affairs. She is a member several local people, Barbara FolThe tiring Tornovishgave up a 440-yard run — Zimmerman (H), less, less stiffness, injured knees
of GAA, Horizon Club, Dutch kert and Virginia Top of this area single and two doubles in the sev- Brooks (W). Bek ins (Z) and
and hocks. 3. Mastitus; 35 cases
Dance exhibitiongroup, Pan-Amer- tied for second place honors with
Reinking (GH) tied, Joiner (GH).
enth for three more runs.
in loose over against 44 in stanican Club, Chemistry Club, Ath- a student from Holland. Others
Tornovish went the distance for Time 56.7.
chion in last five years. 4. Cows
MOBILE EMERGENCY CENTER — This new
desks In office quarters.The 45-foot antenna towletic Sisters, Future Teachers of included in the list are Judith Ny180-yard
low
hurdles
—
Wassink
Holland, striking out five and walkgained more weight. 5. Manure
emergency
field
office
and
communications
America,Assembly Board and was kamp, Bruce Brink, Phyllis Jooster mounted at the left end telescopesinto a 20ing four. Murrary, Catholicpitcher, (H), Brower (Z), Guinon (W),
pack averaged 81.5 degrees, retrailer of the Michigan State Police will be in
foot length and tips so that it Is transported flat
in the freshman play.
bems and Kenneth Lugten.
Moes
(H),
Gief
(Z).
Time
22.4.
gave up 11 hits, struck out seven
moved once each year. 6. Floor
Holland during the four-day Tulip Time Festival,
on the roof. That unit will be parked near the
Miss Keane, daughter of Mr.and
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing
and walked six. Muskegon Catholic 220-yard dash — Pietsch (W), temperaturein stanchion barn 62
May 11 through 14. Equipment includesfour
Warm Friend Tavern during the festival and be
Mrs. Arthur J. Keane of 631 Mich- attended the funeral of a relaCaveness (W), Smith (W), Looman
had three errors.
degrees. Here are some disadvanradio transmitters,a telephone switchboard and
in actual operation.
igan Ave., is also an honor roll tive, Mrs. Henry H. Kronemeyer
Hoeve had two-for-threeamong (Z), Ramsey (H). Time 22.9.
tages: 1. Took twice as much
student, and has been active in of Grand Rapids on Monday after880-yard run — Guitterez (GH),
th. Dutch hitters and Van Wieren
music and other activities.She noon at the Jonkhoff Funeral had two-for-fourand Stryker two- Elzinga (H), Robberts(H), Bron- bedding in pen barn. 2. Cows ate
it
it
slightly more in pen bam. 3. Temwon an Interlochenscholarshipand Home in that city,
son (H), Keppel (Z). Time 2:08.9. perature was low in loose housing
for-five.
has won honors in regional and and Mrs. Gilbert Lugten asisted Holland will play Muskegon here
880-yard relay — Grand Haven.
much like the outside.Here’s why
state music festivals. She is a mem Missionaryactivities of the ZeeThursday.The Dutch now have a Time 1:41.1.
they are equal: 1. Production the
t state music festivals. She is a mem- land Classis Missionary Union reShot put — Nyenhuis (Z), Schout
3-1 record.
same. 2 Calves did well in both.
as a majorette, is in the Dutch cently called a meeting Of dele- Line score:
LOANS
LOANS
(Z), Smith (W), Vollink (Z) and
3. Quality of milk the same. The
Tulip
Dance experimentalgroup, mem- gates of all churches to receive
$25 to $500
R H E Hill (H) tied. Distance 41’ 4”.
above statements are from a study
ber of the French Club, guidance and discuss missionary project
Holland Loan Association
High jump — Wissink (Z), Den made at the University of Wiscon050 200
7 11 3
A new field office and emergroup chaplain and Horizon Club assignmentsfor the year, held at Muskegon 000 001
10 West 8tlx Street,Holland
4 4 3 Uyl (H), Nienhuis (H) and Bloom
sin.
president.
the home of Mrs. Gordon Top of
Adv.
(GH) tied, Tabor (Z). Height 5'- If you are interested in seeing gency communicationscenter be- to Saugatuckfor the Summer and
Miss Damson's parents are Mr. Overisel.Cohostess with Mrs. Ed10”.
longing to the MichiganState Pol- have moved into Mrs. Sanford's
the
winter
oat
plots,
signs
are
up
and Mrs. Edward Damson, 595 ing and Mrs. Top was Mrs. Geerts
Pole vault
Arbogast (GH), on the Tony Wolf farm located on ice will be on display in Holland home on Mason St.
Crescent Dr. She serves as a of South Blendon.
Roth (H), Beyer (Z) Irwin and M-50 just west of the Yellow Jacket during the Tulip Time Festival, Miss Ada nfaff of Kalamazoo
The radio broadcast"Bread of
Student Council alderman,on the
Allen (W) and Buis (H), tied. on the north side of the road. May 11 through 14.
and Harry Pfaff of Grand Rapids
historicalboard, Horizon Cabinet, Life” program over WHTC last
Height 9’.
Cnpt. Le Roy Hunt, district com- spent the weekend at their home
There
are
also
three
varieties
of
Future Teachers of America, Sunday originated in the local
Broad jump — Kleinheksel (H), winter barley in the same plot. mander at Rockford, said the unit in Saugatuck.
Spring
Chemistry Club, Dutch Dance, GAA Christian Reformed Church.
Den Uyl (H), Bloom (GH,) RobWe have Just received a letter will bo in actual operation and Mrs. Carlton Simonson left Frimanager and is on the honor roll
Smelt dipping at various places,
bert (H), Ferguson (GH). Dis- from D. J. Thomas, president of manned by state police troopers. day evening for Hammond, Ind.,
Miss Emmick, daughter of Mr. dip net fishing on the banks of
A record turnout of 25 baseball tance 19:4.
Ottawa County Bankers Association The center will be parked near where she visited Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. John Emmick, 124 East Rabbit River at the local bridge aspirants greeted Russ Woldring,
ALLEGAN (Special)
Two
Ted Moore for the weekend,
saying that the association will the Warm Friend Tavern.
Ninth St., is a member of GAA, and anticipationof the opening of Holland Flying Dutchmen mancompletely furnished homes in the
The
34-foot
trailer
contains
four
turning
Sunday
morning.
sponsor four short course scholarHorizon, FFA, Pep Band, Pan the trout season on April 30 have ager, and Dick Japinga and Loren
ships to Michigan State College raido transmittersand a telephone C. R. Hewitt writes from Chili- western section of Allegan county
American Club, bowling team, kept the hands and minds of Ham- Wenzel, assistants Tuesday night
Elect
switchboard with a capacity of five cothe, Ohio, he expects to arrive were stripped bare by as thorough
during this calendar year.
Dutch.Dance, Latin Club, band and ilton sportsmenwell occupied the at the initial workouts at RiverOttawa County young men and trunk lines and 12 extensions. in Saugatuck for the summer, a burglary crew as has operated
orchestra and American Legion past couple of weeks and several view Park.
women who are interested in taking Telephone extensions can be rig- April 30.
Band and was in the freshman are planing to attend the Fish and
"This is the biggest group we’ve
In this area in the memory of local
this course should notify me im- ged to other emergency head< play. She is on the honor roll, Game Banquet in Holland this had in several years,” Woldring
Miss Jean Edgcomb returned by officers.
quarters,
such
as
National
Guard
mediately. We would like to have
has won an Interlochen scholar- week at the Armory.
reported. The Dutchmen will work
plane from Florida Friday. She
and Civil Defense.
ship and first division ratings
Mrs. John Drenten is the Health out Monday through Friday at 6
Six new board members were as many applications as possible
and Mrs. Harriet Greene will get Deputy Sheriff Robert Whitcomb
The
transmitters
will
provide
said Monday that homes owned by
in district solo and ensemble con- township juror named for the May p.m. until the season opens.
elected for two-year terms at a so that a selection can be made.
communications with the regular their tea room, The Villager,
tests.
term of court for Allegan County.
Roy Pitts, of Chicago, located near
Veterans who will be around meeting of the Holland Junior The qualificationsare that any net-works of the state police and ready to open for the season.
The Junior Girls League of the again this year, according to Chamber of Commerce Tuesday young man or woman who plans
The cottage of Mrs. Leah Bruner Bravo, and William Setterberg,of
conservation
departments,
and
Reformed Church met in the Woldring, are Lou Humbert, Ron night in the Tulip Room of the to live in a rural community or
was opened for the summer Sat- Benton Harbor, located south of
local police and sheriff's departchurch rooms for their annual Fortney, Ron Boeve, Ron Van Warm Friend Tavern. New board be engaged in farming and has
urday.
the Hettinger school in Valley
ments.
cooperative supper. After supper Dyke, Jack Kempker and Don members are Mike Van Oort, Ed a farm background is eligible.
Mrs. Florence Bale was a Grand township, were victimized someThese scholarshipsare worth A public address system with Rapids visitor one day last week. time during the past week.
James Van Hoeven, student at Mary Drenten conducted a devo- York.
Nyland, Avery Baker, Don Gilfour speakers is mounted on the
Western Theological Seminary, tional period and a business sesSeveral from Saugatuck attend- The robberies were reported by
Max Dootlittle, back from a ser- crest, Con Boeve and Paul De 8100 each. The total cost of the roof top. If regular power is not
course
is
about
$125.
This
will
take
was guest preacherat the morn- sion. The remainder of the eve- vice hitch, heads the list of new- Kok.
ed the Sports Show in Holland last owners who had visited them over
available,auxiliarypower for both
ing service of the local Reformed ning was spent on their work pro- comers along with Jack Greg, leftOther members whose terms do care of all course expenses inweek.
the weekend. Whitcomb said preradio and lights can be supplied by
Chu #ch in the absence of the Rev. ject, the making of oil cloth ani- handed pitcher, who formerly not expire this year are Jack cluding tuition,room and board
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clark Reed arriv- liminary investigation indicated
a 5,000 watt generator carried in
Norman Van Heukelom, the pas- mals to be sent to underprivileged hurled for Vanderbilt University. Ewart, John Benson, Brian Athey, and books. Courses for 1955 are
the truck tractor that pulls the ed in SaugatuckFriday evening to both jobs were the work of the
toi, who was participating in a children in domesticmission sta- Others working out are Ror^Ny- Paul Klomparens, Clayton Ter scheduled to start the following
open their summer cottage on same, methodical crew.
trailer.
service at a Christian Endeavor tions. The sponsors of the group, kamp, Norm Scheerhoren, Ken Haar and Ray Reidsma.The board dates: Fall term from Oct. 24 to
Riverside Dr.
He spent most of Monday obtainAll the work of building desks
group retreat at SL Mary’s Lake. Mrs. John Veldhoff and Mrs. Bert Van Tatenhove, Jack Kroenig, a will meet soon to elect club offi- Dec. 16 and the winter term beMrs. GenevieveCoatoam visited ing inventoriesof the loot in the
and
installing
equipment,
with
the
ginning on Jan. 9, 1956 to March 2.
The Senior Christian Endeavor Brink and a few other mothers, former pro and presentlyHope cers for the coming year.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George two burglaries.The lists included
exception of the telephones, was
group on Sunday evening were Mrs. Jasper Rigterink, Mrs. Mar- College student ineligible for colfurniture,clothing,householdap»
Tonight the Jaycees are hosting
done by State Police employes Wright over the weekend.
* guests of the Junior High C. E. for vin Kaper, Mrs. Gilmer Rigterink
lege play, Dwayne Teusink, Duane district 8 at a meeting in Legion Hope Tennis Team Stops
Peter Polka has finished basic, pliances,sporting goods, "they
with little new equipment being
a special program to which all and Mrs. Gilbert Lugten asissted Westenbroekand Ronald Frenz.
training at Fort Knox, Ky., and even took the pictures off
Memorial clubhouse. A vice pres4
young people of the area were in- the girls with the project.
Wolderingis uncertain as to the ident will be elected to serve this Calvin for Fifth Win
Joseph A. Childs, State Police is home on a 14-day furlough walls,” he said,
vited.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Top are first game. The date of the contest area which includes clubs in HolGRAND RAPIDS (Special)
commissioner,said he forsees a visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Harold Schipper has re- erecting a new residence on M-40,‘ will depend on the end of school land, Grand Haven, Grand Rapidr, Hope College'stennis team won its
Otto Polka. He will return for 8
broafl use for the trailer in providVandals Roll Stones
turned from Holland Hospital north of village limits and Smit- here.
Greenville,Belding and Grandville. fifth straight tennis match here ing a headquarters not only at weeks of special trainingin motor
her infant daughter. Loreanne.
ten building a new house in the
Mayor Robert Visscher will wel- Tuesday and its second MIAA disasters, but whenever a large mechanics.
Toward Sleeping Scouts
A few local Holland High stu- James Koops addition.
match by stopping Calvin, 6-1 at number of police are mobilized Top winners in the Poppy Concome the visitors.
Home Demonstration ^
dents were among those of Holland
test whose posters will be sent to
ALLEGAN (Special) - MemFranklin Park.
for any purpose.
High who w^nt on a tour to LanKen Van Wieren, playing No. 2 The trailer is said to be the district judging are Donald Ek- bers of an Allegan Boy Scout
Units Planning Tea
Stmp
Collector
Speaks
Doable Ring Club Has
, sing where they visited the state
singles, was the only Hope player
most complete unit of its kind in dahl, Saugatuck, class 1; and troop on a weekend camp-out on
capitol, Michigan State College At Meet of Local Club
Paula Grein, St. Peter’s School, Bear Creek, near Mlllgrove, had
to lose. He was defeated in three the country.
Spring Tea on Tuesday evening, Meeting at BeechwooJ
and tho state police post Local
class 2.
May 10 at Allendale Town Hall.
sets by Rod Boerma. Scores were
one sleepless night but it wasn't
students included Patsy Lugten,
Louis V. Middleton, Grand RapMr. and Mrs. Lynn McCray of due to wild animals or other forest
Main event of th*e evening will
Norman Overbeek showed slides 6-2, 2-6, 6-3.
Nancy Hansen, Lloyd Hoffman, ids druggist and stamp collector, be a demonstrationon “How to on Korea at a meeting of the Doub- Other results were — John Jeltes
Maplewood Hotel, Saugatuck, have maurauders.
• Michael Calahan and Howard was speaker at a meeting ot the Arrange Flowers”. This will be le Ring Club at Beech wood Re- (H) def. Dave Scheur (C), 6-3,
announced the marriage of their Vernon Olcott, Jr., Scoutmaster
Veldhoff.
Holland Stamp Club Monday.
daughter, Sandra Kay, to Robert of the Methodisttroop, repo:' d
presented by Mrs. H. White of formed Church Monday evening. 6-2; Bill Coventry (H) def. Jim
Many church women from the
In a delightfulmanner, he told Muskegon who is regional director
Miss Gussie Till and brother Dale Swagart of St. Johns, on April to Sheriff'sofficers that a gang
The meeting was held in the so* Kok (C), 64, 6-1; John Schrier
Hamilton area attended the spring about collectingcovers and dis- for the Michigan Federal Garden dty room with Mr. and Mrs. Theo- (H) def. Dick Sharda (C), 6-3, 6-0 Henry Till have returned from I" at Flint. Both are graduates of of boys in a car had rolled heavy
conference of the Zeeland Class is played a part of his collection Clubs.
dore De Graaf conductingdevo- and Art Bieri (H) def. Warren their vacation trip to Washington, the Michigan School for the deaf stones down onto the sleeping
Women’s Missionary Union at which included specimens of corre- AH members and their friends tions.
D.C., and other historic places in at Flint. Mr. and Mrs. Swaggart Scouts shortlyafter they turned In
Boer (O, 6-1, 6-3.
Forest Grove Reformed Church
are invited to attend. More deIn doubles Van Wieren and Jeltes the east. They were accompanied will make their home In St Johns. for the night
Refreshments were served by
» 1 last Friday. After the opening deBy examining raw hides, ex- tails will be announced later.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Krawitz write Some of the stones had struck
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Wiersma, Mr. (H) def. Schreur and Sharda (C) by their brother Albert and his
votions at the morning session, in- perienced leather tanners can tell
that they will soon be coming to the tents in which the boys
Members of home demonstration and Mrs. Vernon Johnson, Mr. and 9-7, 6-4 and Coventry and Bieri wife of East Chicago, Ind.
formative group meetings were to within 100 miles the region from groups of, Ottawa County are mak- Mrs. Erwin De Vree and Mr. and (H) def. Boerema and Bouwman Mr. Charles Sprout and sister, their home in Saugatuck for the sleeping, but lucidly none a
held for officers, program chair- which the cattle came.
boys were injured.
Mrs. Maud Gibson, have returned
ing plana to bold their annual Mrs. Paul Plaggemars.
1C), 5-7, 7-5, 6-4.
1
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Grand Rapids touched Westenbroek for their first two hits of

Ottawa County

5-0.

Dutch Edge Sues

the game in the third, but coudn’t
score.
The locals pushed three more
markers across the plate in the
In
fourth frame, thanks to some power
hitting. After Bill Vryhof had walked, Vander Ark unloaded his third
straighthit; a double. Plaggemars
followed with another double and
then Dave Waver punched out a
Holland High baseballer* pulled
single to account for the three talone out of the fire in the last of

Ninth;

Real Estate

Maroons

Transfers

Zeeland Walloped
In

Track Meet

Pt.

SW%

15-6-

NWK

Summer

tion.

a Dutch-

ZEELAND (Special) - CbopersHoland.
Big Les, and everyonewho saw ville, featuringa well-balanced
13 Twp. Georgetown.
John Franzburg to Ben Velt- him agree he's BIG, captivated his track tehm, ran over Zeeland here
audiencewith, a few inside facts
house and wf. Lot 38 West Park
about the great Lions teams of the Friday afternoon 70-34 in a KenAdd. Twp. Holland
past few .years and showed movie New-Wa league meet The Chix
John Franzburg to Howard Goohighlightsof all the 1954 regular got only two first, both in the
den and wf. Pt. SW%
20season games.
distance events.
5-15 Twp. Holland
Especially interesting was the
Henry W. Wilson to Gunnard V.
Vander Kooi won the 880-yard
question and answer period and inBjork and wf Lot 22,23 Chamber
formal discussionswith groups af run and Luurtsema won the mile
of Commerce Sub. City of Holland
ter the movies.
for the only Zeeland first. Chuck
Jacob Essenbergand wf to
No. 1 question was: "Are you Stevens led the winners with 19
Barnard E. Poppema and wf. Lot going to stay next season?"
points on firsts in both hurdles and
108 Essenburg Sub. No. 4 Twp.
“No, I’ve decided to quit pro
a tie for first in the high jump.
Park
ball. I’ve played seven seasons now
Amos Nordman and wf. to Amer- and have got a couple of bad Teammate Lambregtse was second
ican Properties, Inc. Lots 28,29,39 knees. I can hardly get out of bed with 11% total points.
Results in order of finish:
Pleasant Acres, Twp. Wright
on a Monday after a game and
120-yardhigh hurdles— Stevens,
Clarence Welling and wf. to Hen- you have to go all week long."
(C), Boonstra,(Z), Voilink, (Z).
ry F. King and wf. Lot 5 Barnes
Despite his claims, many in the
Time 16.1
Add. City of Grand Haven
audience were still skepticalof his
100-yard dash— Lambregtse,(C),
Amos Nordman and wf. to Amer- intentions and suspect he'll be
ican Properties, Inc. Pt. Lots 10 back in his familiar positionnext Ensing, 1C), Looman, (Z) Time
10.9
and 1 Blk 5 Akeley’s Add. Grand fall.
Mile— Luurtsema, (Z), Bennink,
Haven
And Les thinks the J955 Lions
Helen Weitz Appel to John Appel will "be a great ball club." He said (C), Vander Laan, (Z). Time 5:08.3
440-yard dash — Lemieux, (C),
and wf. Pt. SW>; NW>i 4-7-15 Twp. the loam has many promising
Sneller,(Z), Bronkema, (C). Time
Robinson
rookies coming up such as SalisIsaac Kouw and wf. to Raymond bury of UCLA, Malloy of Florida 57.7
180-yard low hurdles— Stevens,
Woodwand and wf. Lois 8,13 Blk and Brooks of Arkansas,to men(C), Brower, (Z), Alderink, (C).
9 Howard's Second Add. Twp. Hol- tion a few.
Harmsen and wf.

Basketball Plans

in the second inning on a single
and a second Holland error. But
that was it.
Fogerty settled down and gave up
two hits the rest of the game and
the game and the Dutch defense
didn’t commit another error.
Holland scored one run in the

became

D

Kent

Made

BlngaMAN

Dutchman Here

Into

Adm. Est. Lena Fynewever, Dec. was in Holland for a smoker at
to Gert Smoes and wf. Pt Lot the VFW clubhouseand was preBlk
G.W. Danforth Add. sented wooden shoes along with a
complete Dutch costume— reputed
Coopers ville
Dick DeWent and wf. to Jacob to be the largest ever made in

y

the ninth Friday afternoon to stop
Holland’s last run came in the
Grand Haven, 8*7. at Riverview seventh on a single by Substitute
Park. The win gave the Dutch a Dan Bos and a double by Vryhof.
2*1 record and left the Bucs with South Kent scored all of their runs
their fifth straight setback.
in the final Inning. With one runRon Van Dyke, Holland catcher ner on, and one run in, Third baseand captain, took advantage of a ma Toger got hold of a fast one
momentary mental lapse after a and connected for a home run,
dropped ball by H. Radski, Grand scoring the final two runs of the
Haven first baseman, toN tally the rally.
winning run. Van Dyke was on
Vander Ark led Maroons with
second and Norm Witteveen, on three hits in five trips, while Plagthird with one out: Bob Van Wier- gemars followed with two out of
c drilled a hard liner to the pitch- four. Van Laar led Kent with two
er, Don Prelesnik^svhothrew home out of four.
forcing Witteveen. Swiftney, Buc
Line score:
catcher, threw to first and Radski
. R.H.E..
dropped the ball. While the sub
Holland Chris. 221 300 1-9 10 3
first sacker was “brooding”Van
South
000 000 3-3 6 7
Dyke came around to score.
A repeat of Thursday’shumiliation at Kalamazoo, appearedto be
in the offing for Holland in the top
half of the first inning. The Bucs
slammed five hits in the fram^
to score six runs. The first two
for
Grand Haven batters, Bucy and
Schoolcraft singled,and both scorA summer basketballprogram
ed on Gerry Boeve’s error of
for all boys in the seventh, eighth
ground ball.
Coach Ned Stuits at this point and ninth grades in the HoUand
chose to pull starter Paul Northuis. area wiU be inaugurated here this
Leroy Fogerty, a lefty, took over year, according to Joe Moran, City
and before he got the side retired Recreationdirector. The Recreafour more runs had crossed the tion department will sponsor the
non-profit basketball school the
plate.
Grand Haven added a single run first four weeks of summer vaca-

Made

Bingaman

of

Fred Kennedy and wf. to Bas- MAN Thursday night.
The 6’3” 335-pound (If not
tian Coelingh and wf. PL NHSW*4
more) Detroit Lions middle guard
22-7-14 Twp. Allendale

StopSouthKent

lies.

335 Pounds

MEMBERS OF THE ARCADIAN

fraternityat

Hope College have put a new twist into hazing
for new pledges by assigning them to clean up
and paint the home of an elderly woman in
Holland. Here they ail scrape old paint in

preparationfor painting the home of Mrs.
Lottie Culy at 74 West Ninth St. The boys were

busy at work

Friday

•k -k

*

Fraternity Puts

h o p e

d

to

(Sentinel photo)

1

* +

and

complete the job Saturday.

-k

New

land
dog big enough and savage enough
George Morey and wf. to Marto tear such a stranger’s’ throat—
tha Miles Pt. Lot 7 Village of
though a watchdog which will, as
Cedar Swamp
a last resort,follow up his warnExec. Est. Milton G. West to
ing bark with a bite has much
David DeFeyter et al Pt. Lot
value of his own.
Blk B West Add City of Holland

Les classes "Hustling” Hugh Time 21.5
880-yard run— Vander Kooi, (Z),
McElhenay of the San Francisco
Anderson,
(C), Keppel, (Z). Time
49ers as the hardest present day
lunner to bring down and Marion 2:17.
220-yard dash— Lambregtse,(C),
Motley, lormerly of the Cleveland
Browns was the most difficult Looman, (Z), Ensing, (C). Time

The program wiU run from June
20 to July 15 from 9 a.m. to 12
runner he’s over had to bring 24.5
In ordinary circumstances a
Shot put— Scott, (C), Schout, (Z),
noon Monday through Friday at
Vearly R. Coffman and wf. to down.
watchdog w hich weighs 15 pounds
HoUand High and Junior High
Ottawa
Savings
and
Loan
Assn.
Bingaman
rates
Los
Angeles’ Nyenhuis (Z). Distance 44'1,,4.
(or even 3 pounds) may sound an
A Hope College fraternity has
High jump— Stevens and Brink
gyms. ParticipantswiU receive inalarm loud enough to rouse the Pt. N4 SWVi 19-5-15 Twp. Holland Norm Van Broeklin as the best of both (C) tied, Wissink (Z). Height
tensive coaching on the level of put a new twist into traditional
Charles H. Yonker and wf to the current crop of pro football
household.
hazing for new pledges, and has
5’4”.
the boys involved.
There is an old maxim which Arthur Reenders and wf. Lot 70 passers, but in the next breath
Pole vault— Brink (C). Wissink
first inning. Van Dyke walked,
Division for coaching purposes diverted such energy into better
Pinehurst
Add.
City
of
Grand
said he classes Sammy Baugh as
is 100 per cent true. It is this:
stole second and came home on wiU be made on the basis of abil- channels.
the
greatest quarterback of all (Z) and Ulrich (C). Height 8'6".
by Peter Boggs
Haven
"One good watchdog inside the
Broad jump— Stevens (C>, LemInstead of sending its 26 pledges
the catcher’s error. The Dutch kept ity rather than grade level. All
John Franzburg to Ben Volt- time. When quizzed about the
Mike and the Word "Rubies'* house is worth more than two
ieux (C), Nyenhuis (Z). Distance
pecking away at the lead and participants will have an oppor- through the old paces, the ArcaLittle Bobby had always want- watchdogs outside.”Poisoned meat house i and wf. Lot 21 Blk 8 "blooper" passes Baugh used to
19’3%".
notched two more runs in the third tunity for both individualinstruc- dian Society assigned the pledges
ed a dog and he was the hap- or a smashing head blow from a Assessor's Plat No. 2 City of Hol- throw, Les said. "But those/throws
inning on three singles and a walk. tion and for play on an established to painting the house of a 69-yearwere beyond the men and Sammy 880-yard realy— Coopersville (Enpiest youngster in twon when club may make the outdoor watch- land
old woman whose only source of
John Stryker, Van Wieren and W. team.
Egbert Dyke and wf. to Lester used to make them run to get .sing, Bronkema, Lemieurf,Lamcn his 7th birthday, his father dog useless, but the dog waiting
bretse) 1:42.8
Dykens all got safeties in the Bob Connell, HoUand High income is from old age assistance. presented him with Mike. Bobby
them."
alertly indoors is far harder for a M. Timmer and wf. Lots 26, 27
frame.
School assistantbasketbaU coach,
Actually, the assignment was and Mike became inseparablecom- thief to deal with.
Looking ahead to the *55 season.
Oakewood Sub. Twp. Holland
The Dutch tied the score with a wiU head the program. He will be made last fall and the pledges panions. Each night after a hard
Think twice before punishing Gerrit Van Hill and wf to John Bingaman predicts a five team Local DAR Organizes New
four-run outburst in the fourth in- assisted by Dale Shearer, head scurried around seeking paint,
day of playing,littleBobby would your dog for barking at day-light Gritter and wf. Lots 19.20 Nort- race involving the Chicago Bears,
ning. Van Dyke tripled to center footbaU coach, and other person- brushes, ladders, and other supgo to bed and Mike would crawl visitors. Otherwise, he may not house Sub. No. 1 Twp. Georgetown Green Bay Packers, Los Angeles Ida Sears McLean Group
field to highlight the inning. With nel as enrollment demands.
plies from local merchants. Be- up in a ball on the floor dropping bark when midnight visitors break
John Edward Barry to Charles Rams, San Francisco and the
• two out, Fogerty was safe on an
Since the program is primarily fore they could get around to off to sleep with one eye open, in.
Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton
Westra and wf. Pt. Lots 8,9,12 Blk Lions.
error and Van Dyke sent him home of an individualnature, Moran has painting the house, cold weather
"It'll depend on who gets the Chapter, Daughters of the Ameri10 Bryant’s Add. Spring Lake
watching over his young master.
with one run. Stryker, Van Wier- set preUmlpary Umit of registra- had set in and the project was
Adrian Veurink and wf. to Her- breaks," he said.
can Revolution, has organized an
And now Mike is dead. He was
en, Boeve and Dykens got the same tion at 40 or 20 boys per instruc- postponeduntil spring.
man B. Webb and wf Lot 5 Birch- Bingaman said the pro teams evening group to be known as the
killed when someone mentioned Seven Persons Appear
idea and slapped consecutive sing tor.
It was the weekend for action, the word "rabies” in front of a
have three, four or live scouts as- Ida Sears McLean committee.
wood Sub. Twp. Grand Haven
les. Boeve and Dykens were left
DeadUne for registrationis -May and the modest frame home of pci. son carryinga .gun. Mike is At License Hearings
Jacob Vander Molen Jr. and wf. signed to each footballconference Ida Sears McLean was the first
stranded when Tom Ragains struck 27. Registrations may be sent to Mrs. Lottie Culy at 74 West Ninth
to Jacob Vander Molen Sr and wf. and they huddle with head coaches regent of the local DAR chapter.
just one of hundredsof dogs that
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
out to end the inning.
Moran’t office at 340 Pine Ave. A St. has been buzzing with activity. will be needlesslykilled this comPt. E'a E^i NE1,* 13-8-16 Twp. of the pro teams before the annual
The group was formally organSeven persons appeared for rePrelsnik, who relieved started fee of J10 wiU be charged for the About 25 Arcadians reported
player drafts to come up with the ized Monday evening at the home
Spring Lake
ing Summer because of a false
Joel Wildrom after the four run course. This fee must accompany Thursday afternoon to scrape off
Esther Leitz et al to Marvin A. top prospects.
of Mrs. Bruce Mikula. Officers
rabies scare. Why was Bobby’s pal examinationat the sheriff's office
rally, and Fogerty locked up in a
the old paint and nail down loose shot? Well, Mike had had a fit in Grand Haven Thursday before Vanden Bosch and wf. Pt Lot 26
Usually it takes a college play- elected for the coming year are
the registrationcard.
pitcher’s duel until Van Dyke
siding.Friday they returned caused by worms. Many dogs in- a representative of the Secretary Essenburg'sSub. Twp. Holland
er three years to reach his peak in chairman. Mrs. Austin Walker;
scampered home. Fogerty won his
with paint pails and brushes fested with worms are likely to of State'sOffice.
Francis Palmer and wf. to Mar- pro ball.
vice chairman. Mrs. Bruce Mikusecond game of the season.
"It's a lot rougher because you la: chaplain. Mrs. Jack Daniels;
of paint in 12 years.
Paul Erwin Boeve. 21, of 37 vin A. Vanden Bosch and wf. Lots
suffer from fits unless properly
Holland made two errors in the
(or The Arcadiansselectedthe Culy wormed, and in this case someore East 33rd St., Holland, was given 11.12.38,39 Pine Bay Sub. Twp. ha\e only 12 teams and the men secretary,Mrs. John LaBarge;
game, a far cry from the 3 made
home through the Bureau of Social mentionedthe word "rabbies" and six months probation.
are tougher, bigger and faster."
Park
treasurer.Mrs. Lawrence Geuder,
Thursday in losing 12-0 to Kalafas not informed of it until Wed- so Mike was shot.
He was asked why so many and publicity. Mrs. Harrison Lee.
Joseph F. Snyder and wf to MarWilliam F. Schmidt, 34. route 2.
mazoo. The Bucs made six bobnesday. She was overwhelmed and
Because a dog is frothing at Die Grand Haven, and Cliinton H. shall Johnston and wf Pt Lots 123. small college players make the
bles. Both teams made eight hits.
became so excited she almost be- mouth it does not necessarilyfol- Alyea. 62. of 209 West 14th St., 124 East Highland Park Sub. No. 4 grade in pro ball? "Many of them
Stryker led Holland at the plate
came ill.
never had a team behind them in
low that he is mad or suffering Holland, each had their licensere- Grand Haven
Groundbreakingceremonies were
with two for three, while Boeve
"Why, I was so thrilled I didn’t from rabies. Even if this frothing voked.
small colleges and when they get
had one for two and Dykens, two neld April 19 at Maplewood Re- even cry,” she said. “That's what
A mother-daughter banquet wa*
to pro footballthey do."
Robert N. Rose, 16. route 1,
is accompaniedby a fit, nine times
formed Church for a new audi- I usually do when I get a pleasant
for four. Bucy got three hits
l.es remained overnight in Hol- held Thursday evening at Pine
out of ten it isn’t rabies. Such ac- Nunica. received a 45-day suspentorium.
five trips for the Bucs.
surprise.”
land and planned to leave today Creek Christian Reformed Church.
tion might be due to a severe case sion, as did Ronald Earl Fisher,
The Rev. A. Rynbrandt,church When the project was adopted of indigestion or— as in Mike’s 17. Evergreen Dr., Feriysburg.
Line score:
Mrs. H. Hamer presided at the
for Detroit.
R H E pastor, presided at the ceremonies last fall, the pledges considered case — worms.
‘Til be here with my wife for dinner and devotions were in
Warren Jay Mokma, 18, of 249
102 400 1-8 8 2 and gave brief remarks. John Jip- donating the paint themselves,
Tulip Time, though." he said.
charge of Miss Shirley Dekker.
How do they get rabies and East 9th St., Holland, appeared
Members of Holland Emblem
Grand Haven 610 000 0—7 8 6 ping read scripture and Martin but costs involved were a little how do they act when coming and no action was taken as he was
He came to Holland under A toast to the mothers was
Sale gave the prayer. Congrega- more than they could handle. The
down with this disease? To get able to pass the vision test with- Club, dressed in fortnal gowns, auspicesof Goebel Brewing Co. He given by Liz Ver Hey and Mrs.
tional singing,led by Henry Klein- entire fraternity which numbers
held installation ot officers at the travels extensively throughout Hamer respondedwith a toast to
rabies a deg must be bitten by a out glasses.
heksel, was accompanied by an 74 members took a hand and conElks club Thursday evening.
Michigan making appearancesfor the daughters.
rabid animal. The symptoms van1.
Gilbert James Breuker, 34. of
instrumental trio, John Kleinheksel sulted local merchants who gave
Punch was served precedinga the company.
A docile and quiet-mannereddog 314 Central Ave.. Holland,who
Several songs were sung by the
Calvin Rynbrandt and Thurman not only supplies but technical asmay suddenly become ferocious passed the written test, had his turkey dinner.Tables were beautigroup and a solo was sung by
Rynbrandt.
fuliy decorated in a spring mot it.
sistance.
and bold or one normally cross license restored.
Joyce De Ridder.
Special music was provided by
The after-dinner meeting was Ottawa School Students
Among the donors were Mont- may timidly seek attention and
The program featured the Gosanother instrumentaltrio, Joan gomery Ward. Nies Hardware, petting.A dog doesn't become
opened by Mrs. Henneth Dykstra. Toar Sentinel Building
pel Ambassadors, under direction
Baker, Paul Kleinheksel and Plaggemars Hardware, Sears - rabid over night. It will be many Man Found Not Guilty
retiring president,who presented
All students of the Ottawa school of Louis Mulder. Instrumental
Bruce MasseUnk.
the installing president.Mrs. Onita
Roebuck, Vogelzang’s, Teerman's. days after he is subjected to the In Drunk Driving Case
with their teacher. Miss Josephine music, vocal numbers and a chalk
Members of the congregation Gambles. Selles Paint. Smith - disease before he will become danWeybright and her supreme suite.
De Haan, and a group of mothers drawing of “The One Lost Sheep”
who broke the ground included A. Alsop paint, Rezelman Paint.
Mrs. Dick Volkers was instated
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
gerous.
toured the Holland Evening Sen- were included.
Boeve, Sr., John dipping, Henry
When news of the Arcadianpro- If there is a genuine case ol After deliberating a half hour, a as now president.
tinel building Friday afternoon.
Kleinheksel,Paul Baker, Cornelius ject hit state and national news
Brief talks were given by Elks
rabbies— so labeled by the proper five-personjury found Albert HonIn the group were Gordon Ten
Bellman, Harold Baker, Emerson this morning,a Grand Rapids wo- authorities—in your neighborhood, ing 48, route 1, Fennville.innocent Exalted Ruler Ken Dykstra and
Brink. Daniel Pixley, Joyce PixTanis, J Mrs. J. Noor, John Van man called the fraternity house
by all means keep your pet tied of a charge of drunk driving past Exalted Ruler Stephan ley, Elaine Brouwer, Linda BunVoorst, Mrs. Martin Sale, Jean at 10:30 a.m. to offer sandwiches up at home. If your dog acts sus- Thursday afternoon in Municpal Wiersma.
ker, Gaiy Brouwer, Myn\ RozeMast, Mrs. E. Tellman, Ivan Com- and pop for refreshments this
Gifts were presented to Mrs.
piciously don't have him shot. Court.
boom, Joan Brouwer. Robert
pagner, John Kleinheksel and Ron- afternoon.
Dyfistra,
to
Mrs!
Weybright
and
Honing w^ arested by city poPlace him in the care of a veterinMolengraff, Jimmy Lipe, Alvin
ald Maat.
The activity at the Culy home arian for confinement and diagno- lice -Feb. 26 following a rear end her installing marshal, Mrs. Marge Longieherc, Kenneth Snyder, SanArnold Branderhorst, contractor, is in keeping with clean-up week
Lane.
collisionat Seventh and Fulton.
sis.
dra De Haan.
was introduced to the congrega- now in progress in Holland to clean
The other car was owned by loiter in the evening, dancing Also Linda Lipe. Gerald Geerttion.
was
enjoyed,
with
music
by
RumAid, and although it was deterJames
McKay,
route
1,
Grand
What I* a Watchdog?
man. Jr.. Bernice Geertman, Alvin
mined months ago that this was
watchdog is a dog that Haven. Honing stood mute when rr.ler’sOrchestra. A buffet lunch Geertman. David Snyder. Leon
was served.
the home to be painted,Mrs. Culy watches over his master’shome arraigned later on Feb. 26.
HousewarmingHonors
Molengraff.
Molengraff.
up the city for Tulip Time May
Serving on the jury were Fred
and gives the alarm promply and
Carol
Longieliere, Ruth Ensing.
Short evening gowns far outnumWestenbroeks
through 14.
vigorously when an unauthorized F.hrman, Lawrence Bornbos. Sr.,
Bob Van Earden, fraternity strangerapproachesit. especially Frank Van Tol, Mrs. S. P. Nelson ber long ones in the Paris collect- Marcia Ten Brink and Ardith
Kruithoff. Mothers included Mrs.
A group of employes of the De president who hails from Clymer, at night. He is not necessarily a and Mrs. Fred Reus.
ions of 1955.
Lester Bunker, Mrs. James Pixley
Vries and Dornbos store enter- N.Y., said fraternity members deand Mrs. Bert De Haan.
tained Wednesday evening at a cided last fall they would do somehousewarmig party for Mr. and thing constructivefor initiation.
Mrs. C.J. Westenbroek.Their new "We couldn’t see much future in
Marriage Licenses
home is located in Indian Hills. having our pledges running around
Ron Van Dyke
Ottawa County
They
were
presented
a
gift.
town doing crazy things : nd get• • • smart baae running
Raymond Bulthuis, 21. CoopersPicturres were shown by Nor- ting into people's hair. Someone
ville. and Lorraine' Vander Jagt,
man Rozema and a buffet lunch suggested we paint some poor perGRAND RAPIDS (Special)
22, Route 1, Conklin.
was
served.
i
son’s home and it was adopted imHolland Christian's baseball club
had just too much power here Honoring the couple were Mr. mediately,” he said.
Man Bound Over
Harvey Doorenbos of Morrison,
Friday afternoon as they whipped and Mrs. Charles Rozema, Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Rozema, Mr. and HI., is general chairman of the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
South Kent Christian, 9-3. The win
Miss Leono Harmsen
Ivan Newman, 20, Grand Haven,
evened the Dutch mark at 1-1 so and Mrs. William Van Melle, Mr. house painting project.
and Mrs. Frank Brieve, Mr. and
who appeared for examinationin Mr. and Mrs. Ed Harmsen of
Dean of Men Milton L. Hinga
far this season.
Municipal Court Friday on a route 2, Hamilton, announce the
Coach Hero Bratt's Maroons Mrs. Ted Vanden Berg, Mr. and hailed the move a great improvebastardy charge was bound over to engagement of their daughter,
pounded three Grand Rapids hur- Mrs. Ray Naber, Mr. and Mrs. ment and hoped it would spread to
Nick Van Haitsma, Mr. and Mrs. other fraternitiesand to colleges
Circuit Court to appear June 14. Leona, to A-lc Ronald Kalmink,
leraforlOhits as they took a early
and universitiesall over the counBond of $1,000 was continued.The son of Mr. and Mrs. John Kallead and were never threatened. Bert Van Dam.
Also Mr. and Mrs. Peter Cook, try. residentI. J. Lubbers also apalleged offense involves a 16-year- minkf route 2, Hamilton.Airman
• Lefty Harve Westenbroek turned
Mr. and Mrs. Gerry Schrotenboer, proved the trend, saying he was
Kalmink is stationed in New York.
old girl.
in a fine six hit performance for;
Roger Naber, the Mesdames Lil- sure the entire faculty welcomed
the Dutch, keeping the host club
ly Smith, Gertrude Trimpe, Elsie such a change.
scoreless until the final inning. In
Costing, Luella Van Lente, DorLast fall, the liew pledges also
going the route, Westenbroekgave
lay
Is
othy Busscher and the Misses Joan cleaned the basement of the fraup six walks and fanned eight batIN
HOLLAND,
MICHIGAN,
11-14, Inclusive
Westenbroek, Marcia Westenbroek, ternity house, knocked out one vail,
ters. For the second straight game,
OFFER EXPIRES MAY 6, 1955
Joyce De Jonge, Gladys Bussies whitewashed the whole basement,
the Hollanders gave their pitchers
and Amanda Costing.
-v v * _ ' Jftk ONI
placed rugs on the floor and scoutfine fielding support, committing
ed up some furniture and made
only three fieldingerrors Friday
1
another lounge. Now they, are reafternoon. Meanwhile the losers Man Pleads Guilty
EDITION
.........
wiring the house under proper
# were committing seven fielding
of The Holland Evening Sentinel
supervision.
misplays behind their trio of hur- To Disorderly Charge
PublishedMay 11, 1955
ZEELAND (Special) — Harold
lers, Ed Dykema, Cal Kooier and
Complete with Program, Mop
Draper, of 42 East 13th St., HolBob Van Laar.
•nd stories.Moiled in U.S.A.
Ben R. Brinks Dies
The Hollanders started the scor- land, pleaded guilty to a charge
THE SENTINEL
of
disorderly
conduct
Friday
before
ing early with two runs in the
After Long Illness
HOLLAND, MICH.
first inning on singles by /Gord Judge E. J. Boes. He paid fine and
Ben B: Brinks, 54, of 1347 Elliott
Plaggemars and Gary Vander Ark, costs of 879.30,
i ^ s*
of Moy ii to
Draper was arrested at 6 a.m. St., SE, Grand Rapids, died Fritwo errors and a walk. They added
+ ’
\ IncludingFestivol Edition,
two more in the second on an- today by Zeeland officers as he day in ButterworthHospital after
J Moiled in U.S.A .........
other single by Vander Ark, two left a garage belonging to Leonard a four month -illness.He had been
NAME
..............
...........................
more walks and another pair of er- Van Hoven, 234 East Washington an electricianin Grand Rapids for
St., Zeeland, where he had been many years.
rors by the South Kent club.
ADDRESS ............ ........ ........
...........
A single by Westenbroekand a sleeping in Van Hoven’s *ar. Drap- He was a member of the NatAbraham
Rynbrandt.and members of the conJ
GROUND
WAS
BROKEN
April
19
night
at
CITY
......
........
..
STATE.
..........
booming double by Wayne Alois er’s car, with keys still in it, had ional Association of Power Engregation took part in the brief ceremonies.
Maplewood
ReformedChurch,
where
a
new
Use
separate
sheet
tor
More
Nemes
—
• Include C*sfc.
gineers
and
the
I^ee
Street
Christbeen
found
earlier
by
police,
parkproducedanother local tally in the
.(Sentinel photo)
auditoriumwill be built. The pastor, the Rev.
ian Reformed Church.
third inning to run the count to J ed oa M-21 near Church Sl
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